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EDITORIAL 

No doubt all editors of a11 climbing clubs approach 
their jobs with desires to be original and to achieve some 
worthy level of distinction. As joint editors of this biannual 
edition of the FRCC Journal we now regard our predeces- 
sors with profound deference - particularly the Ion el y in - 
dividuals producing annual volumes. 

After two years of seeking contributions by persuasion, 
flattery and deceit we present the 1 996 - 88 Journal. It must 
be stated that this is not the production envisaged when 
we started. Our early meetings as joint editors soon 
clarified roles and established individual tasks, and we 
quickly outlined a framework for our vision ofthe Jnur- 
nal. We set out to propose themes, ta identify subjects, 
to target authors and to commission pictures. Success 
for this edition may be limited, but we assure members 
that seed have been sewn. Promises are recorded. 

It must be achomrledged that our Journal is not a selec- 
tion from a pool of climbing literature as with various an- 
thologies - it is the work of FRCC members. Editors have 
only limited opportunities far mixing and blending of 
reports, reminiscences and reco1lections of raconteurs. It 
was pleasing to receive unsolicited copy from members 
and we thank these contributors. Their contributions have 
more than made up for initial disappointments where vari- 
ous commissions have not yet come to fruition. Long may 
i t  continue that members are inspired to tell their tales and 
voice their views. 

Whatever the subject matter from past to future, and 
whatever the form from research to poetry, we trust that 
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the enthusiasm of contributors will be recognised by 
readers of this JournaI. Hopefully it can also be recog- 
nised that recording of Club details follows accepted 
formulae. It has been suggested that editors should edit, 
and some discipline is required. Advice will be pur- 
sued. A possible disappointment was avoided by adopt- 
ing a I31Y approach to reintroduction af the previously 
regular Climbs Old and New article, and perhaps self 
discipline is also required. Surely there i s  a compiler 
out there for this, or something similar. 

There are other opportunities. What is the latest think- 
ing on mountain education, access diEculties, climbing cth- 
ics and of course why do we do what we do. As the arti- 
cles in this volume show, our interaction with mountains is 
a many faceted gem. 

The lines are open, please calI. 

Doug Elliott John Holden 



ACCIDENTAL HEROES 
The Story of Lakeland Winter Climbing. 

Thc Age of Innocence. 
' It was the defining moment of the climb. Axes planted 

awkwardly on thin ice smears which coated sloping rock, 
only a tooth and a haIf of each pick biting. I had to commit, I 
had to hang out over the drop and trust. Trust what? The rope 
hung heavy and runnerless for 100 feet. There was nothing 
to stop a slip, which meant a fall of well over 200R, and no 
security beyond holding your nerve and keeping your bal- 
ance. A quote rang through my mind, "This is the trickiest 
moment of all; the final move onto easier ground, the point 
of relaxation where so many leaders fall . .." ' 

Concentrate, don't stop thinking, do it right. Trust. I trans- 
ferred most of my body weight to the axe shafts and bridged my 
left cmnpon flat against bare rock, then swiffly brought the right 
leg up to jab a thin ice smear. There was no time left fur doubts. 
I pushed the front points home and stood up, removed the left 
axe and thumped it home into a square inch of firm turf. I fol- 
lowed through with the right axe, swinging hard, and it twanged 
into hard snow. Huge relief. I was h o s t  overwhelmed with -ti- 
tude. There was a sanctmy belay at the limit of the rope where 1 
slumped with post-adrenal weariness . . . ' 

Afier experiencing the winter crux of Steep Gill, ScafelI you 
cannot fail to be deeply impressed by the achievements ofthe 
first Lakeland winter climbers. Although it is now well lover 100 
yean since its audacious first ascent, Stmp Gill continues to hold 
the reputation of being the hardest of the traditional Lakeland 
gullies by dint of the unsympathetic reception its sloping and com- 
pact mixed ground gives to Iate twentieth centwy b t  pohh ad 
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banana picks. Because of this, even with modern equipment, thc 
climb is a testing and bold Grade V but, almost unbelievably, it 
saw its first winter ascent by Norman Collie during Christmas 
1890. 

The crepuscular ambience of the gully cemnly marks it out 
as the territory of myopic, tweed clad Victorians - terrain 
normally translated by modern climbers into easy ground. 
But the Gill flatters to deceive and it is probably this that 
tempted a reIatively inexperienced CoIlie (in onIy his third 
season of climbing and on his first visit to the Lakes) to fling 
himself at the alluring cleft. The gully would have been in 
particularly severe winter condition that Christmas of 1 890; 
a heavy snow storm three weeks previously ' was followed 
by a inonth of continuaus heavy frost and by the Christmas 
I~oliday three inches of ice were reported on Kcndal's canal, 
together with further snow falls3. At the same time RC Gibson 
recorded in the Wasdale Climbing Book that conditions were 
so icy that, 'Step cutting was necessary an the ordinary path 
from Styhead to Sprinkling Tam, and even at the bottom of 
the old Styhead track'.J Accordingly, the deceptive gully 
caught the Professor out and, as he was later to admit, "My 
recollection of [Steep Gill] in snow and ice, is that it was one 
of the most dangerous climbs I have ever made'. However, 
this admission would not come until 1926, when he gave the 
ascent a passing mentian in an obscure set of reminiscences 
in that year's FRCC Journal.m5 

Such reticence fits well with the normal practice of the early 
pioneers when they achieved a climb they considered 'un- 
justifiable'; they did not want to be thought to be cncourag- 
ing reckless behaviour- a solnewhat ironic sentiment given 
most of the things they got up to. It is easy to see why Collie 
probably regarded the ascent as unjustifiable. One can easily 
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imagine tbe Professor and his partners (Geofby Hastings 
and John Wilson Robinsan) working their way back-and-foot 
up the initial steep chimney section only to find themselves 
trapped in the frightening, brittle scoop above with no realis- 
tic means of retreat. The only option was to continue up steep, 
bulging and tataIly unprotectable terrain with no guarantee 
of success. Few other men climbing at the time probably had 
the skill and coolness to battIe their way out of such a tight 
spot. Collie's mumbling admission of culpability worked fine 
for 70 years, remaining ignored until A1 Phizacklea noticed 
it and rehabilitated the Professor's achievement . T h e  recog- 
nition of this important and historic ascent is on a par with 
the rediscovery of EPaebm's climb of Ben Nevis' Green Gully 
in 1906 and is arguably even mare significant as it prob- 
ably represents the first ascent of grade V standard anywhere 
in the country, and probably the world. The fact that this took 
place in an English gully, rather than the: wilds of the High- 
lands comes as a surprise to many Scots. An even worse bIow 
to natianal pride is that it was dane by an Englishman, albeit 
one with a Scottish father. 

The widespread ignorance ofthis ascent is not atypical; few 
climbers are aware of the consi&able achievements of the early 
Lakeland winter pioneer climbers. This is hardly surprising given 
the dificuky in o b ~ n i n g  information about their activities. Unlike 
Scotland, where the SMC has a long tradition of recording sum- 
mer and winter ascents separately in their area guidebooks, the 
F&RCC has traditionally made little reference to winter activi- 
ties. The first history of Lakeland cIimbing by KM Kelly and JH 
Doughty in 1936 for instance, makes no mention of snow 
and ice at all.# Despite this, the systematic study of early 
FRC-C Journals and climbing logs provides indirect Hints af 
considerable and hitherto unsuspected winter climbing activity 



in the late Victorian and Edwardian periods. Research re- 
veals that accidental heroics like Collie's form a leitmotif in 
the story of Lakeland's early winter climbs, Right fram the 
beginning the early pioneers experienced epics. The first re- 
corded winter ascent of an ice-sheathed Sharp Edge (VII), 
Blencathra, in March 1873 by George SeatreeY and compan- 
ions almost ended in disa~ter due to the fact that the party 
was equipped with neither rope nor axes (!I. Qne of the causes 
for this apparent recklessness was simply inexperience; Brit- 
ish climbing was in its infancy and most practitioners were 
probably ignorant of what they were letting themselves in 
for half the time, In 1887, fox instance, Charles Hopkinson 
led a party most of the way up Pinnacle Face on Scafell in 
what, under modern definitions, would undoubted1 y be 
classed as winter conditions. Such an undertaking would now 
be graded at east IV and it is a measure of their ability that 
they not only almost succeeded, but that they managed to 
retreat without mishapIu. 

The beginnings of LaIceland winter climbing, however, lie 
with the easier-angled snow slopes and gully lines. The first 
definite record of a winter climb was up a gully near Flat 
Crags and Bowfell by GH Wollaston and AR and J Stogden 
in January 1 870' I .  The erudite pedigree of the party (in their 
entry in the Wasdale Climbing Book the Stogdens make a 
point af announcing that they were alumnae of Harrow and 
Cambridge) was evident by the way they carried a clinom- 
eter with which they judged the steepness of the climb to be 
63" at the top. An awkward cornice had to be cut and, typi- 
caIly, the descent p r o d  to be an epic when, in addition to 
recording the first winter climb, they almost recorded the first 
Lakeland winter fatality as well. One of the party (they were 
too coy to admit exactly who) slid out of control on bard ice 
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but was luckily stopped by rocks which injured his leg. Steps 
had to be cut for him the rest of the way down to Wasdale 
aided by the light of the moon. 

The first of the gullies k n m  to have been climbed on 
perhaps the best known Lakeland winter crag, Great End, 
was Cust's GuIly (I), ascended by the eponymous climber 
(along with over twenty other members of the Alpine Club!) in 
a m s s  assault in April 1880, although it seems that Cust had 
ascended the route previo~sly'~. This gully is also notable for 
being descended by AL Mumrn - on his bum - in 1 88 1, 'an 
exceptionally snowy year', thereby achieving tbe f ~ s t  recorded 
'sitting glissade' in the Lakes. l"(Mumm had also descended 
Mickledore under snow and ice in the previous yearl4; 
bum-sIiding seems to have been all the rage in the late Victorian 
period). A somewhat mare conventional winter climb was that 
of Scafell's Deep Gill (I/ 11) which feIl to Cecil Slingsby and 
Hastings in 1 886 after a prolonged campaign beginning in 1 885 
which failed due to insufficient icing.I5 However, the downwardly 
mobile Mumm (in the company of JE King, the late Head Mas- 
ter of Clifton Public School) had, perhaps inevitably, previously 
descended the gully in the winter of 188 1 /2.'"hether Or not 
this was on his expensively tailored bottom is not known. 

By the turn of the decade, however, a major advance in 
technical difficulty was achieved when Great End's South- 
east Gully (IIIIII) fell in January 1890 to the mysterious 'AG' 
who Found it 'very full of hard ice'.,I7 Unfortunately it is not 
known who 'AG' is because althougb he was active in the 
1890s and ofien m t e  accounts in the Wasdale Climbing 
Book, he refrained from revealing any more than his initials, 
It is not known for oertain when the famous Central Gully 
(111) was first climbed although the tone of an account o-F its 
ascent in December 1890 by J W Robinson and party suggests 

Cmts Gully, the first of the Great End guliks to bc climbed in 
1890, Photograph hy Colin Wells 
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that this obvious line had been ascended regularly before.'# 
During this same period of very icy weather Professor Arthur 
Milnes Marshall and others made the first recorded ascent of 
a frozen Lakeland watercourse when they climbed the wa- 
terfalls in 'Grainy Gill' (now known as Girta Gill, TII), The 
prolonged winter of this year extended to the end of April 
1891 when the forty-one year old Professor found the snow 
in Central Gully, Gable Crag (JI/IIT) to be 'in good order' 
and climbed it with AB Dixon, W. Beaumont and 'AG'.'' 
The energetic Marshall, who had only begun climbing when 
he was thirty, was typical of most of the cohort of winter 
pioneers in that his background lay firmly in the elite profes- 
sional/academic stratum of late Victorian society. He was a 
zoologist at Owens College, Manchester who had made irn- 
portant advances in understanding the origin and develop- 
rnent of the nervous system in higher animaIs, as well as be- 
ing a gifted educator and a Fellow of the Royal Society. Like 
the Hopkinsons, whose wealth was derived from the boom- 
ing textile mill construction industry, and Collie who lec- 
tured and undertook research in organic chemistry at Uni- 
versity College London, Marshall belonged to a class of rela- 
tively well-off and leisured middle-class males who sought 
temporary escape from the strictures and mores of British 
urban life, in the company of like minded peers. Sadly, Ga- 
ble's Central Gully was to be one of the last contributions of 
the Professor to pioneering for he was destined to become 
the first recorded Lakeland winter climbing fatality an the 
very last day of 1 893, when, stepping back to take a photo- 
graph of his companions climbing Scafell's Deep Gill, he 
slipped, and fell 5Q0 feet to his deathlo. 

One of the striking features of early winter mountaineering 
in Lakeland is that the phase of easy gully climbing was amazingly 
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short. By tbe early 1 890s mixed climbs of considerable technical 
diicul ty began to be tackled regularly. One ofthe reasons for 
this was probably that most early pioneers made no real distinc- 
tion between rock, snow w ice - it was all climbing to them. 
Consequently many fhd ascents, or early repeats of routes, were 
done under winter conditions But not regarded as belonging as a 
separate category of climb. Given wt the high standard mixed 
climbs of today are often snowed - up summer rock routes 
of V. Diff-Severe standard - rock grades which commonly 
transform into winter routes in the IV-V I range - it can be 
seen how climbers operating at the then upper limits of rock 
standards, but unable, or unwilIing, to differentiate between 
sutnrner and winter conditians, unwittingly accomplished 
many futuristic winter =cents. The other factor favouring 
the advancement of w inter pioneering was the timifig of most 
visits to the region. In Victorim and Edwardian times the 
best chances for an extended holiday for the professional 
cIasses m e  at Christmas and Easter. Because winters were 
longer and more severe in the last decades of the nineteenth 
century than today, it was common for ice and snow to be 
present at these times and hence inevitable that ambitious 
climbem, hungry for first ascents or early repeats, frequently 
ended up climbing under winter  condition^ whether they liked 
it or not. GA Solly, for instance (the pioneer responsible for 
such climbs as Eagle's Nest Ridge Direct ( M V S )  on the 
Napes), stated that he had never climbed in Lakeland in sum- 
met2' 

FinaUyl it is arguable that the differences in equipment used 
for winter dimbing 100 years ago and the present day (with the 
exception of protection) are not so marked as those manifest in 
the eomspondiig rock climbing technology. The pioneers' 
nailed boots may even have been superior to today 's long 
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fanged crampons on some routes and rough tweeds would 
have provided excellent friction for the copious thrutching 
often necessary in mixed climbing. Nevertheless, despite these 
dubious exceptions, much of the Victorian kit would act as a 
poor substitute for modern gear. The single long-handled ice 
axe would have offered miserable performance compared to 
the torque and thwack abilities of twin banana picks, while 
the lack of protection and safe belays would have required 
far greater reserves of nerve and courage than are necessary 
from today's activists. It is difficult to overestimate the 
achievements of the early pioneers. 

After Collie, perhaps the most impressive of the 
Lakcland winter pioneers was the man who was also most 
consistent on pure rock - Owen Glynne Jones. Jones' tally of 
winter first ascents is impressive for its technical difficulty, 
including as it does Moss Gill (IV, 1893). Jones climbed this 
solo and, not surprisingly, took a fall from the Collie Step, 
luckily sustaining only broken ribs, thanks to the backrope 
he had fixed through a Chockstone." Despite this injury he 
completed the route on which, after a subsequent winter as- 
cent, even the great Slingsby was to comment, 'the dificul- 
ties [are] at no times slight ... this ghyIl ought not to be climbed 
except when the rocks are dPy and quite f ~ e  from ice' .'"ones' 
ascent of Gable Crag's Oblique Chimney under heavily iced 
conditions with LS Arnery and Kershaw in the Christmas of 
1 89 1 /2 was another amazing tour de force. 'The smooth waIls 
of the gully were black and shiny with ice,' recorded J ~ n e s , ' ~  
but this failed to deter him and he set about the challenge 
with characteristic gusto. One of his companions, Amery, was 
more circumspect about the joys of winter climbing, 'I re- 
member being able to look down between my legs into what 
seemed a battomless abyss of writhing snow. It had been 
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snowing all day and by the time we had overcome the chim- 
ney and were nearing the top of the mountain it was not only 
blowing a blizzard, but it was dark into the 

The ascent of Oblique Chimney is dm a good example of 
how the efforts of the pioneers have hitherto been undexesti- 
mated as it was climbed in January 1996 by Tony Park and Nick 
Kekus on the assumption their's was a first winter ascent and 
graded V! Another case of splendid retrospective gazumping by 
the ancients is High Man via Steep GilI/Slingsbyys Chimney on 
Scafeil which was climbed and mistakenly recorded as a first 
winter ascent by Brian Davison md myself in h e  winter of 1 995. 
Unfortunately for our smug claim, the private Victorian climb- 
ing diary of Guy md Claude Barton shows that they, along with 
Messrs Cowley and Dsvey, had an 'encounter with snow and 
ice on difilmlt rocks' in the winter of 1899. '" 

I came across their modest account one drizzly November 
afternoon in K&'s County Records Office. The mding room's 
centrally heated stuffiness and fluorescent strip lights had begun 
to induce drowsiness and I was starting to fall into a nodding 
stupor. The only sounds were the reguIar patter of rain on the 
window and the scratching of pencils f h m  half a dozen early 
retirees avidly taking nates in their gendogical quests. Lazilyhlm- 
ing a leaf of the diary, I suddenly sat bolt upright, staring at 
the page before me, Tho pages of beautiful copperplate script 
accompanied faded and creased black and white photograph. 
It showed three weary but happy men in frosted ff at caps and 
tweeds, facing the plate camera clutching their enormous ice 
axes and surrounded by the Lakeland snows. 

They had climbed the route 96 years before us. 
I uttered a Ioud involuntary exclamation of incredulity. The 

whole room stopped what they were doing and fixed me with 
accusatory stares. I had c~mmitted a crime. Shhhh, 
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To rub it in, the Bartons described the climb, which we 
had graded V, and found technical I y tricky and strenuous as, 
'nowhere really difficuIt ... we had an entirely incompetent 
climber with us which accounts for the 3 horn spent on the 
ascent and which with two on the rope, could I am sure be 
done in an hour and a half with the greatest of ease'. Effec- 
tively, they would have been climbing with no protection. 

Although these examples suggest much must have been 
srchievd in the last decade of the nineteenth century1 goad docu- 
mentary evidence for this period remains rare. However, Zn the 
decade and a half before the first of the new century's terrible 
wars was to scythe down many af climbing's young enthusiasts, 
there is further proof oftechnically advanced winter routes being 
achieved. Two of the lead participants in both of the most im- 
pressive ascants achieved during this period were to be killed in 
the camage in France. The h t  of thew was Claude Worthington 
who climbed Engineer's Chimney on Gable Crag in the Faster of 
1 807 with JD Gemelt. TC Omiston-Chant described it as, 
'a notable climb with a c~nsiderable amount of ice in it".27 
Today, Engineer's Chimney is regarded as a technical grade 
IV with a reputation far being surprisingly awkward. We know 
very little about Worthington; the only reason we are aware 
of his ascent is because it is mentioned it in his obituary. Had 
he survived, it seems likely that with his obvious taIent that 
he would have gone on to join the ranks of early Lakeland 
climbing lutninaries. 

Two w h ~  most definitely did, Sidreid  Herford (soon to 
experience a terminal encounter with a German grenade) and 
George Sansom, famous for their summer ascent of Scafell's 
Central Buttress, were also involved in an advanced winter climb 
along with CF Halland in 1 9 14. Walker's Gully, Pillar Rock (IV), 
had p~viously been climbed by the incmigi ble OCi ,lonesin thaw 

Scajbil Pinrracl~; the , m h e  ofsmeralfir!wrisficfi~sf pscenrs hy 
Victorian and Edwurd fan pioneem. Photograph by &!in W d s  
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conditions in 1 898 but in the winter of 1 9 14 the trio found a steep 
fearsome gully encased in thick What HoIland was to 
describe as 'a truly Homeric struggle' with the route ensued, 
culminating in a titanic battle with the crux upper pitch. Her- 
ford 'commenced a devastating assault on the upper ice-fall ... 
occasional boulders joined in the bombardment, one of which 
made a gallant effort to cut the rope. The leader, after much toil, 
succeeded in attaining a somewhat doubtful position an a slope 
of ice below the top boulder'. The climbing was so severe that 
the unthinkable happene Herford, perhaps the ablest climber 
in the country at the time, took a leader fall, 'an experience, for 
him, out of the ordinary'. Holland described the crux encounter 
with exquisite understatement, 'The first attempt [to surmount 
the boulder] failed ... and the leader's quiet remark '1 am com- 
ing off now', was immediately justified'. Despite this he was 
held and succeeded on a second attempt. The climbers battled 
up verglassed final rocks to finish a magnificent ascent. 

AH these men were obviously capable of high grade 
mixed winter cIimbing by the eve of the Great War. Indeed, 
they were almost cavalier in the face of severe ice condi- 
tions; Holland mentioned that their onIy concession to this 
extra factor of difficulty was, 'our precautions consisting in 
taking a pair of socks and an extra sandwich apiece'. It is 
perhaps significant, therefore, that there is a record o f  
Worthington, Herford and Sansom teaming up (along with 
AR Thornson and W B Gouden) and climbing several routes 
on Bow Crag on 2 1 st February 19 14. " Jones' Route (Easter 
Gully), Black Chimney, Blizzard Chimney and South Chim- 
ney were all ascended by them. AIthough details are not suf- 
ficiently detailed to pmve that these climbs were in true win- 
ter condition, the fact that six inches of snow lay on the fells 
that day suggests that there was a good chance that they were 



and given their previous recard the climbers were certainly 
capable of tackling the dimbs in this condition, some of which 
would probably merit grade V today. After achieving such 
audacious, bold undertakings like these one can imagine both 
Herford and Worthington feeling invulnerable. Unfortunately 
for them, and Lakcland climbing, the Maxim heavy machine 
gun and the Mauser rifle grenade paid no attention to skill 
and courage. The attrition of FRCC members due to the war 
became so great that the club's president was avertaken by 
emotion while trying to write his address far the 19 19 jour- 
nal and could not bring himself to complete it. His wife had 
to finish it for him. 

It was hardly surprising then, that after the Great War 
the energy of the pioneers seemed to have been sapped and 
the innocence of the survivors drained. Little enthusiasm ap- 
peared to be left and this, combined with a run of mild winters 
during the 1920s and early 1930s. ensured little progress was 
made in Lakeland winter climbing. It would take the renewed 
vigour of a new generation and a resumption of colder 
climatic conditions before the ring of axe on unexplored 
terrain would be heard again reguIarly. 
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FROM THE CLUB ORAL ARCHIVIST. 2048: 

We I-tave recently recovered a fragment of tape damaged ill the 
flood of20 14. Evcn with the new laser technology the remainder 
of the tape i s  beyond recovery. Two voiccs are hcard: a female 
intcrvicwer and a male interviewee. Unfortunately the extracl 
contains no clues to their identities. 

From the tape location I estimate it to date from circa 201 0. The 
discussion obviously refers to the events of 1998 but appears 
to contradict the official record. Since it is the 50th anniver- 
sary of those momentous days, I make no apoloby for bring- 
ing it to members attention. 

I would welcome any information from members, particu- 
larly as to the identity of the participants. The recovered sec- 
tion starts about twenty minutes in: 

(Female Voice): ... but you were m e  of the seven, weren't 
you? 

(Male Voice): I was. 

(FV): Tell us how it happened. 

(MV): Well, like we said, something had to be done. The club 
was dying - some said literally. You know the average age 
of new members was over 40 and the average age of the club 
was ... well, who knows? As for the committee ... 
(lrrcvocablc tape damage for 15 seconds) ... 



.. . tried all surts. Relaxing membership rules! Now that was 
brilliant! They came ii! droves dl right, but they weren't 
climbers. They didn't even go to the pub, just sat in the huts 
drinking wine a11 night. 
What else did they try? What di$n"t they - you know they 
d l 1  had that hut in Scotland then and there was even talk of 
a hut in France and we're meant to be the FRCC d the Eng- 
lish Lake District, 
They had Working Parties, Sub-committees, Discussion 
Groups .,. Up the limits, down the limits, change the crite- 
ria! Trouble was no climbers wanted to join - why should 
they? There wasn't my climbing in the Lakes -just a few 
old farts f .  the Bell and Frock. That's what they thought. 
Why would they want to join? 

(FV): So what happened - how come it all changed so 
quickly? 

[MV): Ah well - it were Paddy, he was the President then, 
He'd had enough and he decided to talk to the Gods them- 
seIves. I don't know how he picked me - there was Paddy, 
two VP's, Secretary, me and ... 

~Irrevoeable tape damage for 20 seconds) ... 

. . , fiigh~enhg. We'd driven far miles and then had to folIow 
this long track. It was red foggy and the track was good but 
with high walls either side. You know - a bit like the rmd 
up from Clapham to laglebarough Cave. Aye and I've aI- 
ways thought it was in Yorkshire anyway. 
Then we went in and there were four Gods, least that's what I 



FROM THE CLUB ORAL ARCHIVIST,2048: 

thought they were but, you know, none of us rally talked about 
it to each other afterwards. 
Anyway Paddy explained the situation - about how we had 
no climbers and no climbing and the state of the club an' a1 l 
and asked what wc could do. 

(FV): Then what? 

(MV): They, the Gods, seemed to tak among the~nselves for a 
bit and then the main one, I'm sure it was Eamshaw himself, said 
"It's not true what you say. There are climbers in the Lakes 
- every day in summer there arc Climbers in Hodge Close 
and Cathedral Quarry." 
We were puzzled - we'd never heard of them. Anyway Earnshaw 
explained and, I think it was Paddy asked; "But why?" 
"Because Hodge Close and Cathedral Quarry are full of bolts 
and that's where climben go - where them are bolts." 
"But Lord we bave taken a stance, the moral high-ground, against 
bolts in The Lakes, Bolts are prohibited - they are wrong!" 
Then Earnshaw spoke again: "We have allowed bolts in 
Workshire (and I swear I heard him say to himself "If it's 
good enough for us Workies, itkccertainly good enough for 
you Crumblies.") and our crags are full. Climbing, and climb- 
ers, have changed. Don't you fecognise the change - are 
you so dim?'' 
And we suddenly realised the error in our ways. "But Lord what 
can we do - we have spoken out against bolts. We can't eat 
humble pie - what can we do?" 
Earnshaw spoke far the last time: "You shall permit bolts but 
only where pitons or wedges or nuts or spikes or old bolts 
have been han~nered into the rocks - we shall start now!". 



Eamshaw snapped his fingers and there was a great flash of 
light in The Land. 
Suddenly the Crags were full of climbers -real climbers! 
The queue far Eastern Hammer started at the ORG; you had 
to book weeks in advance for Halocauat; Cumbrian- abso- 
lutely no chance.!; Castle Crag was suddenly everyone's fa- 
vourite and Bumwdale - they had to put in that new dual 
carriagew ay. 
T h e  Committee was ecstatic - Paddy was made Honorary 
President for life. They had to pass a new rule prohibiting 
membership at over twenty-four. No need for a Frmc h hut . 
Who wanted to climb there when they could climb in the 
takes. 'Course all the huts were f i l l  all the time - that's 
when we had to sell Salving House and buy the big one. Mind 
it were no problem, we had that much money! 

(F'V): Wm everyone happy? 

(MV): Most were - the Archivist and historians were absa- 
Iutely over the moon Brian, What a judgement Earnshaw had 
made - they were running around asking who put a11 those 
points in. Who placed the fourth peg in lchabod? Who aided 
Band Stand Wall? Who put the second point in KG? Oh, that 
Was ... 

End of movered section. 



HTTP://WW W.CUMBRTA.COM/FRCC AND ALL 
THAT! ! 

Ron Kenyon 

There was a time when details of new routes were written 
down on the back of a fag packet. These details were stuffed in 
the back pocket of jeans and details passed an. Since the 
1960s a series of new route supplements have been produced 
by the club detailing new mute activities in the Lake District 

As guidebaoks have come out, the route infomation 
has been checked and taken its place in these guides. 

To keep an up-to-date picture of the routes on crags, 
however, it has been necessary to cany and sift through the 
supplements. With the development of the Internet, the idea 
of having all the new routes assimilated together became a 
possibility. In 1997 with the production af the New Routes 
Supplement for 1995-96 this became a reality. A FRCC 
websitc was designated, with the address http:// 
www.cumbria.comlfrcc, with the initial idea of publicising 
the new routes information. The details in the earlier supple- 
ments of routes, not in any guides, were scanned and checked, 
then brought together with the 1995-96 new routes into crag 
order ready for transfer onto the website. 

In the meantime thoughts of other information and details 
far inclusion on the website started to gather momentum with the 
underlying idea of publicising Lake District rock climbing. 

With the number of members in the club it was not 
thought necessary to publicise the club and its activities, al- 
though there is an Enquiries section for anyone interested in 
obtaining further information on the club, 

Quite a lot of information was already to hand including 
details for the proposed forthcoming Selected Guide to the 



Ran Kenyan 

Lakes. Since early in 1997 the foIIowing information has been 
drawn together and is now on the website - 
-Introduction to Lake District Climbs 

.The Climbing Scene - Summary of the Lake District 
climbing scene - variety of crags, rock structure, style of 
climbing and structure of the Lake District 
-The Main Ceatrm- details of Keswick, Ambleside and 
Coniston 
*UsefuI telephone numbers -Tourist Information Cen- 
tres, Weather etc. 
.Map of the Lake District 
Crags information - sundry information on the main 
crags regarding asp&, altitude, length and grade of routes, 
rock type 
*Bouldering sites - summay of the main bouldering lo- 
cations. 
Campsites and camping barns - location, grid refer- 
ence and telephone numbers 

Guideboob - details of the FRCC publications and order form 
*Recent Developments -available details of new routes through- 
out the Lakes, in crag order, not incIuded in any c m t  guides. 

*Photo gallery - 36 copies of photographs from the FRCC 
publications 

.Hard Rock- a super rock climbs tick list. A graded list of most 
of the Lakes routes of E6 and above. 

*Message Board -a message board available for sundry mes- 
sages, comments and information. 

4?aquiries - available for enquiries about the FRCC. 
*Useful Dates - lecture, evcnts etc. - not much used ! ! 
*Links - links to other appropriate websites - e.g. Lake Dis- 
tr ict National Park, BMC, EcIimb, SMC, ctc. 

*Wanted and for sale - second-hand gear etc. 



It was interesting putting the website together. As men- 
tioned a lot of information was put together for the Selected 
Guide - the crags info and the campsitelcamping barns info. 
1 would hope this will be incorporated in the Selective Guide 
and also future definitive guide. 

Some interesting items have come up - when putting 
together the Hard Rock tick list, I contacted a number of 
climbers operating in the higher grades for their idea of the 
relative grades of the routes. I did not get intu the debate of 
styles of ascent etc., however I received a classic e-mail from 
Woodie and Dave Birkett detailing their suggested decimal 
grades for the routes they had done - for you hard rock 
tickers this included - 

If6was9 - 
Caution - 
Hellish 

On the message board there have been varied matters 
raised,, including: 

Belay chains on trees 
Belay chain on Ichabod 
Needless route claims 
Grade comments 
Easy crags in the Lakes 
Reftobolting in Birkrigg Quarry 
Casting for a TV Commercial 
Partners wanted for climbing, walking, ski touring etc 

Etc., etc. 
The website has now, in June 1998, had some 5500 visitors 



- not just from Britain but also throughout the world. I 
have received much ftivourable comment and believe the site 
is very useful and also a good advert not only far the Lake 
District but also for the FRCC - a modern image. 

The Internet is very much the communication system 
for the future. It will tlo doubt evolve and it will be interest- 
ing to see what happens. There is stdl much more to include 
on the website - o.g. climbing walls; access details; possi- 
bly reports of EMC area meting; easy crags list for children 
and novices; etc. 

Other possible ideas are: history of cl imhiig in the Lakes 
(a virtual reality museum) with use of FRCC archives and 
also intmiew tapes and routes in v i ~ I ~ a l  reality (I hope not !). 

One idea mooted has been of the booking of FRCC huts 
using .a secret password for members via the Internet onto a 
special club members' section of the website ! 

Despite no comments in the reports of the FRCC 1997 
year I feel that the FRCC website is a significant w d c e  by the 
dub and athim one of its main abjectiv~ in encouraging the pur- 
suit of rock climbing and walking in the Lake District 

To get the full picture you should log onto http://www. 
curnbria. c a d i k c  

The hllowing pages show someofthe pages fmm the FRCC 
web sire. Included in these are the emails fiom Stuart Woad and 
Dave Birkett. The pages have been refamatted slightly in order 
to accommodate the layout of the Journal. phe guidebooks' 
page has not been shown completely due to lack of space.) 
To access the first three pagm the web addresses are as follm: 

http://www.cumhri~cdRCC/bome.htm 
http:llwwwlwww~bria.co~RCC1clim~~~.htmn 
http:il/~.m~a.caflRCC/bmks.b 



FELL & ROCK CLIMBING CLUB 

t a k e  District Climbs 

Guidebooks 

Recent Developments 

Photo Gallery 

Hard Rock 

OFTHE 

ENGLISH LAKE DlSTRlCT 

Mcssagcs 

Enquiries 

Uscful Dates 

Links 

Wanled & For Salc 

A1 an informal meeting held in tlic Sun Hotel, Caniston, England on 1 Ith Novcmbcr l9M it 
was decidad to form a Lakc District Cliuibing Club. The first genwal ~neeting ortlie Club was 
held at Easter the following ycar. 

The objects o f  the Club are to encourage the pursuits of fell walking and rock climbing, 
particularly in the Engjish Lake District, to and promote the gencrrtl interest of mountain- 
eering and to protcc~ the amenities of the Lake District. 

THE ENGLISH LAKE DISTRICT 

The English Lake District is  a relatively small area - BOkm by 40km -but has an cxtcnsivc 
variety of landscape. I1 is lwated in the northwest of England, close to the Scottiish bordcr. Thc 
Inany lakes scattcrcd around the area are located in a series of valleys which radiate from thc 
ccntral ~nassif. 

Thc mountains, known as fells, rcach ta a height of 3210ft (978m) with Scafell Pikc. the highest 
peak in England. The many otl~cr FclIs throughout the area throw out a challenge for walkers. 
Thc rccmt "Lakeland Fells" guidc is the authoritative walking guide to the area producd by the 
Fcll and Rock Climbing Club. 

A vast number o f  crag adorn the fells and valleys. The main rock typc is the igneous m k  aT 
thc Borrowdale Volcanic Scrics; lioweva thew are crags ofslate and granite. as well as Lime- 
slone and Sandstone. Both traditional (nut pra~ected) and bolt protected routes co-exist in thc 
area - though thrhcre is a strict policy as to whew bolts should he placed. Many excellent rock 
climbs of all grades can be found through out the m a .  Details of thae climbs arc available in 
the definitive guides and forthcoming selective guide which are p d u c e d  by the Fell and R ~ c k  
Climbing Club. 

Constructtd for the FRCC by Inglewopd Computer Services 



#The Climbing Scene 
.The Main C e n m  
*Useful Telephone numbers 
*Maps of Lake District 
mCmg information 
~Bouldering sites 
*Campsites and Camping Barns 
*Map of the h a  

If anyone has any commmls, 
suitable information or idem for this 

site please anail 
rpn@aaintacc.u-net.com 

Back to the Home page 



FRCC Guidebooks 
Man of the arga 

FOR W E  FELL WALKERS 
Lakeland Fells 

Edited hy Jrrne P ~ l r k ~ r  and Fin Pkkic~s ( I  YYh) 
Thia nuthnsitntive guide provides comprehensive information for fell walkers cwering 244 suminie, 

139 circular walks. 175 colour photographs and 107 cololir sketch Insps. Produccd by thc Lakc 
District's leading mountainming club it is a must for all klI walkers' bookshelves. 

-s 
Langdale 

by Dave Annstrong, Phil b'higby and John Whitc ( l PXY) 
Very papular valley area in thc southern Lakes. Easy -5s fro111 the south and n collection ot"c1assic 
crags with Gimmer Crag, Whitc Ghyll, Pavey Ark and Bowfell containing a superb selection of routcs 

with Bowfell Buttress (VD). Haste Not (VS). Gimmer String (E t )  and Fallen Angel (E4) 

BorrawdaIe 
kv Ron K e r ~ p n  (I Y 911) 

Thc delightful vaIIcy extending south from Koswick with many craap. Crab's often obscured by trccs 
givc hiddcn gems on a mixture of crags. An area where the peregrine falcon will puzzle at our carth- 

bound climbing activities. Classic routes from Little Cha~nonix (VD) to Hells Wall (E6) 

Gable and PilIar 
hy Duve Kirby und JIHI Lnxham (I YY I )  

Traditional area overlooking the Wastwater Hotel, the spiritual homo oFLakeland climbing in the latc 
I HOO's. Contains a mixturc of mountain wags, in superb locations, on Great Gable and Pillar and the 

inore easily accessible Buckbarrow. Not as popular a$ the other areas but with a wide range of M U ~ ~ S  

and grades to suit all. 

Buttermere and Eastern Crags 
hy Rick Grah~nl, A1 Davis and Tmvor Price (lYY2) 

Two areas linked together in the northern Lakes. Buttermere is a valley somewhat hidden from the 
mainstream buzz o f  the Lakes with a number of gems of mountain crags in High Crag, Eaglr: Crag and 
Grey Crag. Eastern Crags covers the many dales to the east. Thirlmere contains the impressive road 
side crags of Castlc Rock and Raven Crag. To the east the Ullswater Vallcys have a wide sprcd  of 
crags with h v e n  Cwg. Threshthwaite, Dove Crag and Eagle Crag. On the far east o f  the Labs the 

secluded lwindale is well warth a visit. 

Dow, Duddon and Slate 
I?y dl Phizacklcs ( I  Y N )  

"Ancient and modem"- the traditional rnnuntain crag of now is packaged togcther with the 'hew" 
slatc with bolts and all. Dow now has a fabulous mix of routes and grade - for long a destination for 

Lakcland climbers. The slatc, developed since the carly 'BOs, is very accessible and now very popular. 
The Duddon valley is tucked away from the mainstream. However it contains a miriad af crags and 



RK Hwrdmck tick list - Lakes - far Smart Wood4ctweFrom:R 
Kenyon ~rnn@saintstcc,u-nettwm~Dare:&t, t 5 Aug 1998 20:495 I 
40 1 00 YQU 
>Hi Ron, 

r v e  been rhrou& your list with Dave Birkett, this cnsms that 
Xhe  higher grade mutes ate accurate. We both agmd that it is 
>itnpd&ible to list the sport routes with the tmd mutes hence, they are 
>left wt ofthe fbllowing list. * 
>If 6 was 9 E9.8 
> 
XB 
rCautiofi E8.13 
>Hellish €8.5 
> 
sE7 
>Bleed in He1 E7.9 
>Indecent Conduct E7.9 
Xl'be Whipping Post € 7 3  
>Burnt at The Stake E7.7 
>Pumping Iron E7,6 
>First Last and Ahay6 E7.5 
>infetno EP.5 
>Def m e  E7.5 
~Seige Perilnus €75 
~Flmery €7.4 
,Rock Lobster E7.4 
>The Torture Board ET.3 
>Motkerstom E7.2 (hplop route on Daw) 
H3oFdcrlint E7.2 
>Make Hay While The Sun Shincs E7.1 
>nb, the b&m routes haw bwn grad& on conjecture only. 
> 

>Mindsoape E6.9 
*hoenix iri Obsdan E6.9 
>Western Union E6.9 
>CenmfaId ES.9 
X r i t i d  E1.8 
>h Qihq E6.7 
2HeQ WI E&7 
PMearine E6.7 



226 
>Geronimo E6.6 
>Road Rage E6.6 
>Paths of Vietory E6.6 
>Homeland E6.6 
>Sheriff of N n  E4.6 
>Bob Dylan E6.6 
>Stage Fright Ed5 
>Final Act E65 
>Way OF the Wyrd E6.S 
>Shaken Not Stirred EA.5 
>Final Curtain E6.4 
>AngelHem E6.3 
>lntcrnaI Combustion E6.3 
Xhndazi E6.2 
>The Beatles E6.2 
>Command Pdormance E6,2 
>Fat Guy Goes Nutmid ES. 1 
>The Devils Alternative E6.1 
>nb. these are the routes that 1 have had experience with. 
>Hope this helps you Run. I think the list is fairly accurate. 
>Do not hesitate to mail me if you want any more info. As for Birkrigg I 
>think your right. 
> The white scar ban is due to huge amgunts of scaffolding king 
emted for access, I think we bath h a w  who is responsible. 
> 
>all the b e t ,  * Voice: +44 (0) 1539 433660 * 
> * Fax: ++I (0) 1539 43482 * 
> * Email: info@eclimb.com * 
> Woody * httpd/,'www.ecljmb.cnm * 
>(Web Orders) * Snail Maif: Climb Ltd, * 
> * 3-4 Cheapside, AmbIeside, * 
> * Cumbtia. LA220AB. UK. * 
> 
* z 

Ron Kenyon 
ron@saintacc.u-net.com 
pleased to make contact 
noynek to you all 
* * 

<Pictur@cPictwe: Reply TWPicture: FmSlrdxPic!~~re: 



were receiud. These, together with enthusiastic media cov- 
erage from lacd radio, television and the commercial press, 
ensured that the book was successfully launched. 

The initial print-run was IO,QDO hardback wpies, This 
included a Special Edition of 358 numbered copies which 
were provided with a dust-wrapper and were over-printed 
and numbered on the title-page. The Ernat Press took 100 
SpeciaI Edition copies and the Club pre-said 250 copies, each 
of which were signed by both editors, The first fifty Special 
Editions were reserved for the investing subscribers and their 
dust-wrappers were signed by al t the contributors attending 
the launch; the first numbered copies were presented to the 
publishers as commemorative booh, 

On reflection, The Lakeland Fells has bad a long gesta- 
tion period, and even when it did finally receive approval 
there were a substantia1 number of problems in its funding 
and compilation to be overcome. Despite extensive pmof- 
ing, a number of erron did creep into the final book, includ- 
ing one or two at the printing stage, and these will need to be 
corrected in subsequent editions. Hover ,  in the space of 
just two years, an authoritative and comprehensive guide- 
book has been created which is attracting critical acclaim for 
its aI1-in-one nature. Of rather mure significance for the Club 
is the way in which almost 100 members have become ac- 
tively and enthusiasticaily involved in a common project, one 
whicb the memhershrp will be able to sustain in the future if 
the book establishm itself as a commercially successful guide 
an the retailers' bookshelves. 

Eighteen m ~ n t h s  after the books publication it has re- 
ceived positive reviews in the climbing press and has broken 
even financially with aver one third of the print run now sold. 



SATELLITE IMAGES AND MOUNTAINS 

the type shown in the enlarged satellite iinages. The Kalakash 
River, much of whose valley is a relatively inaccessible gorge- 
drains an area about the size of Wales, along the northern 
part of the Tibetan Plateau. Mapping of the river and its ter- 
races, and identification o f  the rocks in its catch~ncnt are solnc 
of our main challenges, Field sampling f b m  Hatien has rakcn 
me 120km, up the Yurungkash River, via the jade workings, 
to the foot of K'unlun Mustagh (671 Om), a lonely and little 
visited area of huge mountains in the K'unlun. IncidentalIy 
thcre are lots of mountains called Mustagh ('ice mountain'). 
The base level to suinmit climb from the Taklamakan desert 
whose lowest point, in the Turpan Basin, is minus 154m, to 
the K'unlun Peaks (70QOm) on the southern margin of the 
Tibetan plateau, is one of the worId's biggest vertical climbs 
over a couple of hundred kilometres. 

Apart from the diamonds, jade and gold, the northern 
edge of the K'ulun is a very exciting area, geoIogically. Up- 
lift and lateral movement of Tibet relative to the Tarim Basin 
which contains the Taklamakm, is taking place slightly faster 
than fingernails grow - and that is fast by geological stand- 
ards! The result is frequent earthquakes and all their associ- 
ated consequences, As the K'unlun glaciers recede, the melt 
water supplies have decreased and the rivers which once 
flowed across the desert to Lop Nor have retreated south- 
ward towards their sources in the mountains, leaving aban- 
doned cities, thousands of years old, to disappear beneath 
the dunes of the Taklamakan. The looting of these sites by 
European archaeologists in the last century is the subject 
matter of one of Peter Hopkirk's excellent books on the his- 
tory of central Asia. 

Froin Hotien we travelled westward along the course of 
the old Silk Road, through Yecheng (Yakand), to Kashi 





(Kashgar) - of Great Game fame. Incidentally, the old Brit- 
ish Residency in Kashi still stands. From Kashi we drove up 
the much storm-damaged, Karakaram Highway to the 
Kalakuli Lake-Subax district in the Pamirs. Subax is a kind 
of Seathwaite in Dunnerdale, from where the highway winds 
south via the Khunjerab and Wakhjir Passes to the Pakistani 
and Mghan equivalents of Eskdale and Little Langdale. 

T h m  are corundum deposits around Subax, which we arc 
potential sources of rubies, similar to those mined in nearby 
Tadjikistan. Our cold and windy base c q  was on the shores of 
KaIakuli lake, at the foot of Mustagh Ata (7546m) and K~ngur 
Shan (77 1 9m). The Chinese Pamirs are 8 high altitude, plateau 
desert ofrolling hills with a few 'giants' like Mustagh Ata and 
Kongur S h  rising above the surrounding hill tops (c 5000m). 
Law precipitation 1eveIs means minimal ice melt run-off and sparse 
vegetation cover, The Subash area has wonderful Scottish- 
style hill walking, albeit from a base level sf 3500-4000m. 

Mustagh Ata is mare than a stroll but certainly nothing 
like as serious as Kongur Shan. It requires a 7-1 0 day expe- 
dition on foot or ski. The route is a long, but not too steep 
ascent through the ice-fall complexes and glaciers of the west- 
ern flank. The route starts from Subax village, whose locals 
are hospitable and only too pleased to welcome foreigners 
interested in climbing their mountstin or in buying their co- 
rundum crystal mineral samples! 

Satellite Imagery: 
Co~nputer enhanced satellite imagery, stereoscopic photo- 

graphs from the Space ShuttIe and digitd elevation models (dig- 
ital maps) are BUT main tools for the mineral resourcdgeological 
mapping and fieldwork phning in the mountainsins 

By good fortune, there is a sequence of NASA Space 
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Shuttle, stereoscopic Large Format Camera, experimental 
photographs, traversing the western Taklamakan, Tibetan Pla- 
teau and the Himalaya of the Everest area. The photos give 
us a three dimensional (stereoscopic) visualisation of the 
northern K'unlun escarpment and the KaIakash drainage ba- 
sin with its mountain glacier sources. From the photographs 
we have produced a Digital Elevation Model (DEM) for river 
basin and geologicd structure analyses in our search for the 
diamond source rocks. 

For field and mapping studies in the Pamirs ruby project we 
use Landsat Thematic Mapper images, These are scanner 
images coIlected by a spacecraft at 700km altitude. A Landsat 
Thematic Mapper (TM) scene shows an area approximately 
1 80km x 1 80km. Since each image is equivalent to approxi- 
mately 20 Landranger 1 :50,000 maps, it is necessary to ab- 
stract sub-scenes for fieldwork and navigation. For each 
scene, multiple black and white images are recorded. These 
images consist of picture elements (pixels), approximately 
30 metres square, displayed in lines to create the picture. Pixel 
size limits the resolving capability of the scanner in the same 
way as grain size in photographic film. Pixel size limits en- 
Iargelnent of the images to about 1 :40 000 scale. 

Every time an image is scanned, the sensor allacates ta each 
pixel, a digital number corresponding to one of 256 grey val- 
ues between white and black. These are records of the amount 
of light and infra-red radiation reflected from the ground, 
Six of the 'spectral filter' images show, separately, inforrna- 
tion for blue, green and red light and three ranges of the near 
infra-red spectrum. The black and white images can be com- 
bined to make calour pictures by displaying or photo-print- 
ing groups of three bands in red, green and blue. The sim- 
plest false colour image to appreciate, (but not, scientifically, 
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the mast useful) is so-called 'simulated true colow" .is is 
produced, using co-registered images of TM band 1 in blue, 
TM band 2 in green and TM band 3 in red. The result is a 
representation of the terrain, as it would be seen fram the 
satellite, minus haze (i.e. as if the Earth had no atmosphere). 
Other band combinations can be used t~ produce three-band 
colour displays. Images in which TM band 4 is displayed in 
red, highlight vegetation because of the strong reflectance of 
some infra-red radiation by chlorophyll in plant leaves. One 
of the illustrations shows this feature. 

Images of the Mustagh Ata-Kongur Shan Area: 
The iIlustrations show parts of the Pamirs as they appear in 

Landsat TM, false colour composite images. The largest area, 
captioned 'Parnirs Mustagh Ata' is a simulated true colour 
Landsat sub-scene, about a lOOkm square. The Karakoram 
Highway, a partly surfaced road, about 8 metres wide, climbs 
the valley running WSW fram a point just below the 'P' in 
'Pamirs' and then m s  south to Kalakuli Lake. Clouds, al- 
ways a problem in Landsat images, obscure the terrain along 
the escarpment on the western edge of the Taklamakan, in 
the NE quadrant of the sub-scene. The Kongur Shan Massif 
is the 30km long ridge running NW-SE, right of centre. 

The second image, (approximately 40km x 3 5km), cen- 
tred on KaIakuli Lake, is a false colaur image using an infi-a-red 
band displayed in red, Pixels representing vegetation, mainly 
bog grass that appear red, are a dramatic feature of this type 
of display. Snow-covered glaciers can be seen on the flanks 
of Kongur Shan and Mustagh Ata (left centre, bottom), to- 
gether with a 20km-long dry glacier which flows eastward 
from the Mustagh Ata, before turning north and terminating 
up the valley from Kalakuli Lake. 



SATELLITE IMAGESAND MOUNTAINS 

The third sub-scene (simulated true colour) shows ap- 
proximately the same area as the view towards the su~n~nit  
of Mustagh Ata (25 krn from the viewpoint). Snow covered 
glaciers on the western slopes of the mountain feed the tor- 
rents whose debris has created the debris fans in the centre of 
the image. The most detailed zoom shows courses of the 
northward flowing glacial rivers, crossing their own debris 
fans en mute to KaIakuli Lake. The highway runs north-south, 
just left of centre of the image. This image is approximately 
the biggest practical, enlargement that can be achieved with 
Landsat TM imagery, 

Landsat bnages: 
Space images of various types are available for large parts 

of the world. They are sold, at reasonable cost by commercial 
standards, in both digital and photographic negative or print for- 
inat. Space Shuttle black and white (Panchromatic), sremscopic 
photographs and Landsat photo-products are cheaper (less than 
$1  50). Anyone with access to guod quality black and white pho- 
tographic printing facilities and a large negative holder (24ctn x 
24crrm) - if you don't want to cut up the original - can make 
decent (approximately 1 :50,000 scale) prints for £1 00. Com- 
pare the price with the twenty Landranger maps! Although they 
lack the stereoscopic information necessary to prod~lce DEM's 
and contoured maps, and are less precise ih terms of the detail 
(spatial resolution) than SPOT, Landsat data can be used to pro- 
duce excellent irnagcs for general navigation and trekking. 

References: 
Anon, 1993 A Guide to Mmntaineering in China. ISBN7- 
80544-343-21K. 33 I ,  2 2 3 ~ ~  
Hopkirk P I 980, Fomig~ Devils on the Silk Road. OUP, 252pp 
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Maps: 
Mountains of Central Asia : 1 :3,000,000 scale map. 
Bartholomew World Travel Map. ISBN 0-7028- 11 00-9, 
Tactical Pilotage Chart 1 :500,W0. Sheet TPC G-7A. US Defense 
Mapping Agency. Available from Stanfords Ltd, Longacre, 
London WC1. 



ON BORROWED TIME 

"Old Inen forget: yet all shaIl be forgot, 
But he'll remember with advantages 

What feats he did that day:" 
King Henry k: William Shakespeare 

My climbing days ended, as they had begun 56 years 
earlier, an Yorkshire gritstone: a high left step coupled with a 
turning movemnent to enter the crack on Walewska in the Ilkley 
Q u a y  finally did for a knee which had plagued m e  for much 
of my climbing life. Looking back over those years, I must 
count myself fortunate to have had so long a period of enjoy- 
ment on the crags and peaks: it could all so easily have been 
terminated 50 years ago. 

1947 was, for me, a ~nemorable year: the year in which 
I graduated from university, was conscripted into the anny 
but above all the year of my first Alpine season, which but 
for great good fortune could have deprived the Club of the 
services of 2 future presidents and a future holder of the 
Lakeland 24 hour FeII Record! The party that season con- 
sisted of Ken Heaton, Harry Ironfield, John Jackson and 
myself. We had all met at Widdop and had cIimbed a lot to- 
gether in the Lakes and Scotland. With the exception of John, 
who had considerable experience of climbing high peaks in 
Kashmir where he was instructing at the RAF Mountain 
Camp, none of us had any experience of snow and ice other 
than the odd gully in the Lakes. When planning our trip I 
went for advice froin one of the professors at my college, the 
redoubtable George Ingle Finch (Evercst 1922 and author af 
The Making of a M O U P I ~ C ~ ~ P I ~ ~ ~ ) ,  Having had some bitter 
experiences when taking parties of students to the Alps 
resulting in loss of Iife, Finch was understandably cautious 



John Mlkinron 

and recommended a tour in the lower peaks of North Eastern 
Switzerland. 

With the brashness of youth and the ~ a ~ d e n c e  inspired 
by some 5 years climbing in Britain, we ignored his advice 
and decided to head for the high peaks of the VaIais around 
Arolla and Zerrnatt. The more astute climbers that season 
went to Ckamanix, for in order to attract the past-war British 
back to Switzerland, a special tourist exchange rate of I7 FS 
to the E 1 was offered (the official rate was 12 FS/£ 1). So, 
there was a large exodus from the Simplon-Qrient Express at 
Martigny where travellers cheques were convected into Svviss 
Francs which were then traded for French francs, and the as- 
tute climbers crossed the Forclaz to Chamonix with their 
spending powers considerably enhanced. The Swiss were not 
slow to realise what was going on, and the special tawist rate 
was withdrawn the following year, 

July 22nd found Harry, Ken and I holed up in the Cabme 
Regina Margherita on the summit of the Signalkuppe (Punta 
Gnifetti 4556m), John hving returned home to commence a 
teacher training course, We bad arrived at the hut somewhat 
worse for wear after a 1 2 hour traverse of several peaks of 
Monte Rosa (Dufourspitce, G~mgipfel and Zumskinspilze]. 
Harry was suffering from the altitude sickness which had 
struck him on earlier climbs and which he was never able to 
overcome, I had a stomach upset which was greatly aggra- 
vated by our evening meal of corned beef and Porn (dried 
potato) which, after only a short p a r i d  of digestion was con- 
verted into a canon MI which 1 fired ofl the hut's balcony 
in the gentml directicm of Macugnaga. Recuperating the fol- 
lowing day, we had time to reflect on the events of the previ- 
ous couple of weeks. After a few training climbs mund  
Arolla, including a traverse of the Pigne d' Awlla, la Serpen- 
tine and Mortt BIanc de Seilon, we cIimbed the West Ridge 
(Ferp&cle&rat) of the Dent Blanche, only narrowly averting 
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the fate of Owen Glyn Junes who perished on the same route 
in 1899. An abysmally late start from the Cabane Rossier 
coupled with bad route finding and an unfit party (Harry with 
altitude sickness and John with a raging toothache) resulted 
in being on the wrong part of the route at the wrong time and 
having to dodge many lethal stonefalls. A chilly bivouac on 
the summit with no food or proper clothing was a salutary 
experience, one which I was destined to repeat on several 
occasions in later seasons. We managed to descend the South 
Ridge to the Cabane Rossier just ahead of a violent storm 
which lasted many hours. We discovered on reading the hut 
book that, in the previous season, the West Ridge only had 3 
ascents compared with the Viereselgrat's 7 and thc South 
Ridge's 82. We were lucky to get away with it. 

Refreshed, we left the Signalkuppe as a beautiful dawn 
broke. The plan was to traverse the frontier ridge to the 
Theodulpass over the summits of the Lyskamrn, Castor, 
PoIlux and the Breithorn. All went well until we began the 
descent from the summit of the Lyskamm towards the 
Felikjoch. For some unaccountable reason (parsimony or stu- 
pidity?) we had not bought crampons that season, preferring 
to rely on our tricouni-nailed boots to give us sufficient grip 
on snow. Unfortunately, many days of hot sunshine had con- 
verted the descent route into an ice slope which would have 
taken a long time to cut steps down. This we abandoned in 
favour of a rof?en rock ridge on its left which we descended, 
moving together on this relatively easy ground. By a stroke 
of tuck, Harry and I happened to be on the same ledge when 
a large dark object flashed through the air. Ken had come off 
above us with a large chunk of the ridge and disappeared 
without a sound head first over the edge into Italy. There was 
no time even for a shoulder beIay: I grabbed Hany's rope 
with both hands (he was middleman) as he in turn took the 
strain. The three-quarter weight manila hemp rope (Beale's 



best Alpine line) grated across the edge of the ledge as Harry 
was dragged off his feet. Would the rope break, or were we 
all heading for a last scenic ride into Italy? Way below we 
could see a large abject bounding down tbe face until it dis- 
appeared. Our first thoughts were that it was Ken, but Harry 
said the rope was still taut. Our shouts went unanswered, so 
1 belayed Harry who was lying awkwardly across the ledge, 
then tied off Ken's rope so that Harry could safeguard me as 
I descended the face. Ken, who had fallen about 70 feet, for- 
tunately without hitting anything solid on the way, was just 
recovering consciousness, swinging in space below an over- 
hang. The falling rock had given him a severe blow in the 
kidneys and the rope had burnt his neck as he was held and 
swung upright. Unfortunate1 y, his spectacles, ice axe and ruck- 
sack had all continued down the face into Italy and proved to 
be irrecoverable: all I could find was one cracked spectacle lens, 

We gat Ken back to the ridge and took stock: he was 
badly shaken, in pain and blind as a bat without his specta- 
cles, He carried no spares and even his sun goggles were in 
the rucksack. We had no choice but to abandon the frontier 
ridge and get aurselves off the mountain as rapidly as passi- 
ble. We traversed back to the ice slope where Harry labori- 
ously cut steps sa I could lower Ken down to him. We made 
sIow and painfuI progress to the Felikjoch, then descended 
the Zwillingsgletscher to the Grenzgkfscher and fmally to 
the Bktemps hut. A few days later this route was rendered 
impassable as the hot weather had made the ice cliffs highly 
unstable. 

After a night in the hut, Ken was sufficientIy recov- 
ered to be able to make a painfuI descent to Zermatt, but 
without spectacles, climbing equipment and no money to 
replace them, he decided to return home, thereby missing 
an ascent of the Matterhorn, the Dom-Taschhorn traverse 
and yet another bit of excitement on the Breithorn. Harry 



- -  . 
Appmurhin~ the e s t  secnrmit of LLvskamm, Photograph by Brian &shy 

had also gone home by this time and I was climbing 
with the late Alan Allsop of the Rucksack Club. We were 
trying to co~nplete our unsuccessful frontier ridge traverse, 
but this tinze in reverse. Descending fiorn the col betwean 
the central and east peaks of the B~ithom, en route for Pollux, 
I was cutting steps down a long steep snow slope when Alan 
fell off above me and as he shot down the slope, not even 
trying to brake with his axe, he grabbed me by the leg as he 
went flying past. How we both didn't finish up in the berg- 
schrund I simply don't know. When he fell again a short time 
later, this time missing my legs and stopping himself with 
his axe, I got the distinct feeling that my luck was rapidly 
n~nning out. For the second time, the frontier ridge traverse 
remained uncompleted as we returned to the Theodulpass 
and Zermatt. 

At that point I declared the season closed and departed 
for home. On reflection, perhaps Finch had got it right. 



G.S,BOWER: ENGINEER 

' ~ Q E  6mugkt hirn (Bower) i n i ~  the y a y  smCEIEgmup 
uf the peat ( w k  chbiitg 1 l&rs of hi8 dq w his con- 
~eultrczted sritmt@c s&& ofhis CF@: he war nod m em&lm&lneer 
fir nabkn'ng ' 

LEndChorley (I953), FRCC Jaurnal, Val. XVI No. 11 1 

Nineteen nin&y-men WEIS designated by h e  pkss iod  
mgumrhg W ~ s a s t h e Y ~ ~ f E n ~ n ~ S u a ~  (YES'). 
It waa 10 take form as a pmmotiotral exercise so that the im- 
portance of engineering's coatempray achievements was 
brought to the attention of the British puhlic. To help, t joined 
the YES in Fmegs c~audinrxtian groupp 

Furms in gmeraI andhrmw-in-Fumess in particular, 
have enjoyed a geat enginwring histoy. A ww at Barrow 
was born bmme of steehalcing; the B m w  Hmmtite Iron 
& Steel Compmy Lhnitd having been farmed in lg65: Ship- 
building fo,llewd stedmkjng,, The tnwn once again becarne 
a one cmpaq winewing town; that campmy being known 
locally as Yikers or VSEL ('cricken ShipbuildEag; & End- 
ne&g Limited) today. 

Fmess engineers exhibit n of indtqedmce. Cons* 
q~mtly~ conmy to theYES national atp#ion, there emerged 
from the Fumes group w view that Funas' engineering history 
should be valued as part of the lwal campaign; ideally by publi- 
tising the nsunes 06th m ' s  distinguished engineeras. To support 
thii, I put the name f-d af  a pmt Vice-Pmidmt of the Cldx 
George S.Bow. 

"Who is he?*', the group agked, Some of his rivals were 
enginem sqfaanpous with tbe e w t h  of F u m  Formple,  
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(Sir) dames Ramsden, the first engineering superintendent to the 
Furness Railway Company, brought the whistle of the first loco- 
motive to the seaside hamlet of Barrow in 1846. He was des- 
tined to become a Director in the Company. His Railway grew. 
In 1859 a branch line was opened up to Conistan and a branch 
to Lakeside, Windemere, was officially opened on the I st June 
1869. Thus the area became accessible and Lakeland tourism 
became popular. Mareaver, the Furness Railway's locomatives' 
sulphurous srnoke was inhaled by another class of passenger: the 
climber. 

Bower and Barrow-in-Furness 
Willian Clegg, in the Club's Journal (Vol.XXI No. I ,  1968)' 

identified Bower as a member of the 'Great Barrow triuinvirate' 
of climbers; Bastefield and Gmss being the other two. George 
S. Bowerjoined the Club in 19 18. He used a Barrow-in-Furness 
address in his application. He resided in the town until 192 1 when 
he moved to Loughborough as Senior Lecturer in Automobile 
Engineering at Loughborough College before returning to Bar- 
row in 1 923. He then lived in Furness for fourteen more years 
until hc moved to Derby. 

Bower came to Barrow to pursue his engineering career at 
Vickers. Being a Yorkshireman, born 24th April 1 890 at Marsden, 
approximately ten miles south-west of Huddefsfteld, he might 
have become a subject of ridicule. The town was then an ap- 
pendage of Lancashire. However, his fellow engineers would 
have quickly admired his engineering credentials. 

The 1954 Memoirs Supplelnent of the Proceedings of the 
Institution of Mechanical Engineers lists some of Bower's cre- 
dentials. They were impressive. He had studied Mechanical 
Engineering at Huddersfield Technical College from 1903 to 
1908 and was with the Daimler Company Ltd., as a scholarship 



pupil unFil 1911. In 1910 he graduated with a B.Sc. (Eng,) first 
class honours degree of the University of London. Perhaps the 
seed of his career as an engineer was sown in 1899 when he was 
awarded the Board of Education Brame Medal for Applied 
Mechanics. What will be shown later is that this award to a 
schoolboy represented an extraordinary prophesy. 

Vickers 
A sipfieant part: of George Boweras engineering career was 

spent in the defence industry. What had influenced &is outcome? 
Here 1 submit two possible reasons. Firstly, The Great War and 
the Second World War. His career spanned them both and argu- 
ably it was inevitable that the industry had a specific nesd for men 
of his talent and skill. Secondly, his interest in rock climbing had a 
bearing an where he moved to live for wok. Barmw-in-Furness 
i s  close to the LakeIand Fells. Derby is near the Peak. 

Bower entered the defence industry in 1 9 1 4 when the Great 
War started. He joined Vickers as a design draughtsman in 
its smaU Airship kpatment whose offices were close to V'ckm' 
buildings in Victoria Street, London. The Admiralty had decided 
in 19 13 to order rigid-airships, 'startled3by the news that fhe 
G m  Government had placed orders for rigid-aimhips with a 
company that had been formed by Count von Zeppelin in 1 908. 
To take up the position he had Ieft Manchester and b e  yem 
service with Crossley Motors as a draughtsman . 

The Chief Assistant to the Airship Department's Chief 
Draughtsman was Barnes Wallis (1 8 87- 1 9791, knighted in 1 968 
and regarded as one of the great engineers of the century. 
Mtlrpwgo's biography of Wallis (1 972) states that Wallis was 
envious of members of the Department because 'most of them 
are f d  bloods at mathematics'. It will he shown that he would 
have ranked Bower among the~n. 
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I bet ieve that Bower the engineer would have been cap- 
tivated by his London work. To quote Marpurgo: 'The con- 
versation at Victoria Street was all of struts and spans, of 
cabins and motors. Airships had become a mania with these 
young men'. 

You might wonder if Bower the climber found London's 
rernotmess from the crags a source ofdiscontent. Possibly. How- 
ever, if this was the case. Vickers' security ploy, to maintain the 
sccrecy af the airship work, would have cheered him up. The 
company had rented the Department's ofices in the name of 
Mountain. Moreover, as an 'appreciative listener' (G.L.T., Ruck- 
sack Club Journal 1952) of Mr. Mountain's ofice gossip, his 
 nora ale could have been lifted with every hint of a career move 
dint could place him in sight of the Lakeland fells. Company poli- 
tics encouraged the prospect of relocation. Vickers at Barrow 
were jealous of and 'resented the design work being done in 
London' (Wallis, a 1 9 14 Letter). There was also a practical fac- 
tor: Barrow-in-Furness had airship shad facilities which in size 
had only one other rival in Britain, the Royal Naval Air Station 
headquarters at Kingsnorth in Kent, 

In 191 ti Bower was relocated to Barrow-in-Furness as 
'designer ' to continue his work on rigid-airship machinery. 
Bamcs Wallis was his Chief Designer. Commercial airship pro- 
posals arose after the Armistice. B m w  mounted a 'frenetic 
campaign of persuasion', between 19 19 and 1920, to position 
Mckm' ships as the best and the most profitable to operate on 
internationa1 travel. Bower continued his designer's role. How- 
ever, the future of the airship was Iess certain within Vickm' 
business plans by late 192 1. Possibly this situation and or his 
automobile apprenticeship prompted his move to Loughborough 
CoIlege in 192 1. 

G.S,Bower did not stay away h m  Barrow for long since 



he rejoined Vi'x'ckemAnmtrong Limit~d in 1823. This time he 
was recruited as desi$n(=r and scientific expaf forthe submarine 
mine department He wrkd on the develop~nent and testing of 
hydrostatic and deckid mechanism, inchding vibration-proof 
relays fir mbma ~ninm ahd magnetic mincs, and was a repre- 
sentative ofthe k n  on h i g n  sea sids, 

Bower and Climbing Safety 
George Rower and rockclimbing mutually gained when he 

j o m d  Vickers at Bmw-in-Fmess in 1 9 1 6.  To his delight 'he 
found himself among the group of strong cragsmen for whom 
Vickers was at that time fmou '  , (Lord Chorky, 1 953 ). Rock 
climbing benefited from his powers of mgineabgmlysis for he 
applied mechanics wherever he could. Indeed upon arriving in 
Barrow-it~Fmcss he helped improve rock climbing safety. 

ThcJomal (Vol4.19 17-1 8 No.2) containsa shortadcle 
'Ropes and Belays'. Its author was 'G. S.B.', Blower began with 
an assessment ofthe safe4y merits of Alpine line over a "kI1 sized 
qe'. He then exmined belaying: 

'Whilst an the subject of belays, the correct method of be- 
laying the leader may be described, since it does not seem to be 
universally known. It is no use the second passing tbe the Iead- 
a's rope mud a rock belay, for, should the leader come UP, on 
stoep open rocks, the rope wiI 1 assuredly break. The correct 
&od, it cannot be too strongly urged, is for tbe second to be- 
lay himelfto the rocks with his own end ofthe I&ers mpe, and 
to pass the latter over his shaulder, cantro Iling it with his two 
bands. The shock of the l e t ' s  fall is then taka up gradually, 
by the £iietion of thc rope over the body of his companion, and, 
onIy when all the slack has thus been taken up does the strain 
come rigidly on the raek belayY ' 

Being 'pahap a little shy', Bower made no claim as to the 
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novelty of this proposal. However, the value of his short 'trea- 
tise' was appreciated by Trevor Jones and Geoff Milburn in 
their book C~nzbrian Rock (1988) when they ruIed that it 
had 'laid the foundation for safe modern belaying'. 

A Glimpse of an Engineer 
The Club Journal contains George Bower references which 

provide a glimpse of an engineer. 'Our Special Correspondent' 
wrote a caricature of Club members under the title of Club Ce- 
lebrities - H.E.Scott in the Journal (Vo1.8 No.2 1929). A 
quotation from a part of H.E.Scott's comments during the 
imagined interview proves insightful: 

"But in any case I'm only pretending to give you the broad 
outlines of things. Artistic truth, you know. If you're a stickler for 
exact inathematical accuracy, you'd better go and interview Bower 
or Doughty". 

'* I thought you were interested in figures yourself, Mr Scott." 
" 1 am. I'm very good at figures; but the professional math- 

ematicians are jealous of me because I use my own fonnulae and 
methods. For instance, when I showed how the height of Scafell 
Pikc could be deduced from the number of animals in Noah's 
Ark and the date when he landed on Ararat, Bower picked holes 
in my calculations because it didn't agree with Newton's Laws of 

3' Motion .... 
H.E.Sco& who in the article called himself the 'Honorary 

Licensed Insulter to the Fell and Rock Climbing Club, has 
been used to reveal two of Bower's technical strengths: math- 
ematics and applied mechanics. Examples of them in action 
will be presented later. 

Lord Chorley submitted in his obituary ofGeorge S. Bower 
I 953 Journal ) that 'he had a marked literary ability' and his 

articles in the Journal 'were always enjoyable reading'. In 



'A Climbing Tow in the Highlands', Bower wrote in the Jour- 
nal ( Vo1.5, No.2 1920 No.14 of Series ) an article which pre- 
sented an encounter on %ye with one of the most infamous of 
Scottish beasts: 

It was then that, hearing the beating of wings, I looked 
around and there, poised motionless on its infinitesimal pinions, 
g&g at me with startled yet hungry eyes, was a golden midge of 
the latest type, a post-war model, equipped with wire cutting 
jaws,' A metaphor which perhaps only an engineer could 
have written, 

Lord Charley added that Bower's engineering aptitude came 
out on the technical side of climbing: 'He was fond of experi- 
menting, for example with new types of footgear or with new 
nails, w with new knots or types of belay, and in numerous other 
ways'. John Bower realled that his father made a pair of cram- 
pons out of Duralulllin; a material that had been first used in 
airship construction. Gearge S. Bower was a strong advocate 
of the use of rubber-soled shoes for climbers to tackle fhe 
problems of sloping or rounded footholds. This was a natural 
outcome to the resolution of an engineer-climber's paradox: 
in his machine design work he would strive to rninimise the 
effect of friction, whilst as a climber his desire would be to 
maximise the effects of friction. Rawer certainly enjoyed the 
irany. Peter Harding, informed me that G.S.B, used to refer 
to friction as 'the climber's Good Fairy'. 

Aclimber noting Bower% equipment developments and 
having an inkling of what his engineering career entail& could 
conclude that here was a man who thrivqd in roles involving 
experimental engineering projects. This might be another 
reason why he took a break from Iiving in Barrow to fake a 
post as Senior Lecturer in Mechanical Engineering at 
Loughbomugh College. 
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At forty-seven yem of age, George S. Bowcr left Vickers 
to join Rolls-Royce (ntuw the Aerospace Group) in Derby. 

A Rolls-Royce engineering apprentice, serving his time 
as a junior draughtsinen, wouId have encountered Bower in the 
design ofice bctwecn 1943 and 1946. One did. He was Pcter 
Harding, the 'leading rock-cIimber of the 40s' (Jones & 
Milbum, Welsh Rock, 1986). He ohserved that Bower worked 
in a small office next to the Chief Designer, Eddie Gass. Up 
until that time, virtually all aeroplanes were powered by pis- 
ton engines fueIled by petrol or diesel. The P1 design office's 
objective was to raise the performance of a piston engine 
fuelled by petrol. It was a relatively short-lived project. 

An aircraft engine revolution had taken place in 1937, 
The gas-turbine or jet engine had &ved thanks to the gen- 
ius of Sir Frank Whittle (190.7-1 996). Foresight within the 
company took i t  into the jet age. Aresult was that the P1 project 
and other piston aem-engine designs were abandoned, 

Rolls-Royce reassigned George Bower within their 
engineering research and development organisation and his 
work focused an theoretical matters at DuffieId Bank House. 
It was where he worked until his death in 1953. I believe that 
the period was personally rewarding for him because he was 
in his element. Mareaver he achieved an important milestone 
in an engineering researcher's career: in 18& he was awarded 
a doctorate by London University for his treatise on 'Stresses 
and displacements in a conical shell of uniform thickness 
under axial symmetrical loading'. 

Pioneering in Mechanical Engineering 
George S. Bower also made contributions about pioneer- 

ing aspecb of mechanical engineering to the Institution of Me- 
chanical Enginem during this latter perid of his life, 



He definitely found p a t  p l e a m  in applying mathematics 
to the study of mechanics. One of his achievements was to trans- 
kr this into a form that could enmain climbers. The Rucksack 
Club Journal ( I 427) published an artick of his an Climbing Me- 
chanics. It was a pmdy. He used descriptive and mathetnatiml 
analysis to pme the obvious. For emnple, he eonchded for the 
benetit of climbem' knawledg: that the 'The Motal of Morals 
them is: DO NOT FALL". His precursor to the conclusican w a  a 
safety suggestion for a 'leader &at) contemplata making a spe- 
ciality of first descents'; it was an engineer's one 

(The leader) had better invest in an ail-filled shock ah- 
sarker, itl which the Hnetic energy of the fall is absorbed by the 
oil's being forced past the clearance between the piston and the 
cylinder. The latter is attach& to a special waist belt, and the 
climbing rope ta the piston rod' 

Then he anticipated that his suggestion would be accepted 
by 'dmbing young spirits'. He added that they would be d l y  
identified from w distance 'by a sporty smell of Castr01'. 

George S. Bower e l i d  his talents to push back the limits 
ofboth mecW1d mginwingknowledge and rockclhbhg. To 
me there was always a mystery; it pervaded rock climbing first 
ascentionkt lists: what was his middle name? The Club's m ~ n -  
bership records providedno answer. The answer was Smliffe. 
It was f w d  in bis record of Associate Membership af the Insti- 
tution of Mechanical Engineers. This membership status in his 
day would have made hitil a charted engineer today. Indeed a 
model engineer far my Year of Enginmring Success. 

Acknowledgments: Peter Hardirtg, who genemusly provided 
key advice elm$ guidance. John Bower. Joe Auky.  Michael 
Evmq Rolls-Royce. Keith Moore, hiillis& Instirnth of Me- 
chanical Engine-. George W a W ,  Club Librarian /Archivist. 



'SUBLIME INSPIRATION' 
MOUNTAIN PAINTINGS AT ABBOT HALL 

Peter Osbariz-ae 

It will surprise most of us who lave the mountains that 
the art of painting them has not traditionally been considered 
of any importance. We should remember that landscape paint- 
ing in itself was long considered inferior to figure painting and 
that both relegated mountains to the background. Concen- 
tration on mountain scenery by the best known painters has 
been rare: a few Turners, periods of Wilson, HodIer and 
Kokoscha, some work by German Romantics, and that is 
about all we shall find in histories of art. 

In this context the 1997 Abbot Hall exhibition was a land- 
mark; the first major exhibition of mountain paintings in this 
country so far as is known. It was a brave and forward- 
looking decision of the Director, Edward King, to devote a 
key exhibition space to a pioneering effort, in which, how- 
ever, he had the advantage of working in close conjunction 
with the Alpine Club, from whose extensive collection he was 
able to use much valuable material. (The inclusion of 
Whymper's tent, no less, and other historic objects, may en- 
courage hope of more permanent mountain displays at 
Kendal). 

The 1997 exhibition offered quite a comprehensive over- 
view of mountain images from the 18th Century to c. 1950, 
though necessarily from a British angle; foreign excep- 
tions were some fine prints including Sella photographs, 
(which wcre however surprisingly overshadowed by the 
neighbauring work of W F Donkin). The first room pro- 
vided an interesting mixed bag ranging in time from prirni- 
tive glacier 'horror' prints to 3 of Howard Somervell's bold 
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gouaches and a strong Julian Cooper of the Dent Blanche. 
The survey proper moved from a goad dispIay of Alpine 
prints in their fine and popular period around 1 800, through 
watercolours and photographs of the 19th Century, to 
Warren's colour photographs af Everest in the 30s. 

The highpoints were Turner, Ruskin and, perhaps, Lear; 
most else was worhanIike. The intense atmospheric poetry 
of Turner's 1 798 '73uttemere" remains a development a f 1 7 th 
and 1 8th Century landscape, where mountain masses them- 
selves farm but a background. By the 1804 "Passage of the 
St. Gothard", however, he was enjoying and expressing the 
stark experiences of being in a full mountain setting, with rock, 
chasm and peak nearly packing the image. Ruskin too com- 
municates a more direct mountain experience which is suf- 
fused with his passionate love of the Alps. It is as if his scien- 
tific interest in rock, cloud and glacier were caught up in an 
inspired flux which imparts a particular romantic intensity; 
forms of peak and cloud wreathe almost Blake-like towards 
making, from a real but ephemeral experience, something 
lastingly meaningful. 

Lear's mountains, Mont Blanc and Kangchenjunga, have 
a different, dreamlike quality where distant peaks hover fairy- 
like and delightfully beyond the harder facts of the foreground. 
Still, in composition, they are mountain VIEWS, distant and 
safe, rather that MOUNTAIN PAINTINGS which deaI di- 
rectly with mountains in all their immanence. 

Indeed there is a long and different tradition of Conti- 
nental mountain painting which budget and specific arrange- 
ments excluded from this exhibition, As early as the 17709s, 
for example, Caspar Wolf was starting, and a year later fin- 
ishing, oil paintings high in the Alps. His 'plein air'kppmch, 
30 years before Constable, gave a greater strength and fresh- 



ness to glacier and peak than contemporary British work. 
Many following in his tradition were climbers, mountain spe- 
cialists or both. Their work, not reflected in catalogue or show, 
emphasised the power, mass and challenge of mountains in 
contrast to the more poetic approach highlighted at Kendal. 
Loppt, for example, a friend of Horace Walker, and mem- 
ber of both Alpine Club and RA. painted large vigorous 
ails in an academic tradition of full mountain conditions. 

The watercolours of Edward Campton, the only special- 
ist meuntaineer/painter well shown at KendaI other than 
Whyrnper, made fresh and skilful use of traditional watercoI- 
our technique in his mountain paintings. WhiIst lacking either 
the poetry of a Ruskin or the power of a Lopp6, Compton, 
with his clear blue snow shadows and confident technique, 
confirmed the style of most subsequent British mountain 
water colourists. 

The 'Catalogue' af the exhibition, though lacking any 
catalogue as such beyond a Iist of artists, contained three 
interesting essays as well as good reproductions of neady 
50 paintings, photographs and prints. The exhibition was 
subtitled 'The Art of Mountains from Turner to Hillary', 
and, given the lack of a Continental dimension, was an 
exciting review. We can but hope for one or more succes- 
sor shows which carry the subject outwards and forwards, 
and which will reveal mountain art to be of even wider 
and growing importance. 



PERU 1997 CORDILLERA CENTRAL 
Paul Hudson 

Chapter One 
Introduction and getting to base 

Firstly 1 feel the need to introduce the players in the drama. 
Many of thein are known to the FRCC menlbersl~ip but there 
wiIl be some for whom this will be a first acquaintance. 

Christopher Woodall earned the name of 'Billy the Whiz' 
which was then changed to ' ChrisWizz', as he always had ideas 
of what to do next often even before the present had been com- 
pleted and tnore importantly got on and did them. Early in the 
morning you could find hirn trying to get to the next peak, col or 
valley before anyone dse had even woken up, When he couId 
not wake Peter or rather when Peter was successfirIly feigning 
sleep against the demands of Christopher's attention, one could 
hear him prowling about the camp waiting for the first 
unsuspicious camper to emerge from a tent. The trouble was he 
started off too fit, much mo fit. When he returned to the UK he 
reported that he had become totally unfit and had to start special 
training far the 'Karrimor Mountain Marathon' in November. 

Peter Holden had brought Christopher and was used to his 
ways. Over the Inany yeas of their relationship, Peter kas de- 
veloped a calm, cool exterior as a foil to Christopher's charac- 
ter. It was noted that Peter joined in the Whiz Kid's activities, 
though he aIways maintained that he could never keep up. One 
of the big problems on the trip was the number of likenesses of 
Peter that we came across . It started with Nonis the Gnome and 
ended in a small village just outside Huancayo where we met 
with twins - we nearly brought the wrong one home! 

David WynneJones is a good sport as we could see from 
his wardrobe, which we all keen to capture on our slides. As 
well as pink stretch tights he managed to bring a different 
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fleece for every day of every week! Some even thought he 
was going to set up a climbing shop in Miraflores but when 
quizzed on the subject the gear turned out to be only his per- 
sonal rack for climbing. So it was really unfortunate that there 
was no decent rock for him to try it all out on. 

PameIa Caswell had been a late comer to the expedition 
and was brought along by David Wynne-Jones. Being the 
only lady member of the team she had to put up with a lot of 
stick but stiIl managed to keep smiling, which was more than 
could be said for David. As a team, Pamela and David were 
an excellent double act and if you had time you could be 
entertained for hours while they debated the number of socks 
to take on a climb or the colour of the best jumper. It was not 
all frivolity though, as Pamela and David managed to cap- 
ture some of the expedition an video tape. 

Stuart Gallagher had come with us to the Tien Shan 
where the food had been awful and his tent the smallest of 
those hired. To get his own back this time he brought the 
biggest two-man tent ever seen on an expedition. This brought 
about a quality of living to compare with a 30430 holiday. 
Instead of something normal like a teddy he brought a Gnome 
called Norris. He said that he was raising money for a chil- 
dren's charity but if you could have seen him playing with 
his Gnoine you would have known the truth. Norris in fact 
turned out to be one of the best climbers of the trip. 

Ken Mosley came prepared for the trip by cycling, walk- 
ing and generally exerting himself. This sort of action is to- 
tall y uncalled for and only made him stand out from the ma- 
jority of us. Ken also promised culinary delights and had even 
practised them in his back garden but all that was scuppered 
when I forgot to bring the margarine and his special recipes 
went out of the guy rope. The children of Miraflores chris- 
tened him Ken Grand. 



Ken Findlay has aIways wanted to be rescued by heli- 
copter and during recent yews has done his best to get rides 
by attacking his partners in remote parts of the Alps. During 
this trip he got frostbite to help achieve his wish but there 
were no telephones in the area let alone helicopters, so, his 
rescue was nor by helicopter but by horse. Never one to ex- 
pose his inner feelings or his feet, Ken kept his frostbitten 
toe a compIete secret until he could no longer walk. This 
Ken was given the name Ken Chico in Miraflores. 

Paul Hudson, me, led the trip and I deny that I got lost. 
Rumours were rife just because there was no snow and ice 
and no mountains. As I said at ate time, bouldering is an 
excellent sport and I did rebuilt the caok tent. What more 
could anyone want? I n  true Himalayan tradition, my idea was 
to get fit during the hazardous and demanding four-hour waI k 
in to base camp. If only I hadn't fallen asleep half way to 
camp it would have worked. I was given the name nincorn- 
poop by other members of the team. 

This was the group then who after same days in Peru 
arrived at Mirdores at 2.30 p.m. on a bright and warm after- 
noon. The village had just completed a celebration for the 
independence of Peru, otherwise there would have been far 
fewer people in the square. On other afternoons sometimes 
there were only one or two people to be seen and other days 
only someone's shadow. 

The truck unleaded, we sent Ken off to find some ac- 
cammedation for us. Ken is an important player when it 
comes to conversing in Spanish as his mother speaks Span- 
ish fluently. Not that this is true of Ken, mind you, but he 
always gives it a dam good go and this time proved his worth 
when he came back to tell us that we all had rooms at the 
Alamo, That's a quaint name Z thought, conjuring up visions 
of Cassidy and Sundance and of basket chairs on a verandah 
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and cooling lemonades. The Alamo was not quite l i  kc that as 
it turned out to bethe top floor of the municipal building. lt 
had no lights but did have its own loudspeaker which is just 
a little unusual for a four star hotel. At any time of evening or 
morning and only preceded by a crackle or two, a voice 
would boom out across Miraflorcs and into our 'rootn', say- 
ing whatever the speaker, situated in the house next door, 
wanted to impart to the 300 or so citizens of Miraflores. 

With the help of some local men and boys we inoved 
our mountain of  stuff to our new abode and settled in. 
ChrisWizz looked awkward, I noticed him trying to sit down 
but as soon as his bottom touched the seat he was up on his 
feet again. Even he seemed surprised at the speed o f  this re- 
action. "Crumbs," he said, "I think I've been sitting down far 
too long today. 1'11 just have to go for a little jog to keep my 
rnuscles in trim". So while the rest of thc team sat around 
won1 out from the day's activity and excitement, and accli- 
inatisinp thclnselves to this new environment, ChrisWizz was 
off on a run up the valley. "I think I'd better just check out 
some camp sites higher up thc valley, I'll be back beforc long." 
he called as Ile disappeared out of sight down a side street. 

It was dark or at least the remains of the day wcrc decid- 
cdly dim when Ken Chico looked out over thc square. He had 
bccn busy as wcll tracking down a Bwro lnan so that wc could 
get orir loads up the ~nountain track to a suitable place for a basc 
camp. Thcre scernd to be little interest from the co~nrnunity in 
earning some cash by helping us get up the hi11 but Chico had at 
last found someone who seeincd to iildicate that he would have 
six or seven Burros for the morrow. Supper was a drink of  tea 
and a NutraBlast energy bar. Then, as we wcre scttling down 
into our sleeping bags, there were little footsteps on tl~c stairs 
and Chris Wizz was explaining what he had seen and where he 
thought the base camp should be put. 



There were no Burros the next day and we put it down 
to the fact that we had contacted a loony or a practical joker, 
We all set about taking loads up in lifAe goups. I ended up 
m my awn, being very slow and managed a short sleep half 
way along the top valley, not that I meant to! 

It was a struggle but on the third day we did manage to 
clrganise same animaIs and everyone was overjoyed. 
CbrisWi~ and Peter spent the first night at base camp to 
look after the gear and the rest of us returned to Miraflores 
for the final effod. Then it was 'build a base time' and the 
cook tent, toilet, store area and food sorting all took priority 
over the exploration phase. 

Chapter two 
The climbing 

Above ars the slope rdr) up, s h e  always did. Away it vd~s 

in a s m o ~ t h  snd hmertftl sut$uce broken only by  he hursh 
b j a c h w  of n couple of rock out~mp~v. 

C M T  even high ~r aha w us than t h ~  summit rlii~kd IIVW- 

head a~nd a~ the last of the stin $ P L I ~ P  jmt caught the stidme clf 
t h ~  shpe, a gnkdm a ~ d  g q  shew bay acm.w i@ SM@W~. 

It ulcas aftw two in t h ~  aJelprnom, with u crispness we 
kopd wcrujd have *turned to this wnndmjid slope. Our /ate 
sttart would /hem a late hour ar the top. Chiw a d  1 looked 
up at a delicute feathehg an the s lop as spindrg fmm 
hi& above caught the s ~ n  L  my+^ a3 it rufi down. 

The rest of the team were spread over the hiih and val- 
leys below us and above Miraflares. Yauyas, Famela Caswell, 
Stuart Gallagher, Peter Holden, Ken Mosley, Christopher 
Woodall and David Wynn~J~nes were dl out there so~~~ewh-ere. 
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We had been a group of three yesterday but Stuart, after 
one bivvy and a 'Iost' day due to the weather, had decided 
that his back could not stand another night on the rock ledge 
followed by the prospect of a hard day's climbing and opted 
to return to base. 

This morning had been a little clearer and when Chico 
and 1 reached yesterday's high point, below the rock and ice 
cliff, we started a traverse to the right under the threatening 
icicles and loose rock bands. The snow was sporting enough 
not to be boring and had arranged itself in alternate soft snow 
and hard ice sections together with some nice in-between 
bits. After an hour, I passed a break in the cliff above but this 
was guarded by a water-ice boss which though beautiful to 
look at, glistening in the now sunny air, proved too difficult 
to ascend. Chico confided later that he thought this traverse 
the most dangerous part of the climb. About a hundred feet 
farther on, I decided to start an upward traverse back left 
over some large ntvt penitents and I nearly lost my hammer 
down a very deep, hidden crevasse on the slope. At the top of 
the slope I belayed and Chico followed me up, "Just like 
walking up some stairs", he  joked. 

Our next task was to cross a wide shelf, it was about 
half a half a mile square and covered in the awful neve peni- 
tents which had already caused us some problems. Slowly 
with one foot being supported and the next plunging a foot 
below the surface we made progress to the base of the main slope. 

It was two in the afternoon now and we decided that we 
needed to take a break and replace some of the liquid we had 
Iost. The stove was lit for a brew of tea. 

The last large expedition to visit the area, according to 
the journal reports I had managed to locate at the Royal Geo- 
graphical Society in London, was a Spanish one in 1969, but 
we had seen no signs of their footprints. Our exploration of 



the area had shown that the glaciation, indicated on the Peru- 
vian map as being quite extensive, was in fact rather small. 
The cavering of ice was now only around 50% of the area 
shown an the maps, 

Earlier in the expedition Chico and I climbed Quepala 
via an easy and long ridge running north from the summit, 
Once a glacier had run down from this peak but now it 
was just bare rock and provided easy walking. The only 
difficulty was in surmounting the final rock summit, which, 
devoid of snow and ice, was colnposed of loose blocks of 
various sizes and areas of shattered ruck where extreme 
care had to be taken. We had expected an ice su~nmit and 
had carried crampons and axes but they were not required. 
Below the rack summit lay the smallest glacier I am ever 
likely to see. All that is left of a glacier that in its prime 
would have travelled for miles and miles was a stump of 
around 190 ft wide and 60 ft high. This nestled between 
the summit and a l ~ w e r  high point on the ridge descend- 
ing north-west. 

The first snow peak had been Nevado Padrecaca, 5362m, 
which we all climbed by its SSW face as a 'training peak', 
though the peak seemed in no need for training. It was no 
longer j~ined to Ticlla by glaciation as we had expected. All 
except Chico and I followed a route on the extreme Iefi of 
the fkce utilising the ridge. Our route had varied at the bot- 
tom as we ventured into the centre of the face to visit an ice 
cave but were then forced to traverse across to the left aa 
there was no continuous snowlice route above us. 

We did nat know it but Peter and ChrisWizz had al- 
ready climbed Ticlla by the south-west ridge, returned to base 
and were now trying Llongote (you can see just how true the 
Wiza epithet was), and as we set about moving an and up 
once agam, Pamela and David were just starting their descent 
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high above us to the gortex bivvy camp having fallowed the 
Wizz route. Peter and ChrisWizz had csmpletcd the mwn- 
tain in one day with a continuous push from advanced base. 
They had found the bottom section straightforward but fmd- 
ing the mute through the kracs and crevasses nearer the tap 
took some time. The two other teams which followed them 
set up a bivvy tent just below the ridge and used that as an 
overnight stop. At around 2.30 p.m. Ken and I were ready to 
start off again. 

Chica being the lighter was sent oflto cross the bergsc hrund 
on a soft snow bridge that covered a deep crevasse. Three 
attempts later, he had surmounted the snow wall that crum- 
bled with every load-bearing  nave and then climbed higher 
up the slope. From his belay he hauled me over the disinte- 
grating bridge and wall and away from the jaws of the cre- 
vasse. 

Thc slope above, now dramatically foreshortened, looked 
invitingly short. We could not see the upper slopes now as 
the first band of rock became our horizon. I set off working 
m y  way left to the gap where the rock gave way ta a continu- 
ous snow slope. We had thought from base that the rock stick- 
ing out of the slope would give us some resting sites, but that 
was not to be. Thc uncovered rock was only a foot higher 
than the ice and worn to the same angle. I could hardly climb 
onto i t  let alone rest an it. 

We made good progress by climbing together. I would 
place protection near the end of each ropc length to provide a 
running belay between us. Sometimes a asnow stake would 
go in; soinetimes an ice screw. 

We did not know it, but we were being watched by Peter 
and ChrisWizz from their route on Llongote, andjust as they 
decided to call it a day on a narrowing rock ridge that quiv- 
ered as they moved up it, we broke through to the upper half 
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of the slope. The snow had been quite mixed since the first 
mck band though the angle had remained a constant 65'. Ice 
had given way to beautiful nkvt but that had not lasted lsng 
before soft and deepening powder had forced me Ieft. 

Looking up I imagined 1 saw a slope laying back at an 
angle one could walk on but on arriving at the crest I found a 
nmow crest of soft snow running down fmm a rock a little 
way above. Beyand the crest a slope of 80' fell away into 
tho crevasses below. Chico passed me here and led offjust as 
the sun set, the temperature plummeted and I began to freeze. 
Chico was making sIow progress in the sofi snow but I could 
wait no longer and started off after him. The effort began to 
warm me a little and as I climbed Chico disappeared over the 
curve of the slope. Soon after that he started to take in the 
rope that now Izty below me in a long loop. The angle above 
me at last began to lay back and the final summit bump came 
into view with Chica belayed at its base. 

As somas I d e d h i m ,  a winddrivingin fiomthenorth- 
west cut into me: suddenly I was chilled to the bone. The wind- 
chill factor would have been immenw as it was now dark and 
the temperature well below hezing. We dumped our kit and 
waked to the top of the summit but wen that was not easy as 
the snow gave way at every step. We were pleasad to find some 
footprints an the top - ChrisWizz and Peter we thought and 
mentally eongratulatd ihm, It was good to know that some of 
the othen had attained the summit and we klt pleased for than. 
Ken and I shook hand on the summit of TicUa, 5897m (TigIia to 
the locals). This was the highest I had climbed and I was pleased 
to be making a new record even if it was  at night. 

Later we w m  to be jealous of Shlzrrt and Grand6 who made 
the summit on a ckardaybnd said that the curvature of the e h  
could be s e n  on the horizon. 

Collecting our gear we reclimbed to the summit and 
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looked forward to an easy descent by following the footprints. 
The moon had risen casting its even light across the snow 
and we began the descent easily but soon the footsteps dis- 
appeared on a hard ice surface and were impossible to rels- 
cate. I think on reflection that we were just too tired to con- 
centrate. The freezing wind had taken not only our remain- 
ing reserves of strength but also our ability the think sensibly. 

After a short time of fruitless searching we decided to 
follow a curving snow ridge to a p1atEorm a hundred feet 
below us which looked as if led on down to the ridge we 
thought we wanted, I began to lead across the slope but soan 
found the soft snow more than I could manage - inside I 
was cursing Chico for not taking the rope. That feeling was 
without reason and was perhaps indicative of my near com- 
plete exhaustion. 

Chico took the lead making good progress across the 
steep soft snow then down the curving ridge. We jumped a 
small crevasse and were on the platform we had seen from 
above. The NutraBlast I had eaten while Chico led off was 
helping so I descended the slope below slowly to see if I could 
determine where it led. In the moonlight it was dificult to 
judge distance and get a clear understanding of the layout of 
the jigsaw below us. After an hour we gave up and reclimbed 
the slope to the platform, here we found a snow scoop which 
was out of the wind and provided us with some shelter. The 
snow was too soft to dig into so we made the scoop a little 
deeper and lay down. Below our 'nest' a huge crevasse fonned 
the base of the ice cliff which now towered above us and 
even the overhanging icicles seem not to alarm us, Frozen 
crampon straps, frozen fingers and the delay of getting into 
the bivvy sack wore me out even more. Then the stove took 
an age to boil water but evenhlalfy we got a hot drink and 
then settled down to wait out the night. I had been unable to 



remove my boot as the laces had become frozen solid so my 
Rab down boats remained unused. We kept our toes moving 
all through the night and I moved my hands to where ever I 
thought warmest. Occasional bursts ofwind would steaI our 
heat and throw spin drift into our bivvy sacks, 

Eventually dawn came and I made a hot drink, The stove 
had been emptied by the last evenings efforts and while fill- 
ing it making sure not to spill any petrol onto myself T sus- 
tained frost bum an a11 my finger ends. As the day lightened 
we began to understand the layout of the slope below us, 
what had looked like a cantinuous slope from higher up was 
in fact broken by a number of cliffi, we hod ma& the right 
decision to stay high, 

The route dawn was a easy once we refound the friendly 
foot prints; they had Iain a little below our b iwy but way 
over to the right . The tiredness was still there and it was always 
a struggle. Eventually we got back to advanced camp just as 
Pamela and David were about to leave it. They too had 
climbed Ticlla by following ChrisWizz and Peter's route. 
They had descended that morning from the biwy tent that 
Ken had found earlier. They left but we decided to stay and 
rest. I was concerned about my fingers, as 1 kept telling Chico, 
they were very cold and white. I never realised that Chico 
had in fact sustained frostbite in the hig toe of his right foot. 
I don't think he realised it either. 

Five days Iater Chico was on the back of a horse ~ i n g  
him dawn to Miraflares, his rescue machine seeming rather 
law tech. compared to the helicopters that he had always got 
for his companions who had had mishaps in the Alps or Eng- 
lish Lake District but it was the best I could do. 



THE SPOUT OF THE CLlNTS & SMEAR TEST 

Stephen Reid 

It had been freezing, it seemed, for almost a fortnight. Start- 
ing just before Christmas, star-lit nights and crystal days had 
continued, cold and clearg right through the busiest period of m y  
working year. Many of the local ghylls and icefalls had formed 
when 1 hadn't the slightest chance of taking a day off, and no 
doubt by the time things had quietened down at work the thaw 
would have set in just as it always did. Despite the fact that 
business was booming, I felt rather depressed, and was actually 
quite heartened when the holiday period ended and we finally 
had a quieter day. Apart from bringing a welcome relief from 
the pressure of the previous fortnight, it also ineant that I had a 
few moments spare to chat to a customer who reported Dow 
Spout on Craignaw as being in good condition, a fact that I im- 
agine would have been mneaningless to the majority of moun- 
taineers but set my mind racing. For, five years previously I had 
made the first summa ascent of a gully on Cairns~nore of Fleet 
in the GaIloway Hills, only a fkw miles south of Craignaw. This 
gully was as they say 'a classic of it" type', three long pitches 
and, judging by the amount of water descending it at the time, 
with excellent winter potential. We had christened it 'Lost Pi- 
lots Gully' in honour of the forlorn pieces of aircraft debris we 
found in situ, undisturbed since the Second World War. I only 
discovered its true, and typically Gallwegian, name of 'The Spout 
of the Clirrts of the Clints of the Spout' when I invested in a 
detailed map of  the area. 

A return visit a few winters later had merely proved that a 
week's freeze was insufficient for the gully to form. More promis- 
ing was a superb ice smear cascading down the right-hand 
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side af the broken cliff, Alas this proved a frighteningly thin 
and mushy experience and we bottled out of the final pitch. 
This k t  looked potentially superb though: sixty feet or so of 
just off vertical granite slab covered with the thinnest smear 
of ice, running straight done the centre. 

Yem passed by with winter sasons lean and brief. Other 
commitments were heavy and I always seemed to be in the wrong 
place at the w m g  time. Besides it had never been cold enough 
far the Galloway hills to come into condition. However, now it 
seemed there might be a chance and a quick g h c e  at the duty 
roster through rose tinted spectacles showed that I would only 
be in the way if I turned up forwork the fo1lowing day! 

There are few climbers I know (and I know a lot of climb- 
ers) who would m p n d  cheerfully to a late night invitation for a 
5am stare and the prospect of a two-hour drive fallowed by a 
three-hour walk-in to attempt a climb that might well not be 
t h m .  Chris Bonitlgton is one of the few. I would probably 
ring him more often, but a request to go out for an evening 
at Shepherd's is generally met witb "Oh super, love t ~ ,  but 
1'11 be in Lhasa tomorrow filming Great Railway Journeys of 
Tibet, but do ring again.,.'" or some such response, one even- 
tually begins to regret the wasted phone calls. However as 
Chris had been in the shop only the previous day inquiring as 
to whether anyone wanted to go out, he was almost the first 
potential partner that came to mind. Besides it would make a 
great story to teII my grand-children. 

Thus it was that very d y  in the morning, h m  samewhere 
midst the miles of single track roads on the '8wk o' Skidda", 
I collected a very well-known bearded figure, and we heetled 
narthwards over the Border. 1 found if hard not to be slightly 
in awe of a man who's books had fuelled my beginner's 
dreams some fifteen y e m  ago, As we sped past the outskirts 
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of Dumfries, Sir Christian, as buoyant and jolly as ever, ex- 
claimed with genuine delight at each new feature of the land- 
scape or turn in the conversation. The sheer enthusiasm of 
the man was amazing. 

Even more amazing was that he kept it going on the walk in 
to the Clints of Cairnsmore from Dunkitterick Cottage, a daft 
decision on m y  part. Far a start I bad been that way before and 
knew what it was like. Secondly I can hardly claim not to have 
noticed the footpath to the summit of Cairnsmore from the west, 
clearly marked on the relevant OS map. I had simply assumed 
that one footpath in Galloway was much like another and that it 
wauld make little difference if we went as directly as possible. 
The walk was long and, as it consisted of the usual Galloway mix 
of bog and tussocks, interspersed on this occasion with sections 
of sheet ice, it was excessively arduous. It was hardly improved 
by m y  sprightly partner who was constantly on my heels, apalo- 
gising the while for holding me back when it was all I, allnost 
twenty years his junior, could do to keep one step ahead of him. 

The bleak high plateau beyond Craignelder was frozen hard 
and gave the impression of having been so for several weeks. We 
felt more certain now that ourjourney would not be wasted, and 
yet, as we descended southwards from the Nick of the Saddle, I 
began to have renewed doubts. The coire was spring-like and 
bare of rime. Occasional rills were running rather than iced. Damn 
it, it was positively wann. We had been three hours on the go 
since leaving the car and had expended a lot of energy to get 
here: moreover I had persuaded Chris to put aside a planned 
new route at some secret Lakeland venue in favour of our present 
venture. I was not looking fonvard to proudly pointing the gen- 
eral public's best known mountaineer at several hundred feet of 
torrential bum in full spate and I rushed ahead to reassure rnyself 
that all was as it should be. I need not have worried for, as I 
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raced mund the corncr afthe crag, my eyes met a cascade of 
ice. I peered upwards at the final pitch and momentarily last 
my breath. The deep cut upper section sf the guIly was 
sheathed in solid white and huge icicle stalactites sprayed 
forth in all directions. Below, a long pitch led up a frazen 
water chute that sparkled in the sun, and before that a mass 
of ice-encrusted bouldersjammed the gully bed, It was quite 
a sight. Chris was equally enthusiastic and we congriztuiated 
ourselves on our good fortune- as we sat in the sunshine at the 
bottom of the crag. Around us, as far as the eye could see, 
stretched typical Galloway wilderness, unmatched anywhere 
in England. Long, law, blue hills led in bands to a sun-gleam- 
ing steel still SoIway and closer at hand the coire floor was a 
vibrant mass of green-brown bog, whilst above us towered 
the great whale-back of Cairnsmore of Fleet. 

1 was also pleased to note that the ic-fall that I had pre- 
viously attempted new looked a lat more subatmtial, a great 
white smear cascading down the broken rocks. However we 
had come for the gully and I started up, scrambling over icy 
racks, glad to feel the grip of crampahs m solid stuff far the 
first time this winter, and yet impatient t~ get to the meat of 
the climb. Too impatient I realised as I half committed my- 
self to a desperate pull over a capping chock and then de- 
cided a runner would be in order, I scuttIed back down and 
fixed some gear before taking it more gently and more care- 
fully. Hmm, felt Iike grade V s~ probably a IV taking into 
account my lack of practice. 

Chris led through up the beguiling chute. The k t  Wly fset 
were steep and culminated in an almost completely formed ice 
tube about two feet in diameter, The only way up this WBS either 
to climb over it, though it looked too fragile for that, or to hack it 
to bits and gain the more soIid underlayers. I cowered behind a 
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block as great lumps of ice showend around me, then Chris was 
thou& it and romping up the easier angled section, exclsim'ig 
his delight at every move, to run our sixty metre ropes out in 
the easy-angled gully bed above. I followed on, impressed, 
and then stared up at the final pitch, even more impressed 

This was vdcd:  a p t  cleft in the mountain, solid with ice 
like the pipes of some gigantic organ Our summer line had gone 
via jugs up &e steep lefl wall but now this was thin with v q l a s  
and the best ice was deep in the cleft. Awkwardly I pulled up 
onto a small ledge md teetered rigfitwards tu the foot of a thin 
ramp. This went easily enough but the ice was too thin fma nm- 
ner and I stuck for a while below a bulge. Above was a niche in 
which I thought I mightrest whereas here my calves were already 
beginning to ache. I looked down md then wished I hadn't - it 
seemed a long way. Then I looked at Chris, who obviousIy didn't 
see a problem at all. The rather bored and disdainful expression 
that he was wearing convinced me that I was dithering too long 
and that real heroes don't dither, so 1 threw caution to the wind 
and pulled into the niche. It wasn't much of a rest but in front of 
me two great stalactites met like inverted legs and I slotted a hex 
down their icy junction and felt a bit better. Above was another 
awkward looking niche butmy blood was up now and 1 wasted 
no time over this and gained it by one of those scrabbling desper- 
ate mwes that never quite make it into the text hooks. Fifty feet 
above the gully bed now and, with only the ice-bound hex 
between me and a frozen pool below, I decided to try and 
place an ice screw, The problem was that although there was 
plenty of ice none of it was much more than a few inches 
thick and I had to give up in the end tying it off with little 
hope that it would hold much of a fall. None-the-less, it gave 
m the confidence for a traverse left an brittle waves of verglas 
to gain the haven of a rock runner and what I reckoned was a 

Chris Bo#~idgtot~ OH the Spout rlfrhe Clirlts. P k ~ ~ g r a p h  by Srephen &id. 
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well earned rest. Chris obviously thought otherwise, and a 
well enunciated "How's it going up there?" spurred me back 
into action. A steep ice ramp narmwed to nothing but got me 
high enough for an exposed stride back right, into the main 
flow of the gully. The ice was superb, tools bit inta it with a 
reassuring vibrancy, and I pulled up confidently inta an ice- 
bound hollow. A few rnoves more and I was belaying to a 
flake on the level hoar-gleaming grass at the top of the crag. 
Muffled shouts of congratulation wafted up from below. Bril- 
liant. 

Unfortunately for Chris, he had to be in London the next 
day, but he gave up with good grace any claims he might have 
had on the icefall. After all the freeze might end at any minute. He 
even proffered the suggestion that Doug Scott might be inter- 
ested. Thus it was that Doug and I got a si~nilarly early start two 
days later an another fantastically clear and cold morning. In the 
intervening period, a friend in Newton Stewart had advised mc 
of a much easier way to the crag. Parking at Cairnsmore House, 
the air alpine with frost and early sun, we followed a gentle and 
well-iced pony track to the summit of Cairns~nore of Fleet. This 
cut the approach down to two hours and was altogether much 
less wearing on the legs. Dropping dawn eastwards into the coire 
I became nervous that Doug might not think too much of the line 
or of being m e d  away from his home at five in the morning on 
a fool's errand, Like Chris, he too had a secret project in 
condition and it was only my enthusiastic description of the 
superb climb awaiting our attention that had convinced him 
to come along. Once again, I need not have worried as Scotty 
gazed up at the gully that Chris and I had climbed two days 
earlier and then at the icefall that we had came to do. "Very 
nice youth." 

Doug, as you may know, is a somewhat more taciturn 
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character than Chris. His softly spoken comments have a gritty 
weighted texture to them that give each one the air of a xri- 
nus pronouncement arrived at after much thought rather than 
mere passing conversation. In fact I am not sure that he ever 
makes passing conversation and I have known him climb a 
whole pitch in almost total silence, 'Very nice youth" verged 
on the garrulous. 

On my previous attempt on this icefall a few yean earlier, 
the first pitch had seemed thin, the second thinner and I had re- 
treated from some thirty foot up the third when water spurted 
from my axe placements. Now tbings were very different. The 
fall was long and narrow, dropping in steps down the broken 
crag. At several points ohe could probably have wandered off on 
either aide th~ugh whether one would get very far dong the steep 
heather ledges was a moot point. The ice was obviously thick 
enough for good placements and a dusting of fresh snow only 
added to the atmosphere. 

This time I found the first pitch was so easy as to be ahnost 
disappointing, if climbing good ice in glorious sunshine can ever 
be descn'bed asdisqpin'ting, and Doug was soon leading through 
to start the Iong second pitch. A short overhanging waI I barred 
the way - no problem to the veteran of countless expeditions, 
and he was quickly up to a half-way ledge. More thought- 
ftllly, he continued up the steepening ice above, a tied-office 
screw the sole marker of his passage, and gained the sanctu- 
ary of a steep groove where at Iast he could bridge out and 
rest awhile. A few moves up the groove and a ledge was 
reached where a solid flake yielded a sound belay and also 
my fading and tattkred abseil sling from years before. I fol- 
lowed on, wimpering occasionally as my poor technique 
caused me to crush my knuckles against hard ice ripples. The 
pitch felt insecure rather than dificu1t. With no obvious resting 



point that would have etzabled an ice screw to be placed in 
comfort, Doug had obviausly just carried an going - a long 
way above his last runner I reflected as I scrambled up the 
steep pave to the belay, the sun glinting offthe ice all around 
me. Abwe us loomed the pitch I had backed off before; the 
one I had long dreamed about. 

The completely smooth granite slab lay tilted just the right 
side of vertical. Down its centre was the smear to beat all smears, 
six f& wide and maybe as many inches deep, its surface gently 
rippled but unsullied by any other features whatsoever. Shmr 
whiteness drew one's eye to the beckoning blue sky above, and 
I wondered what lay out of sight aver the top of the cliff. 

I started up, trying not to rush and testing each placement in 
turn, I passed my previous high point and looked down. Doug 
and the ledge seemed a long way below. But with no move more 
difficult than the last, I saw little point in stopping to try and place 
a a r w .  So I carried methodically an until at Iast a small. ice ledge 
appeared, enough moin for n boot at least, and I thanHd1y got a 
Russian titanium tube in up to the hilt. More bulges followed, 
a fitting finale of little grooves and walls until the ice sud- 
denly vanished coinpletely into the horizontal bog of the pla- 
teau and a goad flake came to hand for the belay. Doug soon 
joined me, A quick handshake and '"Nice pitch youth," and 
then we were off and away and over the hill. 

My grandchildren will never believe me. 

Summary:- An wount ofthe first known winter ascents af the 
Spout ofthe Glints, V (4,4,4) and Smear Test, N (4,4,4) an the 
Clints of the Spout, 17aimsrno~ of Fleet, Galloway in Januay 
1897. 



SIXTY-TWO YEARS TO PUBLISH 
E m  Pickles 

'The Committee .., arc contemplating the publication 
of a Fellwalking Guide to the English Lake District. Further 
infonnation ... will be available shortly' 

FRCC Journal, Vol I 0  No 1, 1934 

When The Lakeland Fells was first published on I No- 
vember 1996, an enthusiastic reader wrote to the editors: 'I've 
been clinging to the words of your climbing guides for years, 
and I've just readThe Lakeland Fells with absolute delight, find- 
ing i t  a trove of suggestions and a perfect all-in-one database. 
Thank you!' Referring to the quotation above, the writer goes 
on to say: 'When I first saw The Lakeland Fells 1 simply as- 
sumed that after sixty years of carefully weighing the pros 
and cons, the Committee had decided to act.' This short ah- 
cle not only records how the book was produced, but also pon- 
ders why i t took 62 years from first suggeshan to final hition. 

G.R. Speaker's repart to the Club in 1934 certainly con- 
firms that the Committee was considering a waIking guide 
as well as a Climbing Manual by J.H. Doughty (alas, never 
published as a separate book). The concept of Club guide- 
books can be traced back even further. A lengthy letter from 
T.C. Ormist~n-Chant published in the Journal for 19 19 con- 
tains the first proposal for a series ofsix 'Pocket Editions' cov- 
ering different geographic areas, and providng information on 
climbs, paths, summit routes, ascent times, accommodation, 
transport, fauna, flora, geology, together with contour maps 
and annotated photomontages, all contained within a water- 
proof cover suppI ied with spare paper and a pencil. This idea 
was promoted by Ormiston-Chant as a memorial to mem- 
bers killed during the Great War; each volume would have a 
list of their names inside the front cover. He envisaged the 
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private printing of 500 copies of the six-volume set at a cost 
of E2,225, Although it never became a me~norial, this pro- 
posal led eventually to the first series of five definitive rock 
climbing guides edited by R,S.T. Chorley and published be- 
t w m  1922 and 1926. The guides as findly published omit- 
ted much of the informatian suggested by Onmiston-Chant 
and focused primariI y on climbing information. These guides 
were extensively rewritten from 1935 onwards under the 
editorship of H.M. Kelly to form the basis of ourpmmt climb- 
ing guides, now in their eighth series. 

It is interesting to observe that the publishing history of 
mountaineering in the Lake District facwes far more on rock 
climbing than on fell walking during its first SO years - a 
situation that has been very mucb reversed during the suc- 
ceeding SO years. W.P. Haskett Smith had published Climb 
ing in the British Isles in two voIumes in 1 894-5; these arc 
landmark books although, with their gazetteer approach, they 
bear little resemblance to the style of guide books we have 
come to recognise today. A year lam, the 1 s t  edition of O.G. 
Jones' Rock Climbing in the EngIhk Lake DbCrict was pub- 
lished and established the tone for two successive volumes on 
North Wales and She written by the Abraham brothers. L.J . 
Oppenheimer 's The Heart of Lakeland, published in t 908, with 
its wonderfully descriptive writing style is dw essentially a story 
of rcck and snow climbing. The Club's own guide books corn- 
menced short1 y afier the end of the First World War. 

These books both reflected and contributed to the growth 
of interest in rock rIimbing as a mountaineering sport. But 
what guidance was offered to the waIker who wished to avoid 
the Inare precipitate crags? From Thomas West (in 1780) 
anwards there were a succession af guide books to the Lake 
District catering for the early tourists. Thc most popuIar of 
these were frequently revised and republished. Particularly 
goad examples are the guides by West, Housmm, Jenkinsan, 
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Martineau, Lynn Linton, Wordsworth, OtIey and Black but 
there are very many more. With some exceptions, most tended 
to focus on the towns and villages with excursions into the 
valleys; the west coast vaIIeys received relatively little atten- 
tion and the central fells merited hardly a mention. These 
early visitors were attracted by the curious and the pictur- 
esque. Some were tempted up Skiddaw but most travelled 
the recommended itineraries from the camfort of horse, chaise 
or charabanc. 

The walker had to await the culmination of guide and 
gazetteer in the form of M.J.B. Baddeley 's English Lake District 
in 1 907 to find a suitable companion for use on the hills. Amongst 
its detailed infomtion about hotels, tramport and attractions, 
the walker was able to find comprehensive information about 
walking to the summit of all the major fells as well as de- 
scriptions of the ridges and panoramic view plans. Here was 
a book with accompanying maps offering a wealth of infor- 
mation about routes, times, heights and gradients. It was to re- 
main in print for over fifty yem with almost twenty-five editions. 

From the turn of the century a number of less cornpre- 
hensive guides were written describing areas or aspects of 
the Lake District and of particular interest to walkers. The 
most prolific writer was probably W.T. Palmer but many oth- 
ers have followed in his wake. Tom Waghorn, in reviewing 
The Lakcland Fells for the Manchester Evening News, sug- 
gests that 'an astonishing 50,000 different titles have been 
printed about Lakeland over the years". 

1 have not yet discovered why the Club's suggestion of 
a felIwalking guide in 1934 did not proceed. Certainly by 
this time the several hundred members of the Club were 
strongly active both on the crags and across the fells. A prob- 
able reason was the success of another book first published 
in 1933 and destined to remain in print until the 1960's 
when Wainwright finally dispIaced it on retailers' shelves. 
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H.H. Sponds '  Walking in the Like District is the first guide 
written with authority and clarity for the walker in the area. 
Symonds lived in Liverpool. He devdoped a detailed, inti- 
mate knowledge of the Lakes and he became a strong voice 
in the earIy conservation movement, battling (successfully) 
to prevent further afforestation of the centraI fell area. His 
illustrated book includes chapters on each ofthe main valley 
centres as well as individuI chapters devoted to Scafell and 
Gable. His text also includes material an the geomorphology 
of the area, on walking safety, and m a recommended nine- 
day walking tour of the Lakes f r m  Windermere, 

And then came A(lfred) Wainwright. What mare can be 
written about this committed, eccentric, solitary man? What- 
ever you might think about Wainwright's books - and in 
particular his initial seven-volume Pictorial Guide to the 
Lakeland Fells published between 1955 and 1966, you have 
to admire the man's achievement. Our Club has not always 
been wmplimentsry about Wainwright accusing him at times 
of 'popularising' the fells and of encouraging access to less 
well known areas by ordinary members of the public. Yet the 
Pictorial Guide will remain as an enduring testimony to a 
supremely dedicated task. If you have not Ioaked at a copy 
for many years, go back to the bookshelf and thumb through 
a copy. (A first edition copy wiIl set you back up to £150 
today!) Here is a man who waked the fells alone every week- 
end for twelve y e m  in all weathers, dependent on public 
transport from Kendal; he explored every route and every 
connecting r i dg~  on 214 fells; he spend virtually euery 
evening throughout that period handwriting and illustrating 
the pages which were to be published Wrst (privately) by his 
friend Henry MwshaII, then by the Wmtmorland Gazette, and 
finally by Michael Joseph. There is an absolute wealth of 
factual information and detail in these hooks. They have never 
been revised since the pages were first created forty years 
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ago. The books remain in print, through successive 
reprintings, as popular as ever. Today they have sold around 
2,500,000 copies. Hunter Davies has recently written a most 
informative biography of Wainwright which provides a fas- 
cinating insight into the man's life and works. 

The debate within the Club about Wainwright's guides 
has continued throughout the years and was strongly ex- 
pressed again during the period when The Lakeland Fells 
was under discussion. It runs along these lines: why should 
we bring more people to visit our lovely Lake District? why 
should we encourage them to leave their cars and venture 
onto the hills'? why should we show them the secret and 'best' 
bits of the fclls? Thcrc arc some interesting paradoxes here. 
It is certainly true that around fifteen million people visit the 
Lake District National Park each year and that congestion, 
pollution and erosion are serious problems. But do guide 
books make this probIem worse or are they part of a solution 
attempting to educate people about better practices? And if 
we are concerned about visitor numbers are we, as Club mem- 
bers, prepared to restrict our own visits, abandon our cars at 
the Park boundary, or pay a charge for access to the fells? 
There is a remarkable contradiction between condemning 
walking guides which 'promote and inform' access to the 
fells, whilst advocating climbing guides which equally 'pro- 
mote and inform' access to the crags. Is there something rather 
personal here about protecting our own little space and 
deterring others, whilst at the same time wanting those same 
others to know about our achievements as first ascentionists? 

As Wainwright was working on his third and fourth vol- 
umes, W.A. Poucher was writing The Lakeland Peaks which 
first appeared in 1960. This book too is described as a 'picto- 
rial guide' but here the reference is to Poucher's wonderful 
black and white photographs, which are used throughout 
the book to illustrate his 140 routes. Superimposed on the 



photographs are labels and route I ine~  to accompany the de- 
scriptive text. A true mountaineer's book, Poucher provides 
additional information about equipment, valley bases, heights, 
photography and route finding; he also used photographs of 
Bartholomew's maps to indicate the location of his routes. 
Poucher's book has remained justifiably popular, and has 
retained its compact shape despite the steady addition of ffir- 
ther pages in each revised edition. 

Poucher was a Club member for more than fifty years. 
Other members have written notable books to add to the lit- 
erature available for fell walkers and virtually all have made 
good use of excellent cohur photography to evoke the unique 
atmosphere w f  the Lakeland hills and appeal to both the com- 
petent walker and the enthusiastic visitor. Most prominent 
amongst these member-writers are Bob Allen whose exceUent 
collection of illustrated books - five to date - have been well 
received; and Bill Birkett, whose chnpilede LuhIand Fells, is a 
remarkable compilation by one author of routes to the summit 
of all the fells within the National Pztrk. Bill identifies 541 ac- 
tual tops including outliers and subsidiary cairns m a11 the moun- 
tains. The arrival of this comprehensive bwk in 1994 almost 
led to the cancellation of the Club's own book which was 
still then at the drawing board stage. It seems that throughout 
thc sixty-year period from first suggestion to final publica- 
tion, a walking guide by the Club has always bean dogged by 
the arrival of books from other writers and this, as much as 
any other reason, has deterred the project. 

The impetus for the present book came in a short article 
by Stephen Reid published in the Spring 1994 issue of the 
Chronicle. Headed "If The M u n ~ o s  why not 'The Wain- 
wrights'?" Stephen painted to the spate of District Guides 
and other Scottish mountaineering books published by the 
Scottish Mountaineering Trust in the previous ten yem, and 
asked, rhetorically, how had this been funded? 'From the 
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outstanding success of The Muprros ', he suggested - refer- 
ring to the definitive bible for all those seeking to become 
'compleat' by an ascent of all 277 rnauntains in Scotland over 
3,000 feet. He suggested a companion volulne detailing all 
the Lakeland fells and offering a route description, map and 
colour photograph on a single page for each summit. From 
his experience as both a retailer and a mountaineer, he thought 
the project would be a coinmercial success. He argued the 
book should be based on Wainwright's Iist of fells 'because 
Wainwright did a very similar thing to Munro in some ways, 
compiling a tick-list of mountains in a given area (although 1 
am sure neither gentlemen set out to do so).'A benefit of the 
book was that it might 'put the Club's guide book production 
on a inore than firm financial footing for the foreseeable fu- 
ture and maybe assist other projects ss well'. Whilst declin- 
ing to write the book himself, he offered the idea for genera1 
discussion in the hope that someone with the enthusiasm, 
time and ability to do it might step forward. 

In separate responses both June Parker and Tim Pickles 
offered the fxst of these characteristics, if not necessariIy the 
other two. June was an established author of walking guides 
to Mallorca and the Algarve; Tim had written ten professional 
books and manuals and was also a director of a small pub- 
lishing company. Both had previously considered the viabil- 
ity of a Club guide and Stephen's note was the spur to action. 
Within two months, the Committee had asked them to carry 
out a feasibility study and provided a small budget for the purpose. 

Throughout the summer of 1994, work progressed stead- 
ily on two fronts: to produce a draft contents list for the book 
giving it shape and structure, and to recruit a team of volun- 
teer waIkers/writers. The editors spent much time debating 
the geographic divisions of the book and the list of fells to 
include. I t  was decided to retain Wainwright's seven areas 
since these formed natural fell massifs, and were widely 
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mcognised by many walkers. Making the book easy to cross- 
reference with Wainwright's origina b would probably make 
the book mare appealing. The list of fell tops was more difi-  
cult. We wanted to make the book comprehensive and in- 
clude a11 felIs within the National Park. This meant extend- 
ing Wainwright's boundaries to the boundary of the National 
Park - an area conveniently contained within the 1 " OS 
Tourist Map. It also meant that the more distinct fells from 
Wainwrights Outlying Fells could also be included, mainly 
in the southern and far eastern sections, The question of what 
constitutes a separate mountain bedeviIs all compiling edi- 
tors. We toyed with various lists. We disliked some of Wain- 
wright's tops [BakeshlI on Skiddaw and Mungisedale Com- 
mon on Blencathra are hardly significant ancl may only have 
been incIuded by Wainwright in order to 'pad out' tbe thin 
Northern Fells book). But what about Broad Crag, I11 Crag, 
Helvellyn Low Man, Iron Crag, Carling Knatt, Knock 
Murton, Ponssnby Fell and Swainsan b o t t  all of which ap- 
peared to have been ignored by Wainwright as unworthy of 
fell status? A height of 1,000 €t seemed a reasonable lower 
limit for a mountain and, having decided to adopt the in- 
creasingly recognised metrication system, we converted this 
to 300m. Eventually, we decided to include all Wainwright's 
2 14 tops on the grounds that many purchasers would expect 
to find them, to include outlying fells where they met our 
other criteria, and to add those further high tops which we 
felt worthy of inclusion. Castle Crag presented an interesting 
problem. Originally surveyed at 300111 (985 ft), it lay within 
Wainwright's "most beautiful square mile in ~ngland" and 
was the lowest of his tops. But on recent maps it is shown at 
just 290m and therefore below the cut-ofT height. As editors, 
we felt its magnificent location and qualities justified its in- 
clusion - "a suitably idiosyncratic decision m bdits any at- 
tempt to categorise these wonderful hills of Lakeland". The 
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result is 244 fells organised into 139 routes within 7 geo- 
graphic sections, This is considerably less than Birkett's 54 I 
tops but makes for a mare achievable list. Several tops had 
to be deleted because there is no Iegitimate right of access 
and the landowner objected to further publicity in a guide 
book; most of these are in the Far Eastern section. One or two 
reviewers have also criticised the omission of Pillar Rock - 
beyond the safe ascent by many walkers. 

Recruiting writers was an easier task. In response to an 
open invitation in the Chronicle, an initial 25 members vol- 
unteered to select fells and write their entries using a struc- 
tured template and strict word limit provided by the editors. 
Over the ensuing months, this number of volunteer contribu- 
tors grew to 38 writers, 39 photographers and 3 cartogra- 
phers. The text started to arrive for editing, 

Meanwhile others were working to obtain realistic 
quotes for the printing of the book. This required decisions 
about its size and design. There was strong commitment to a 
quality product and this required a hardback format. A rea- 
sonable page size was necessary to ensure that all the mate- 
rial for each fell could be placed on a single page, After some 
experimentation, a truly compact (and pocketable) size was 
rejected as unrealistic and the broad format used in the SMC 
guides was adapted as being the most cost efficient. Profes- 
sionaI advice suggested a minimum print run of at least 7,500 
copies and production quotes ranged from f 30,000 upwards. 
The Committee sought further advice from members with 
connections in the publishing industry; whilst supportive of 
the project, caution was expressed about the competitive na- 
ture of the Lakeland book market, the need for a quality prod- 
uct, and the risks involved in such a new venture. 

In November, the Committee considered the feasibility 
study. After much debate, the Committee felt unable to sup- 
port the entire project in its present form; members were 



particular1 y concerned about the finanei al exposure 4 the 
potential lasses if the book failed to break even. The project 
m e  to an abrupt halt 

Its revival six months later was due to the eupport and 
behind-the-scenes enthusiasm of pmj ec t enthusiasts. Early 
in 1995 a letter from Paul ExIey was published in the Chroni- 
cle offering financial support far the proj wt and suggesting 
that other members mi& t also care to step fonvard in similar 
manner. Wth the belief that 'projects can come back stronger 
and better with the benefit af second thoughts', two senior 
members quietly approached a number of atber members to 
see if private financial support might be forthcoming. After 
reaching an initial tar@ af f 6,000, the Committee ww ap- 
proached and agreed to Iaunch an appeal for private inves- 
tors. This, together with further personal approaches ta in&- 
vidud members, resulted in a total of £25,000 being pledged 
by subscribers towards the project. 

Meanwhile a second strand of support was producing 
results. Initial approaches to eominercial publishers in Lon- 
don had met little success in attracting a publisher willing to 
take on the whole project. But a quiet and direct approach to 
The Emst Wss led to a quick eqressian af interest and a 
ready offer to put up one-third of the capid on a joint pub- 
lishing basis. The Ernest Press had been farmed in 1982 as a 
partnership between Jack Bathes and Peter Hodgkiss. It had 
a small but we11 respected list of mountaineering baoks (in- 
cluding facsimile wpies of Haskett Smith's guide and 
Oppenheimer's book, climbing bi~graphk, and other titles). 
In addition, Peter Hodgkiss was an experienced printing agent 
who had produced many of the Fell and Rock's cIimbing 
guides as wdl as most of the SMCS recent books. It was an 
attractive p m m k i p  covering most of the facets which a 
succeasfirl book Iaunch was likely tn require. 

When the Committee was presented with a new production 
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plan in May 1995 involving a joint venture between the Club 
and The Ernest Press, and a limit to the Club's own invest- 
ment of around £5,000 with the balance coming from private 
subscribers, the project was restored. From that point to com- 
pletion of the typeset manuscript took just fifteen months -but 
a lot of graft! 

Whilst the editors undertook to write several of the 
routes, most of the entries were written by a large team of 
walker-authors. Each was asked to prepare a circular route 
with public access and incorporating the most interesting 
aspects of the fell in the eyes of the author. Whilst this might 
be the 'tourist route' for some summits, many descriptions 
included lesser known or unfrequented routes. Authors were 
encouraged to focus on literary, historical, archaeological, 
geological or botanical aspects depending on their own per- 
sonal interests. Most of the routes were subsequently checked 
by another walker to ensure both accuracy and ease of use; 
in many cases this led to small but significant improvements 
in the descriptions. Each route had a strict word limit of around 
300-400 words in order that the standard-sized photograph, 
variably-shaped map, and variable-length text would fit on a 
single page; this jigsaw arrangement was to became some- 
thing of a difficulty at the type-setting stage. The mare sig- 
nificant and popular hills - Scafell Pike, Great Gable, Hel- 
vellyn, Langdale Pikes, etc. - were allowed a double page 
spread to accommodate two contrasting photographs and 
more information. 

Gathering text was relatively easy compared to the pho- 
tographs. A wide appeal was made to members who, in total, 
contributed nearly 2,500 colour slides. The most suitable for 
publishing purposes are those taken on specialist slow-speed 
film, often using a tripod, and either in the early morning or 
Iate evening. Many 'standard' photographs were simply not 
of a high enough quality for reproduction. Whilst there are 



many shots of Great Gable, Langdale Pikes and Skiddaw, 
obtaining photograph of lesser hills such as Knock Murton, 
Ponsonby Fell and High Wether Howe proved far more diffi- 
cult. An excellent landscape photographer From Kendal sup- 
plied many superb slides in the final stages, and during the 
last few month the editors resorted to camrnissianing mem- 
bers to go out and take shots whenever the weather was good 
enough. The choice of photograph for the cover was surpris- 
ingly limited: although we wanted an action shot, capturing 
the essence of the Lakes, most entries were either on film of 
insufYicient quality or included a lot of winter snow - which 
would have deterred the summer visitor from purchasing the 
boak. 

Preparing the maps was a source of anxiety for several 
months. We needed to balance accurate topographic maps 
for lacation purposes without removing the need for readers 
to buy, carry and use OS maps an the hill. The three volun- 
teer cartographers could not copy OS information without 
the publishers having to pay substantial royalties to the Ord- 
nance Survey an all 107 maps for each boak sold. The final 
method chosen by the cartographers was to prepare hand- 
drawn sketches of each route with separate layers for each 
colaur and then transfer them to c~mputer for sizing, scaling 
and labelling. They also devised a common scheme of sym- 
bols and graphics for the maps. Map production took many 
months and over half the maps only arrived in the final week 
of assembly, 

To give the book added value, it was decided at an early 
stage to include as much reference material as possible to en- 
hance the overall appreciation of the reader for the Lake Dis- 
trict's hills. Introductory material on history, geologgr, natural 
history and weather was commissionsd froin knowledgeable 
members. An extensive reference section was devised to include 
up-to-date information on travel and accommadation, other 
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mountain sports (climbing, running, skiing, biking, long-dis- 
tance routes), conservation and a bibliography. The editors 
recognised that the book was likely to be used by many less 
experienced walkers. The advice on mountain safety and 
mountain rescue was checked by a meinber experienced with 
a local mountain rescue tearn. Suggestions for 'wet days and 
off days' seemed a useful adjunct for visitors given the like- 
lihood of rain the Lakes! A tick list of all 244 su~nlnits was 
designed to give the inevitable 'fell-bagger' a helpful tool. 
As well as a conventional index of fells, a novel idea was to 
provide an index of starting points so that the less familiar 
visitor could quickly find route descriptions starting at or near 
to their present location. Inforillation about the Club led in to 
an appropriate tail-piece about the Gable Memorial, remind- 
ing all Lakeland lovers of the Club's gift in nlelnory of its 
n~einbers killed during the Great War, and invoking Geoffrey 
Winthrop Young's inspirational speech at the Memorial's 
dedication in 1924. As a final inark of the book's authority, 
Chris Bonington, an honorary inelnber of the Club, kindly 
agreed to write the Foreword. 

The book was completed during the sulnlner of 1996 
leaving just enough time for printing and binding ready for 
the Christmas market. Initial suggestions in 1994 of a pro- 
duction cost of up to £45,000 (for 10,000 copies) proved 
wildly pessiinistic. A printing deal in Singapore for just 
f 19,000 was lost at the last minute so the book was eventu- 
ally produced in Glasgow and bound in Edinburgh with the 
welcome expertise and thorough oversight of Peter Hodgkiss 
fro111 The Ernest Press. 

The first few hundred copies were available for the 
Club's Annual Dinner at Shap Wells and an infonnal launch 
party was arranged on 1 November 1996 with invitations 
extended to all contributors, investors, and local press. In the 
period up to the launch, orders for 600 copies of the book 



were receiud. These, together with enthusiastic media cov- 
erage from lacd radio, television and the commercial press, 
ensured that the book was successfully launched. 

The initial print-run was IO,QDO hardback wpies, This 
included a Special Edition of 358 numbered copies which 
were provided with a dust-wrapper and were over-printed 
and numbered on the title-page. The Ernat Press took 100 
SpeciaI Edition copies and the Club pre-said 250 copies, each 
of which were signed by both editors, The first fifty Special 
Editions were reserved for the investing subscribers and their 
dust-wrappers were signed by al t the contributors attending 
the launch; the first numbered copies were presented to the 
publishers as commemorative booh, 

On reflection, The Lakeland Fells has bad a long gesta- 
tion period, and even when it did finally receive approval 
there were a substantia1 number of problems in its funding 
and compilation to be overcome. Despite extensive pmof- 
ing, a number of erron did creep into the final book, includ- 
ing one or two at the printing stage, and these will need to be 
corrected in subsequent editions. Hover ,  in the space of 
just two years, an authoritative and comprehensive guide- 
book has been created which is attracting critical acclaim for 
its aI1-in-one nature. Of rather mure significance for the Club 
is the way in which almost 100 members have become ac- 
tively and enthusiasticaily involved in a common project, one 
whicb the memhershrp will be able to sustain in the future if 
the book establishm itself as a commercially successful guide 
an the retailers' bookshelves. 

Eighteen m ~ n t h s  after the books publication it has re- 
ceived positive reviews in the climbing press and has broken 
even financially with aver one third of the print run now sold. 



TROUTDALE PINNACLE: A GAME OF TWO HALVES 

It was what they call in those Saturday afternoon sport- 
ing circles frequented by under the weather parrots, 'a 
game of two halves'. And two teams. 

The first team, as I'm sure he would like to be called, 
was 01' Bill. Not that he was that much older than me. He just 
seemed to be because Bill had begun his climbing early, way 
back in the Stone Age when the likes of Joe Brown carried 
stones in their woolly hats to fiddle into cracks, Back in the 
days when Men were Men and runners were strictly rationed, 
like sweets. He'd even climbed with the likes of Allan Austin, 
he was a grizzled, bearded, gale-blasted veteran who did 
not feel like he had done anything with his day unless he 
had run out fifty or sixty runnerless feet of casually be- 
layed rope on some tottering mountain crag. I, by con- 
trast, was from the Iron Age, something of a late starter, a 
child of the seventies, at least so far as my climbing was 
concerned, and firmly of the school which believed that i f  
it's not above your head then it's not a runner. As soon as 
the last cluster of bombproof wires disappeared below eye 
level I prepared to meet my Maker. 

Despite this ulrpro~nising background we did have two 
things in common; we worked together in an office that gave 
us more holiday than we could afford and we both nursed an 
unconsummated ambition to do the Skye Ridge. The upshot 
was that one sunny morning we piled into Bill's car and headed 
off in glorious sunshine, an odd couple on a date with destiny. 

The sun lasted the whole way to the ferry before the rain 
set in. Over the years all my attempts to complete the ridge 



had been dogged by misfortune. By turns T had gat lost, 
been rained off, misted off, blown 08 and finally had to 
abandon certain success to rescue three boy scouts. The 
omens were not hoking good and sufice to say our ambi- 
tion remained unfu1fiIled. This time the ridge was draped 
in snow. Not hard-frozen climbing snow that you could 
whack an axe into but soft powdery rubbish that looked 
pretty enough but which turned every boulder slope into a 
minef~ld, ready to snap legs and ankles and slowing 
progress to a precarious plod. Drams of miles of serrated 
ridge and warm gabbro were replaced by some nervous 
flounders and a handful of ego-boosting soft touches. 

The mast memomhle moment of the trip was when I af- 
most trod on a basking adder on the bwer slopes above Glen 
Brittle. I distinctly member shouting something about a bask- 
ing adder at the time. 

Eventually even the Mountain Man grew bored with his 
own tales of snowy epics and we set off back to the Lakes, 
trading hit lists and potential targets. We drove back into the 
glarious sunshine at the ferry and stayed in it the whole way to 
Pen+ th, where the heavens duly opened. 

That was enough for me. I was ready to take the prim- 
rose path back ta Yorkshire but I had misjudged my man. 
Mountain Men like 01' Bill were not to be put off by a drop of 
water, nor even by a deluge, We mast conquer something! 
And he knew just the something. Prehistoric climbing walls 
had just about beetl invented by then but 01' Bill preferred to 
wax nostalgic ahout the old days, water-logged adventures 
and tala of icy rain running in through your shirt cuffs and out 
through your Wups ,  not to mention outstaying its wel- 
came at all points in between. Now was his chance for 
some missionary work with this modern softie, 
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So 1 found myself splashing up to Black Crag on what 
was the only time I have ever had the crag ta myself before or 
since. Hardly surprising, really. Every slab was a broad stream 
and every roof a waterfall. Maybe that's why it was called 
Troutdale Pinnacle, because you could fish in the damned thing. 

Certain even Bill would not be this daft. I prepared to 
retreat. But Bill was by now into full Eigerwand mode, ex- 
plaining this was a great classic, that reaI cragsmen could tri- 
umph over any conditions. 

Even death must be preferable to any more of this so I 
grudgingly tugged my socks over EBs and slithered off up- 
wards. Bill arrived at the stance and lashed himself to the be- 
lay. Talk of leading through was dismissed as he recalled lead- 
ing it in worse conditions and Re wanted me to appreciate the 
satisfaction of climbing through to victory under such condi- 
tions. 

I was too wet to care and set off up a waterfall that looked 
as though it might have a groove drowning somewhere in its depths. 
By now the socks were not just sliding offthe rock but off my 
EBs as well so I had the handicap of a couple of inches of sod- 
den, flopping wool on the end ofmy toes. Frazen fingers dung to 
greasy rock and the odd treacherous underwater jam. My only 
encouragement was the knowledge that the next pitch was a 
downward traverse across a slab that would be a water slide 
- and runners were going back on ration. 

Looking back along the unencumbered span of the rope at 
a less than impressed second was so satisfying that I forgot to 
find the last pitch tricky. 

With 01 Bill finally satisfied there remained only the crux of 
the descent route and a couple ~f pints before we could head 
back home in soggy triumph. 

The second half started so differently. This time I was 



the grimled Old Timer and I had promised to take T' Frentice 
up a Lakeland Classic. Being now a wily veteran I had the wit 
to enjoy a couple of more secluded routes before heading for 
Black Crag on such a sunny Sunday aftmoan. 

Even so we found 0~13e1ve3 walking up behind a tam of 
three and, despite pressing hard, never managed to get past 
them all. Nevertheless experience told. While they were look- 
ing far their guidebook I was heady uncoiling the rape and 
taking passdon of the mute. E v a  so there was another team 
in front, with the sort of shaking, out-of-his-depth Ieader 
Lakeland Classics grow like witches grow warts. I. had ao 
problems with that, quite happy to share the first belay md 
gossip with his soeond. EventuaIly, for samething to da 1 
brought up T'Prenticc with the leader of the threesome 
now hot on her beets. me follow-up team gathered on a 
ledge slightly above us w the m m  in frmt finally floun- 
dered onto his belay and began to reel in his second. 

I was in no hum after all the roadblock in front was 
going nowhere fast. T Ilejsurely prepmd to start when I na- 
tic& the threesome's leader also abut to set off so I casually 
inquired what t hq  might have in mind only to be told that rts 
they wwe sa obviously better than us they thought they w d d  
go &stt 

I decided to be a Reasonable Man (I suspect The God- 
father Bad been on the box again) so in my best quiet MarIan 
Brando I enlightened them to the k t  that l wets a Reasonable 
M a  Ofcome, ifthey wished to, they could go first. Pause 
for effect while Ieader fondles the first hold. However, should 
they use my runner I needed, I would take their's a.ut and 
use it, should they use any belay I needed I wouId take out 
theirs and we it and if they fell off please by not b land 
on us because despite being a Reasonable Man, I would 
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take that very personally indeed. 
With dark muttering about men who could not accept 

that a woinan could be a better climber than them they re- 
sunled thcir seats. Since the last time I had seen this pitch it 
was underwater, I could call it an on sight lead but with 
jugs and jams I did not stop for runners. T'Prentice said 
the would-be queue jumper turned progressively whiter at 
the appalling apparent total lack of protection she was fac- 
ing and only regained traces of colour when I called down 
(in a Reasonable Voice) "Oh you could have come first. 1 
didn't need the runners after all."There was no more snap- 
ping at heels though perhaps a little gnashing of teeth. Thc 
rest of the route passed in a pleasurable amble with plenty 
of runners on the traverse for T'Prentice and me reverting 
to finding the top pitch tricky. Without the waterfalls it 
was actually a very enjoyable route. What a difference a 
bit of sun and a few hundred E points makes. 

Definitely a game of two halves but the boys done the 
business when it mattered. 



SPEAKER AND HOLLANB .,. AND GARRICK? 
Fraser GoJd 

In the obituary for G.R. Speaker1 the writer states that his 
red career took off in the summer of 1919, climbing with C.F. 
Hallan$, that he bad a 'b#thks enthusiasm, and almost reli- 
gious fervour for the hills', and that he made novices and shy 
new members wlcom. One very shy member who had joined 
the FRCC in 1915, but only started to climb regularly with the 
club in 1 9 19 was J. Alan Garrick &rick had dimbed origi- 
nally with W.L. Tulip and continued to do so, but increasingly 
was drawn into the company of Speaker and Holland, culminat- 
ing in the month-long visit to the Dolomites the trio made in 
August 1922.3 

Garrick kept a climbing dmy which still mives, the two 
volumes cavering the yean 1 9 1 5 to 1922. Re attended the Eastex; 
Whit and Sutnmer meets of the FRCC in 1x0, climbing with 
such we11 known names as BenXIey Beetham, W.C. Slingsby 
and J.C. Omkton-Chant, He climbed with the latter an 'Chant's 
new route' on Oillercoinbe Butsess and on the second ascent of 
Crescent Slabs Direct an Pavey Ark. His diaries indicate his 
desire to be trusted tn lead climbs in such company. In 1921 
Garrick was climbing in the Lakes almost every day from 1 0 
July to 24 August, by now frequently in the company of Speaker 
and Holland, and was subsequently in Speaker's party doing 
new routes on Tryfan in April 1922. Meanwhile, he had re- 
corded a first ascent on Tam Crag Buttress with W,L. Tulip ? 

Short in stature, Garrick often improvised to compen- 
sate for lack of reach, and when climbing on A'Chir in Arran, 
he did nut ascend the summit block, a vertical-sided granite 
piece without handholds. With Holland and Speaker in the 
Lakes, they removed a Imse but crucial hold on Gimmer 'B', 
and Garrick wondered if it would ever be 'possible' again, 
His diary for 24 August 1921 gives an idea of his approach to 
physical probIem (with G.R. Speaker on Hopkinson's Gully).. 
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AIrrn Gurriux: ne ulwuvs rook  hearing^ on his mnuntain trips, and 
addfed detuils 10 trucing~. 



'I essayed to I& and gat up to the ml1 smce below the 
klauvais Pas, Here my short m c h  pIaced me at a disadvantage 
and I didn't fed steady enough to risk a squirm to the good 
holds above me in such a delicate position, so I descended. 

The first loft are rather strenuom far a short man, hut 
there are 'thank God' holds for pulling up into a little mess. At 
the maurnis pas I used a loop of rope as a hand hoId - sheer 
spinekssness on my pat. The reminder of the gully was good, 
gentlemanly climbing up a thin cmck on the right of a huge 
flake ..*' 

Garrick had @en up a post at the RojraI Technical College 
in Glasgow in September 1920, and climbed in Arran and the 
Arrochar A l p  and Glencoe with D. Biggart md others. With 
Biggart he explod the mags of Cmag Thmuinn (Armchar) in 
April 192 1, finding 300-400 feet of climbing on the South But- 
tresssl, and in May 1923 they climbed the route which is widely 
known as 'Garrick's Shelf an Buachille Etive Mor in Gln -  
me;' a mute which had actually been climbed by Wilding and 
Piggott in September 1920. Garrick did attend two New Year 
meets of the SMC in the early 1 920s climbing on one occasion 
with Raeburnh but he only remind a member for a short time, 
his main loyalty being with the FRCC. He was a member con- 
tinuously from 19 15 to 1 939. In addition he was a member of 
the French Alpine Club for a n u n k  of yeats up to 1939. 

Holland$ account of the 1922 visit ta the Alps ends with 
an episode in which, climbiqg down a rock gully, thy had re- 
moved their boots as being unsuitable once off the snow and ice 
slopes. Garrick was Iowering his rucksack from ledge to ledge 
on a length of rq~e, and it h a m e  lodged, so he jerked the rope, 
but last hi grasp. His own feeling was of relief, as he believed 
it would simply slide out on the snow at the bottoln for him to 
pick up, The ice axe sent skowm af sparks as the w k  @ned 
s p e d  A party waiting below sheltered from falling stones, then 
saw a, pait of boots, a broken axe and the I Z I C ~ C ~  sdling 
through the: air and, mistaking it for a W e r e d  body, fled to 
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raise a rescue. They had not recovered the boots, fearing that 
the feet were still in them. All ended in laughter, but: Garrick 
only found one boot, and set off for home two days early, deem- 
ing it not worthwhile to buy a new pair ofboots for one day, and 
hoping to find an add matching one at home. He diverted to do 
sightseeing in Zennatt, and was invited by a Miss Bray7 to join 
her with two guides on the Matterhorn. He quickly bought new 
boots, and off they set in the heat of the day. The guide treated 
him as a novice which he resented, and in turn was puzzled by 
some of the route finding. He later discovered that the guides 
were not local and were unfamiliar with the mountain Garric k's 
whole account is much more than a mere climbing diary, and 
excellent reading, as erudite as Holland's published account, 
but in a more natural and flowing style. 

The next two years saw him in the Alps again, Mont Blanc 
and the Charnonix Aiguillcs figuring in his photograph albums. 
Then in 1926 he married Isabelle (Belle) Mitchell, also a climber, 
with whom he enjoyed prolonged summer holidays in various 
parts of Scotland, and also in Norway, from the Lufokns to the 
far north, visiting Lyngen in 1939. By then he had invested in a 
very superior Leica camera, and forty two volu~nes of photo- 
graphs survive covering the years 1935 and 1936, together with 
handwritten guides giving full details. A number of shots have 
been removed or replaced. By 1939 he was taking colour slides. 

This detailed topographical knowledge ofNorway and the 
photographic record was of interest to Admiralty intelligence 
following the occupation of Norway and the disruption of con- 
voys to Russia. He prepared information fioln his Milngavie 
home for some time before being given leave by the College to 
work full time on intelligence. He was in Oxford%m March 
1943 to June 1945, interpreting air photogmphs, working along- 
side Norwegians. He also prepared a theoretical report on 
the interpretation of photographs taken from low flying air- 
craft with fonvard facing cameras. In the post-war years he 
sought to refine this in a number of ways, using his own pho- 



tographs taken from hills in the Southern Highlands to test his 
hypotheses. 

He and his wife continued during and after the war to 
walk and scramble in the Scottish mountains right through 
until the late 1960s. By then there was an increasing interest 
in the geaIogy and plant life of the mountains, and detailed 
exploration of favoured areas took precedence over 'Munro 
bagging'. Above all, they sought to return to Noway and 
explore the topography of Lyngen, doing so in six expedi- 
tions in the 1950s. He used his photographs and sextant ob- 
servations to supplement and correct detail on the imperfect 
Geman air intelligence photographs of 1 94 1, sending reports 
and rock samples to the keeper of the geological coIlections 
in the Tromso Museum. 

In the late 1930s, Garriek had been very friendly with 
W.H. ('Bill') Murray and had climbed with h h .  The con- 
tact was maintained during the war, even when Murray was 
in POW camp. Murray invited Garrick to go climbing with 
him again at least twice in the Iats 1940s, but Garrick was 20 
years his senior, end declined. Garrick was in demand as a 
speaker about his mountaineering just before the war, and 
also later on his 1952 Lyngen expedition, but became more 
and more reclusive, shunning publicity or large gatherings. 
After retirement from the College in 1960, he lived more and 
more far his garden, which reproduced in soil and plants the 
mountain landscapes he laved. 

In April 1958, the Scottish Rock Club Journal published 
an article by Garrick on The Flora of the Lyngen Peninsula. 
Typically, he only used his initials to identify authorship, and 
claimed that his main preoccupations were mountaineering 
and geology, but it is a masterly and beautifully written piece 
of work. One short extract may suffice to give a flavour of 
it: 

'. .. the weather in summer i s  little different from what we 
are used to in the Scottish Highlands. But there is one important 
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difference: the sun is above the horizon from about the middIe 
of May until the end of JuIy, so that a wet day seems to last an 
awfUlly long time. On the other hand, during a long spell of fine 
weather, it is an unforgettable experience to see the sun going 
round and round in the heavens, as though detennind to go on 
shining for ever and evef. This must be very stimulating for the 
plants too, and they show their appreciation by a surprisingly 
vigorous plant growth as soon as the melting snow l e l  in the 
light to their winter dormitories.' 

Speaker would have been proud of that article. What a 
pity that he was not there to draw him out of his shyness in his 
old age. 
Joseph Alan Garrick Born Sunderland I I August 1 894 

Died Milngavie 14 March 1996 
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A PAIR OF ACES 
Tony' GZads~mc 

They attacked us in swarms the moment we got out of 
the car. In my desperation to get at the repellent in the dark I 
took the wrong cap off the bottle and spiI1ed half the contents 
on the wing. I hoped to God it wouldn't dissolve the but 
there wasn't mnuch I could do. In the morning a thick furry 
coating of dead midges was testament to its effectiveness. 

I bed phoned the leader on Thursday evening - "it's 
Ioaking Iike a really good weekend for the Ben". If we 
had known that the fine spell was going to last mosf of the 
summer we would probably have left it a few weeks, but 
in norma1 years a fine weekend in Scotland is not to be 
missed, so here we were in Glen Nevis at midnight in the 
middle of JUG. 

We put the tent up quickly, dived in zipping the insect 
screen behind us and set the alarm for 5.30. "We won't take 
a tent up with us," said the leader, "the sack's heavy enough 
already and it's nat going to rain: we'll just bivouac in the 
corrie." 1 didn't argue. The leader was very organised - 
if you solo four thausanders in the Alps I guess you have 
to be - he'd sorted the stave, and the space age food; he' d 
even photocopied the pages we would need from the se- 
lective guide. At my age I'm happy to be the travelling 
belay and take out the runners (hanging an the occasianal 
one if the going gets too tough). I just made a mentaI nwte 
not to forget the midge repellent. 

Even with the early start, by the time we were packed 
and sarted, it was 8.00 a.m. as we walked across the golf 
course afld up the wooded path to the corrie. The sun was 
already red hot. "It's north facing so we should be in the 
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shade mast of the time on the face", said the leader. I was 
doubtful. The sun sets almost in the north in June and the 
Orion Face looks about north-west - the sun would prob- 
ably be on it all afternoon. 

T found a patch of shade a few hundred feet beIow the hut 
and rested for a few minutes. I was exhausted. There were 
people either on or moving up to most af the cIiffs. We walked 
on up to a grassy terrace in Coire na Ciste not far above the hut, 
put on our hamesses with all the climbing gearattached, and bur- 
ied the sacks and the walking poles (an essential item nowadays) 
under some boulders in a dry stream bed. Then, we walked 
underneath the front of the Douglas Boulder, and pushed on to 
the bottom of the snow slope in Obserclatory Gully. 

There were some streaks of moisture on the top half afthe 
Long Climb and while the Minus faces looked mainly dry, there 
were quite a number of parties on or at the foot of Minus One 
Direct. The leader was not too chuffed - he doesn't really 
like waiting very much. Left-Hand Route on Minus Two 
looked less crowded but it would really only be a consola- 
tion prize. "We've still got plenty of time," I said, " there's 
hours of daylight left." So we sat and rested while the par- 
ties at the foot of the climb gradually stretched out on to the 
face. After an hour or so we started up the Iine of steps on 
the snow field. It was several hundred feet and felt quite ex- 
posed at the tap. We found a convenient place to drop into 
the 'bergschmnd', squeezed through the narrow twenty -foot 
deep cleft between the snow and the rock, and started to climb 
a slabby groove which was running with water. 

Above me where thegully nmwed, the leader was changing 
into his rock boots perched on a couple of loose boulders which 
looked as though they had only arrived recently. "Its quite 
difficult that bit", he said encouragingly. I paused although 
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the top of the snow field was almost within touching dis- 
tance here was an alarmingly long drop belaw me. "Are 
you coming then?" he asked after a bit. I bridged gingerly 
up. It was only about V. Diff but there was a lack of positive 
holds and it felt much harder. 

"You'lI have to carry the sack." We stuffed four boats, 
a bottle of liquid and the food into a tiny extra sack I had 
brought. It made an uncomfortable lump on my back. The 
buttress towered above us, but the route zigzags its way up 
and figurn couId be seen and heard in various directions 
above us. The odd brick flew past and I quickiy donned my 
helmet. 

After a pleasant 4b groove, the long second pitch was 
sustained 4c, wet and loose. I pulled out a small spike but 
put it back when I realised 1 was going to need to stand on it 
later. "That was a good lead", I said as I joined the leader on 
a big grass ledge beside a huge block. "I think it gets better;" 
he said, "we traverse right" and off he went. The rope ran 
out and then it was my turn - the first 5a pitch. 

Some wide strenuous bridging across a groove and I was 
perched on the edge of the main buttress of perfect rock. A high 
step up on poor fingerholds, balance on a knee pushed into a 
groove and reach up desperately for something a littIc better. A 
few more traverse moves and another high step up by an 01 d 
cord runner and I was on the stance overlooking the steep sec- 
tion af Minus One Gully. Two more superb long pitches of 
sustained H V S  led back left to a sloping stance beIow the 
spectacular crux ( ArZte finish). 

Above us was a steep smooth slab capped by a square 
overhang. Using hand-holds in the crack beneath this, the 
route traverses out left some twenty feet to the veq edge of 
the buttress and round the corner on to a small ledge about 
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500 feet directly above the start of the climb. Easy moves 
then lead back to the crest. As the leader clipped a runner on 
the traverse, one of the beIay nuts jumped out under the ten- 
sion and I shot a few inches down the sloping stance until the 
next one took the strain. Fortunately the leader never skimps 
on beIays! The slab was steep, the footholds small and the 
hand-holds difficult to find. Taking out the runners with- 
out resting places was exhausting. Fortunately none of 
them put up much resistance but I still arrived at the stance 
gasping. 

"It doesn't ease up", said the leader as 11e struggled 
with a thin crack in the edge of the arete, but eventually it 
did, and a couple o f  hundred feet of pleasant severe took 
us to the top on the 'second platform' of the North-East 
Buttress. The view was stunning. The sky was clear blue, 
there was no heat haze and the giants of the Affric range 
dominated the north-west horizon. I had backpacked over 
them all only three weeks before, and noted the fine view 
of the Ben from their tops. Sgurr nan Ceathreatnhnan was 
still plastered in snow, even though it was the southern 
aspect of the mountain which was facing us. 

"We really ought to go on up to the top!" I wasn? quite 
certain that he was joking - it was about nine o'clock, we'd 
been climbing in the scorching sun for seven hours and I was 
totally knackered and dehydrated. I was going nowhere but 
down. Afew hundred feet of scrambling down the chossy 
ridge, followed by a couple of abseils took us down to the 
'First Platform' from where one can traverse off across slabs 
into the upper part of Coire Leis We made a beeline for the 
stream. 

By the time we had unearthed the sacks, cooked and 
eaten our dehydrated dinner, washed it down with a few brews 
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and levelled off a gravelly area to sleep an it was well after 
midnight (and just getting dark). There wasn't a midge in 
sight. "Centurion'Il be harder." said the leader, "It used 
to be extreme". "Well, I'm not carrying the boots then. 
We'll leave them at the bottom." We woke briefly at six 
- the sun was streaming on Cam Dearg Buttress - turned 
over and went back to sleep. We were woken again by the 
sound of climbers crunching past on their way up to the 
crag. It was nine o'clock but we fdt n good deal better, 

We arrived at the foot of the climb to fmd another queue. 
The leader stomped off round the corner, but both Sassenach 
and Shield Direct were dripping wi th water. There were a cou- 
ple of pzirties on Taro which was just as well or the leader might 
have gat ideas above his (or a least my) station. "There are some 
good routes up on Trident Buttress, We could go up there." 
It was far too hot even to contemplate, md Centurion was 
just going out of the sun and would saon be pleasantly shaded. 
"We'll wait" I said. As on the previous day the parties above 
made steady progras so it wasn? long before I was anchored 
on the rooiny stance at the top of the first pitch. The leader 
disappeared round the rib on the right and started up the 120 
ft. long corner that is the crucial second pitch of the climb. 

I'd psychd myself up to do this pitch for months. Jimmy 
Marshall had failed on it: WhiIlans had found it hard, How dare 1 
even to go near it? It looks appallingly steep and overhanging in 
photographs. I had visions of desperate laybacks on rounded 
edges -jam a knee in the crack and t h t c h  up to gain a few 
inches - like the Flake Crack only worse. I couldn't set: 
what was happening at all but the rope rn steadily out. "Safe" 
came thc shout. "Take in." The rope tightened and I stepped 
round into the corner. It was Armageddon! 

But of course it wasn't like that at ail. The lee wall is 
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covercd in small footholds and pockets and although the back 
of the crack was damp there was delightful, delicate bridg- 
ing the whole way up. It was sustained but there were com- 
fortable resting places at intervals with big friendly jugs, No 
doubt when it was first done it was covered in grass, earth 
and slime and therefore much harder, but I arrived at the top 
beaming - what a Pussy cat! 

Three long immensely enjoyable but straightforward 4b 
pitches followed up pleasant grooves and slabs and we stopped 
for lunch on the easy traverse line taken by Route I1 and 
its direct start. The 5a pitch above has a tricky move up 
and round an airy roof, but the leader was well in sight 
and I was able to study his technique to good effect and 
had no problems. One final 4c pitch remained, Diagonal1 y 
up into an overhung recess filled with detached blocks - 
tread very lightly - a steep pull-out on to the far rib, an 
awkward mantelshelf and suddenly we were on top. The 
easy descent traversed off to the left. 

I wasn't looking forward to descending the snow field in 
rock boats but it was shorter and much less steep than Ob- 
servatory Gully and it wasn't long before we weTe unearth- 
ing the gear for the se~ond time and striding back down 
beside the Allt a'Mhuilinn to the goIf course and the car. 
The sacks felt remarkably light - the 'high' would last 
for weeks! We'd come over the border and plundered two 
of the finest routes in Scotland at the grade. "What now?" 
I asked. "I suppose it'll have to be the CairngormsV, came 
the reply. 



A TREK IN TJZ DRAKENSBERG 
Richard M o w n  

July sees the annual camp of the Natal Section of b e  Moun- 
tain Club of South Africa. On the occasion that I joined them 
this was being held at the Solar Clifb site in the Emhlwazini 
valley. My first week had seen unseasonable snowstorms black 
any climbing hopes on Monk's Cowl and Cathkin Peak. 

The second week started with a violent thunderstorm. This 
fortunarely cleared off rapidly to h e  way for some glorious 
clear weather for the rcst of the week. I joined a party of half a 
dozen Mountain Club members to go up to the escarpment. 

We set off from the Solar Cliffs basecamp up the 
Emhlwazini River a short way and then branched off up the 
spectacular Ndedema Gorge. There we found a perfect water- 
fall for a communal showerbath. The path gradient was nice 
and steady up to Thuhumi Cave, where we enjoyed a cosy night. 

Next day we crossed the contour path which traversa above 
the Little Berg area and took the ever steepening ridge path past 
the aptIy named Organ Pipes on our left and up to the 3000m 
pass of that name onto the escarpment. We reached the pass just 
before dusk md as the temperature plummeted we quickly 
pitched tents and got our evening meal under way. The usually 
clear skies of July invariably mean hot days and cold nights 
specially on the 'Berg. 

The temperature rosc rapidly next lnoming and we set off 
north along the escarpment in Lesotho. The ground was bare, 
rocky and undulating. We passed Castle Buttress (3053m) and 
Cleft Peak (3281 m) and an over Tseketseki Pass to Easter Cave, 
We hardly saw a soul -just one Basuto familyon horseback, 
well wrapped up in their traditional blanket garb, We reached 
Easter Cave not long before dark. We had just time to gather 
suficimt brackish water from a rapidly freezing stream which 
was heading down the dip slope to Lesotho. After a hearty meal 
we were rewarded with glorious views over the acarpment. WE 
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looked past Cathedral Peak to see the twinkling lights of 
Ladysmith some 50 miles away. Above there was a clear sky 
where a number of artificial satelites could be traced. This was 
one of the clearest nights skies I have witness&, apparently 
nocturnal clarity is a feature af the Drakensburg region in July. 

The following day was another hot, clear one even at alti- 
tude. We retraced our steps back along the escarpment ta 
Tseketseki Pass where we met a cmwd of Mountain Club friends. 
We I& them to descend down the pass. Progress was quite rapid 
as thcrc were some g a d  scree runs, so we soon reached the hut 
below where we passed the night in relative comfort. 

Next day there was no let up to the good weather and so 
we traversed the very pleasant contour path at about 2000m al- 
titude adniring the Cathedral Peak and Outer Horn ridges ahead 
We reached the Xeni Ridge which we descended to the Xeni 
River. On the way down, Peter, our leader, pointed out a well- 
calliouflaged Berg Adder sunning itself adjacent to the track. 
For our last night we decided to bivowck lower down by the 
Xcni River not far from Neptune's Pool, where some of the 
party had a very pleasant dip. The Xeni River like many 
Drakensberg rivers has some wandefil rock pools which are 
ideal for bathing. 

Our last day started out hot and sunny as usual, so wc de- 
scended to theXeni River. Peter then announced it was his birth- 
day, so we cleaned ourselves up and had a celebratory lunch at 
the Cathedral Peak Park Hotel. 

Afterwards we all piled in to the back of a Bakkie (pickup 
truck) which took us down the road to the Emhlwazini Trading 
Stares. From there we walked the few easy miles back to base 
camp just in time to avoid anather violent thunderstorm. 

I can truthfully say that between those two thunderstom 
I enjoyed one of tbe finest trecks in the Drakensberg. For that 1 
must thank my friends int the Moutain Club of South Africa for 
their hospitality and knowIedge of vast unspoilt beautiful area 
which is the Drakensburg. 



A QUIET DAY 
Paul Exley 

Buttemere lay utterly calm: 
No breath of air disturbed its surface. 
The familiar fells beyond the far shore 
Were precisely reflected in graceful detail 
And golden, autumnal calours. 

The stillness seemed to have a personality 
Quite apart h m ,  but co-existent with 
Thc serenity of the lakeside. 
It seemed to impose a will 
To tread gently, to breathe quietly. 

I climbed the Gatesgarth ridge of Fleetwith, 
Always conscious ofthe least noise 
But exhilarated by the deep silence 
Which pervaded Lakeland. 
Beyond the summit 
I lay amongst the heather, pensive, 
Allowing the tranquillity 
To flood into my soul. 

Above, a lazy white arrow 
Inched silently across the sky, 
Its metallic tip reflecting 
The brightening sun. 
I felt gladness for my being 
Here in thc h s h  morning 
Rather than in its air-conditioned 
And cramped canfines. 



Far below, a dog barked; 
Clearly audible, yet muted, 
As if the stillness 
Was imposing itself - 
Even on animals - 
And enticing them 
To submit to its will. 

Whist crossing the quarry wocfrings 
Between Honister and Wharnscale Bottom, 
I could scarcely believe that only yesterday 
John, Trevor and I had had to struggle, 
He& down amid the turmoil, 
To make headway against gale-foree winds 
On our return from Newlands. 

On Brandreth, 1 lingered again 
For anather draught of contemplation, 
A graup of walkers approached from Gable 
Cha~ering away happiIy and noisily 
Apparently quite oblivious to 
The mystical atmosphere, silent but for them. 
Like the jangling m e 1  train fmrn Borndin's 
'In the Steppm af Central Asia', 
Their intrusion approached, endured and receded 
Leaving me to rejoice again in the stillness. 
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The prospect of Ennerdale and Buttermere 
Set incmpambly amongst ridges of 
The: world's most bmutifil Fells 
Brought a renewed pondering; 
Whether the hills' purpose was 
To provide settings for 
The jewels of the lakes, or 
Whether the lakes were the foil to exhibit 
The grandeur of the fells. 

At length, I set off again, 
Over Gable to Beck Head, 
Back by Moses Trod and Haystacks. 

A Iingering question was whether 
The attribute of stiUness 
Was a universal presence 
ResoluteIy denied by some, or did it 
Exist only as a personal experience 
Inside my soul. 



MY HUSBAND COMPLETELY BROKE DOWN 
Mark Scott 

Have you forgotten yet? 
Loak up, and swear by the green of 
the spring that you'll never forget. 

SiegfriedS~ssoon, M. C. March 191 9, 

Much has been written in the Journals of the FRCC 
of haw the Club acquired Great Gahle and the surround- 
ing area and then donated i t  to The National Trust as a 
permanent memorial to those members who died in the 
Great War. Lord Leconfield had already, in 191 9, gifted 
the Scafells to The National Tmst as a War Memorial to 
the nation's fallen. 

At fxst the Club wanted to remember its members in 
a different and at the time very controversial way. These 
proposals, which make very interesting reading, can be 
found in the old Journals and archives; we me fortunate to 
have such records, 

The Memarial Tablet on the summit of Great Gable was 
unveiled on June 8th, 1924 by the Club President, Dr. Arthur 
Wakefield, in the presence af about five hundred onlookers. 
Every Remembrance Sunday since, climbers and hi11 walk- 
ers have dragged themselves out of their pits at an ungodly 
hour, to flog up to the summit of Gable in rain, sleet, gales 
and if fortunate even sunshine. On arrival some do not have 
time to recover breath before a distant voice from the middle 
of the crowd asks them to observe the two minute silence. A 
dog m y  bark, a raven flies overhead, occasjonalIy a bugle 
may sound. Then it is dl over. Groups gather together, plan 
their descent and maybe bag another hill m the way home. 
Why after all this time does this still happen? 
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Some of the 'reinemberers' gathered an Gable are there 
bccause they have been t ~ l d  it is an experience not to be 
missed, the crowds, then the silence. What goes through their 
minds during the silence is anyone's guess. There will be 
those who will be there to remember friends or relatives in- 
jured or lost, not just in the Great War to whom the summit is 
dedicated, but the Second World War, The Falklands, The 
Gulf, Northern Ireland. Wherever the Government sent them, 
they served. 

Some will be there to acknowledge the sacrifice. to say a 
quiet thank you, "if it was not for you I inight not be here now", 
Others are there to pray that the last war will be 'the war to end 
all wars'. There my even be veterans who have known war, 
smelt the cordite, felt the noise, seen the carnage, and held to the 
hope that: 'It will all be over by Christmas.' In the First World 
War that was to have been Christmas 19 14, but it lasted till 
Novmnber 19 1 8 and as a result the National Trust was bqueathcd 
rnost of the high ground above Wasdale Head. 

Archive film shows the sterns of ships rearing into the 
sky as they slowly sank, illen advancing into a morass of 
mud, shell craters, barbed wire, bulIets and poisonous gas 
when the whistle blew, sheIlshocked faces, missing Iimbs. 
No counselling then! 

Could the face you have seen be a long dead FRCC mem- 
ber who walked the same fells, climbed the same crags as you? 
Perhaps he had been enlisted by W. T. Palmer, a recruiting of- 
ficer in Kendal and at the same time Editor of the FRCC Jour- 
nal. Since Rupert Brooke wrote at the beginning of the war, 
'Now God be thanked, who has matched us with this hour' peo- 
ple's attitudes to war have changed. We know the outcome - 
they did not whcn they volunteered or were conscripted. No 
blame should be put on the like of Palmer who with so Inany 
others, was caught in the flood tide of war. Some drowned, 
others survived, but all were changed. 
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In the 1914 Jaumal (No. 8) Palmer wrote in 'A Foreword'; 
'The Editor can with extra pride point ta the men who have 
climbed, who have photographed - and who, when the bugles 
blew inearly August summoning many o f h m  fromhard-emed 
climbing hulkhys in Cumbria, Snowdon, or Scotland, did not 
forget the red-backed Journal and its needs.' 

The Club S m p h k  contains the following handwritten 
letter which at times I found difficult to decipher. It is sent from 
one climbing friend to another. The letter from Allsup to B a r n  
sent in December 1 9 14 M l y  mentions the war. It is typical of 
the optimism p a i l i n g  at that time. The war was just an incon- 
venience: what a difference four )fern would malce. Maybe 
Allsup had a premonition of what lay ahead and &liberately 
wrote the letter in a light-hearted way. 

I have done a slight amount of editing to make the letter 
easier to understand d print. 

31112/140 Has Bentall joined the Club yet. D. Coy, 
I wonder how 'Bill' is getting on fth,LN.L., 
poor old chap1 Whitchurch, 

Hank 
Dear Bawlree, 

I forget how long it is since I wrote you last, anyway the New 
Year & the advent of the Journal (no.8) give me a prebx€! 

It isn't so had this year is it, I mean in the way of interesting 
articles & I think that the photos are generally good tm, especially 
considering the events of the auhmn. 

1 see the nates on our scrambles h a v ~  b e ~ n  thought worthy of 
occupying space in the 'Notes.' If anyone is enticed out to Mellbrake 
through me I hope he won? curse me too much (in viaw of the 
description I gave it as not worth the long tramp far the climbs alone). 
I figure Dn the Gillereombe Buttress Photos. The Central Buttress 
article is good; have you made out the figures (or what I take as 
such) on the larp photo by Abraham's. 
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We were innoculated yesterday - the 2nd. and final dose, so 
we have had a day off today & tomorrow too; it gives a you sore 
arm & general lassitude, personally that's all. There's no infection 
so don't be afraid of this letter. 

Have you succeeded in getting on the fells last week?. 
Your little daughter will be quite jealous of Wells kid appearing in a 
Climbing Journal?! The pater is a fat heavy man who can't climb for 
nuts, at the last dinner but one I saw him fetch the 2nd. man out at the 
1st. pitch of Easter Gully, & from above (I was at the bottom unable to 
climb) heard a plaintive voice say ''you might have held a bit tighter old 
chap". I'm afraid he scraped himself somewhat as he was about 1Mt. 
horizontally away from the Man holding him, on a slab. He didn't climb 
the next day! See his article 'Climbing per Song.' 

I was home Dec.16th.- 21st. & got up to Barrow on the Sat. & 
saw the chaps; they wanted me at home however & so I couldn't spare 
a day for a climb at Coniston. I also didn't see the high fells, as it was 
too thick, but it was a relief to see any kind at all after this unsatisfactory 
chalk and clay. 

I wrote a long letter to Hall (C'mouth) in answer to one of his 
telling me of his late doings; he hasn't tried the Grassmoor gully, 
(that we inspected) again yet, but was foiled again on one of his pet 
ones on Hobcarton. 

As you can guess I do not feet in great form for letter writing 
but it is a change from reading. You will recognise Holland (who 
came up the New West that day) on the photo facing p.22, the chap 
on p.22 is Herford. I saw the photo in June at Brunskills, Hd, has 
enlisted a friend or something I see. 

Mrs. Jackson sent me a cake for Xmas; food is not so much 
desired now that we are better fed in camp. 

Cain expected to be away climbing about now, N. Wales or 
Wasdale for a few days. He said he hadn't called to see you yet. He 
has his family at S'port: whether staying at his Fathers or not I don't 
know - 3 Knowsley Rd. I want him to meet you, an awfully nice chap 
& Keen. 
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Kindest regards to all & best wishes for 191 5 & plenty of climb- 
ing for you aIl (including Mrs.Klietsn), 

Yours sincerely, 
W Allsup 

P,S, I have a nice framed photo of Pillar (west side) on the chimney 
piece now, also a larger one of Hopkinsons Crack, 

The 1914 Journal mentions the war only briefly. In the 
foreword there is a list of FRCC members 'with the colours 
on active service', 3 more are added in 'A Batch of Blun- 
ders', making 29 in total. The list in the 1919 Journal had 
grown to 68. Palmer also states in the foreword 'that a large 
proportion of our IocaI members, being engaged in different 
parts of the work of Messrs. Vickers, are compelled by rea- 
son of their employment to stay at home - they are no less 
serving their country . . , ' 

An undated and anonymous note in the Club archives 
states that: 

There was in common with a11 other sections of the 
community found practically every male member of 
military age in the forces with the exception of those 
who were already employed at Vickers in Barrow 
and who were consequently refused permission to 
join. The women members for the most part did work 
as ambulance drivers and on the land. 
By 1 9 1 5 the war was beginning to hit harder. The Com- 

mittee decided that, "in spite of foreseen dificulties the Journal 
should be issued as usual." The format of the front cover was 
changed: WAR ISSUE, was the bold proclamation: 

MOUNTAINHERING ADVENTURES AT HOME AND 
IN THE LAND OF OUR ALLIES, LETTERS FROM 
THE FRONT. A UNIQUE PUBLICATION FOR MOUN- 
TAIN LOVER8 AT HOME OR WITH THE COLOURS. 
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Paliner in his editorial foreword changes his them slightly; 
'The absence of practically every active member af the Club on 
war service at home or abroad has caused unusual difficulty and 
delay in obtaining material for the present Journal. Ruck climb- 
ing in the English Lake District has come to an end, except for 
soldiers or rnunitiun wmkers on furlough, and this year the Club's 
activities have not borne fruit in important new cIimbs. 

This bulletin from the Land of the FeIIs has a special 
message and may be the only present connection between 
them and the spon we love'. 

When the Journal was being considered the Co~n~nittee 
asked that a letter be sent to every member of the Club an active 
duty. In return the members were asked to writc a Icttcr to thc 
Journal telling of their experiences. Ten letters were pubhshcd. 
Most wrote of inactivity and returning to the fells. H. B. Lyon 
wrote froin Mandalay, Burma, asking if there was to be a Din- 
ner this year. L.J. Oppenheimer wrote from Essex on Nove~nber 
7th. 1 9 15; 'I don't know in the least when we shall be sent to the 
front - I hope that it won't be very long before we go'. 
Oppenheimer also mentions that he does not have to salute his 
son mymore, 'when he was 1 st.Licutenant, and 1 was a private'. 

Henry Lawrence Slingsby, Lieut., 2 /K.O.Y.L.I., was an 
sick leave after being severely wounded in the head in Feb- 
ruary 1 9 1 5 near Ypres. He wrote a long letter on 2nd December 
19 15 frpin Whitbarrow Lodge, Westmorland, the home of his 
father Cecil Slingsby telling of his 'Baptistn of Fire' at the Bat- 
tle of Mons on 23rd August, 19 14. Of 28 officers only 8 includ- 
ing the Quartermaster and the Doctor escaped, the rest were 
either wounded, taken prisoner or killed. He also writes, 'Walk- 
ing up Rosset Ghyll with a heavy rucksack on yaw back, on a 
boiling hot day, with the m s  all dry, is bad enough, but march- 
ing on cobbled road with the Gerrnans bard after you is the I imit. ' 

Denis Murray of Dow Crag fame sent the following 
letter. 
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W ieriekerschaus, 
Lij, 

Bodegraven, 
23 Oct. 

Dear Palmer, 
Thanks f ~ r  your letter which I only got today! I've spent most 

af the day trying to write a paper, but my memory has all gone so 
I've given it up, I can't even remember the details of the new climbs 
I did last Zirna! As far war experiences, I have very few. 

Here there is nothing to tell except that the guard grows stricter 
as each new attempt at escape is frustrated. I and another ware 
caught two yards from the other side of the moat and a few days 
after they discovered our tunnel, the result of many months hard 
labour, just as we were finishing it! However, I suppose there will be 
success in tho end. 

Yours sincerely, 
Denis Murray. 

August. Eastchurch. 
September. Eastchurch, Ostend and Calshot, 
October. Felixstowe. 
Demmber. Dover. 
Fehllth. ToOstenddroppingbornbsandbacktoDunkirk. 
Feb. 16th. To Zeebrugge. Hit at 6,800 feet and engine smashed. 
Gat into the water and was picked up 5 hours later (1 0.30 p.m,) by 
a Dutch torpedo boat, whilst trying to attract the attention of an 
English destroyer. 
Feb. 16th. -June 16th. Groningen on parole. 
June i6th, Wieriekerschaus. 

Recalling his wartime adventures in his autobiography, 
The Grace of Forgetting, Geoffrey Winthrop Young, who in 
I 9 1 4 was a war correspondent for the Daily News and leader 
trying to get copy from Ostend to England wrote; 
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'As I paced restlessly up and down, I saw there was a 
single young Naval Division sub-lieutenant guarding the end 
of the ship's gangway, revolver in hand. I knew him at once, 
Dennis, Gilbert Murray's son, who had often been with my 
climbing parties. He was confident, and reassuring with his 
revolver; but I could not feel certain that he alone could hold 
off the German army.' 

T. Howard SomerveIl in an article 'An Apology For Win- 
ter Sports' written in lieu of a 'letter from the front' wrote 
from, 'Somewhere in France" '... my mind's eye passes over 
Inany miles of fields, trenches, and mud, to focus itself on 
the smooth glistening tracts of snow . . . ' 

Also in the 1915 Journal is an obituary for Corporal 
J .  Neville Fletcher, of the Narthumberland Fusiliers. 
Fletcher was severely injured at the second battle of Ypres 
by machine-gun fire on April 26th. He  passed away a 
month later. The first Club member to die during the war, 
his obituary was written by 'A. A'. - possibly Ashley 
Abraham, the first President of the Club. 

The war was taking its toll at home and abroad. The 
19 16 Journal tells a sad tale, The first article, 'Pictures in the 
Fire' by Lieutenant C.F. H o h d  is a very moving lament for 
S. W. Herford. On the last page is an advertisement for the books 
of the Iate L,J.Oppenheirner; W.T. Palmer was the contact. 

Captain T.H. Somervell contributed again, 'A New 
Climbing Zone - in France'. He had been in France 1 5 months 
on 'divers duties ... of varying interest', After a rest he was 
posted to Marseilles where he found warm rocks to climb. 'It 
was very enjoyable to have some rock-climbing while in mili- 
tary service - but one Ionged for a good meet of Fell and 
Rockers at the little hotel at the foot of this mountain'. He is 
then sent ta northern France where, 'We have seen the Somme 
Push from the start to - well, perhaps not the finish. There are 
so many things that strike one that it is hard to pick out one. 



But, as one who his seen thousands of wounded from this 
great battle, let me just say that the most striking thing of all 
is the amazing cheeriness and bravery of our men. It's hard 
to see, day in, day out, nothing but casualties, casuaIties, casu- 
alties - but there is hardly a wounded man who has not the 
assurance on his face and in his bearing that we are the win- 
ning side (though, individually, the pour chaps one sees may 
be the losers, perhaps of a leg, or an arm, or an eye). All seem 
to say "0od"s in His Heaven; alps right with the world"." 

me fmal 16 pages contain the FRCCYs Roll of Honour, 
An Editors Apology and the sale of Oppenheimer 's books. 

Lehmann J. Oppenheirner was nine yews over the then 
military age when he volunteered for service* His son was 
serving and he believed that he should do the same. In an 
article written by Opmheitnerfor the Climbers' Club Journal, 
'De Profundis' he analyses various reasons for enlisting, one 
of them was: 'the wish to follow his son's example; the de- 
sire to wipe out the ignominy of inheriting a German name; 
the disgust of doing such unessential work, day after day, as 
designing mosaics for churches - fiddling while Rome was 
burning . .. accompanied by the constant thought of duty 
neglected . . . ' 

In January 1915 Qppenheimer joined the Inns of Court 
Officer Training Company and soon afterwatds enlisted in 
the Artists Rifles: by August he was a 2nd Lieutenant in the 
2/23 London Regiment. In June, 1 9 1 6 he had been promoted 
to 1st Lieutenant, Machine-gun Officer and was posted to 
France where he served with distinction. He was 48 years 
old when he died in a BouIcrgne hospital on November 8th. 
of, 'a severe attack of bronchitis and pneumonia, the after- 
math of pois~n gas from a shell which burst near him in the 
trenches . . . '. 

Oppenheirner 's classic book, The Hearf of Lakeland 
shows what a sensitive person he was. 
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To know the delights of the fells, the purc mountain air 
and then die in a poison gas attack, what a contrast. What 
thoughts went through his mind as he lay dying, knowing 
that be was there by choice? 'Opp.'as 11e was called by his 
friends was a proud and patriotic man; I doubt if he would 
have changed anything. 

In Flanders Ficlds the poppies blow 
Between the crosses, row on row.. . .. 

Jt~hn Mr Crm, 
Near ~res,Spr-ing, 1 9 15. 

S.W, Herford, whose short but prolific climbing career 
culminated in the epoch-brcaking asccnt of Scafcll Ccntral 
Buttress. was reported in his obituary to have applied for a 
comrniasisn before thc war started, which despitc excellent 
qualifications he did not receive. He rcsigncd from his posi- 
t i  on as a research engineer spec iali sing in aeronautical pro b- 
lerns at the Royal Aircrafi Factory, Farnborough and accom- 
panied G.W. Young, with whom he had climbed in Wales 
and the Alps, to Francc as a war correspondent. In Novem- 
ber 19 14, lie served as a chauffeur in the Red Cross. In Feb- 
ruary 1915 he enlisted in the 24th Royal Fusiliers (Sports- 
men's Battalion), and on 28 January 19 1 fi was killed by a 
rifle grenade at Festubert near Bethune, France. Hc died a 
privatc. 

There is a stained glass memorial window at the Eskdalc 
Outward Bound School dedicated to Herford which was sal- 
vagcd fro111 a church in Manchester, The window was un- 
veiled in it's new home in May 1 977 by Herford's sister, Mrs. 
Braunholtz. 

The text an the window reads:- 

Forgetting those things which are behind 
and rcaching forth unto those things 

A3f~p~lioriul abinchzn und piu yuc ut Eskriulr. Otthz:#rd Bot~~id Mr~lttrtuill 

Si+l7oml. Plrtpf~>gr;rph h ~ .  Murk S.nu 
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which are before, I press towards; the mark. 
Phil@pians 3: 13-14 

I will Iift up mine eyes unto the hills, 
from whence cometh my help. 

Psalm 121: 1 

'We much regret to learn that one of our Ulverston mcm- 
bers, 2nd Lieut. B.H. Whitley, "The Royal Scots," was killed in 
action an the Soinme near LonguevaI.'Heywood Whitley was a 
member of the O.T.C. before the war started and gained his com- 
mission in 19 15. 'He was killed on July 19th 19 16, thus having 
his dearest wish fulfilled that he might serve at least 3 months.' 

Were soldiers going to the Front expecting 'a rendez- 
vous with deathV? When Whitley died the 'Kaiser's war' had 
been raging for almost two years. The sick and dying were 
coming home, the dead were buried usually not far from 
where they fell. Every family in the country was toucl~ed by 
the war, if not by a member who had 'gone before' then by 
toil in the mines, in the factories or on the land. The politi- 
cians and the generals on all sides were crucifying the na- 
tion's young and not so young on the battlefields of Europe. 

The roll of members who had givcn their Iives in this 
terrible war was added to by the names of: 

H. S. P. BIair. 
A. J. Clay. 
W. H. B. Grass. 
S. F. Jeffcoat. 
S. J. Linzell. 
A. J .  Pritchard. 
A. W. Rimer. 

Space and lack of information on the above prevented 
Palmer from writing any obituaries. He does say that, 'this 
does not complete the list of those who have "gone before".' 
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Maybe he just didn't have the heart to pass on any more bad 
news: after all WhitIey Iived only 24 miles fmm Kendal and 
maybe he had walked with Palmer an a Club meet, who 
knows. Palmer had climbed with Oppenheimer and, with 0th- 
er;; developed the New West Climb on Pillar Rock. PaImer 
was 37 years old when war started, too old to be eligible for 
call-up. He volunteered several times but was tuned down 
because of defective eyesight. Oppenheimer, 8 years older, 
had been accepted. 

Palmer was physically very fit. He was a laver of long and 
punishing walks; not a ~ninute was wasted. He would set off 
before dawn and not return till a* dark, sometimes sleeping 
under the stars to reap the benefit of a long weekend. On his 
walks he would seek out local farmers and shepherds, ask 
questions, follow ancient sheep mods, search out new ways 
up a fell. His first attempts at rock climbing began by help- 
ing shepherds rescue crag-fast sheep and egg collecting. He 
made early solo climbs ofNapes Needle and Moss Gill. This 
information ance collated and assessed became the backbone 
of his books. 

In 191 6 Palmer become a recruiting officer at Kendal 
thus exposing him to the war on two fronts. He was sending 
young men to war and publishing their articles, letters and 
obituaries in the Journal. The following editorial by Palmer 
and his wife's conclusion speaks volumes. 

THE EDITOR'S APOLOGY 
I cannot lay aside my pen without offering ta members 

of the Fell and Rock Club, and to outside subscribers ta this 
"Journal", my sincere apology for many weeks of delay. In 
these days of common stress, one need not indicate the cause. 

Our Club has passed through months of fierce trial. Some 
members have passed, all to soon, into the Great Beyond. 
Mmy are standing in hourly jeopardy, Duty is being nobly 
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done. The destiny of our Nation is surc so long as its strong 
men dare the great sacrifice far the sake of its honour. Yet, in 
this hour af gloom and pain, one cannot but think again and 
again of the Eternal Fells, of the great sympathies we have 
found tl~ere - and one looks forward even to the great day 
when, with Victory, the remnant shall meet again in the shadow 
of the mighty rock. 

[At  this point my husband has completely broken down, The edit- 
ing of this "Journal", added to his Recruiting Office duties, has been 
a great strain. The memories of brave climbers and the apparent 
certainty of a long farewell (may it prove to be only a short one) to the 
Editorship of the "Journal," has caused him to lay aside his pen in tears. 
The seven numbers he has d i d  represent perhaps more hard la- 
bour and anxious planning than Club members are generally aware. 
He has spared neither time nor consideration, and his hearl has been 
thoroughly in his work, No one feels m ~ r e  than he the tremendous loss 
of great and good comrades, and he looks fonvard to the day when his 
services may, after many rebuffs, be of direct help In prote~ting the 
honour of our own England. -Annie Palmer]. 

The 19 I 7- 19 18 JournaI, No. 1 1 was editcd joiiitly by 
Palmer and his wi fc, Annie. Lieutenant William Allsup, Loyal 
North Lancashirc Regiment contributed an article; 'Making 
the Best of it.' On his travels as a soldier he climbed at Stonc- 
henge, thc chalk cliffs of Somerset, (where his Drill Sergeant 
'hailcd frml Monk Coniston Moor!'), the crags of Edinburgh 
and the chalk cliffs of Beachy Head. 

Also inaking the best of it was George Bower, an mgi- 
neering draughtslnan designing torpedoes and mincs, 'one 
of tlrose local members being engagcd in the different parts 
of the works of Messrs. Vickers'. Bower's articlc, 'A  Day 
Trip to Scafell' tells the tale of a well planned trip to Scafcll 
with 'Massan', presumably Flight L i e u t m t  P. R. Masson, R.N. 
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One Sunday morning in May 19 17 they took their cycles 
by train from Barrow-in-Furness to Foxfield station, arriving 
there at 6.20 a.m. They pedalled along the Duddon in brilliant 
sunshine with frost in the air to Cockley Beck where they 
left their 'machines'. Following the delightful path up 
'Mosedale (junior)' they descended to and crossed the Great 
Moss of Upper Eskdale, ascended Cam Spout and passed 
under the East Buttress to Scafell Crag. Masson led Bower 
up Moss Ghyll which was iced in places, Bower taking 
photographs en route at the Collie Step. Bower arrived at the 
top 'a perspiring bundle of rags'. From there they paid a visit 
to the Pinnacle where they met Coulton and Wilton. A. 
Coulton who lived in Ulverston, was a Vice President of the 
Club at that time. J. B. Wilton lived in Barrow, became the 
Club secretary in 1920 and was later elected as a Vice Presi- 
dent. 

Masson led Bower on what may have been a new route 
from the Jordan Gap to the top of Pisgah and from there they 
hastened their way down Broad Stand to Mickledore to col- 
lect their rucksacks. Cockley Beck was reached in ninety min- 
utes, 'Masson like the typical husband, usually leading by 
thirty yards or so.' Upon arrival Masson's rear tyre had de- 
veloped two 'healthy looking punctures'. 

At Birks Bridge (8 p.m.) they had a bathe and at the 
Newfield Hotel, Seathwaite ate a hearty meal. Near Ulpha, 
Masson's tyre 'began to wish to lose air and return'. After a 
long journey, Barrow was reached at midnight. 

In August 19 16 Denis Murray, was on sick leave from 
Holland but apparently fit enough to cliinb on Dow Crag 
with J. P. Rogers of Abbey Road, Barrow-in-Furness. They 
attempted to climb the conspicuous crack to the left of 
Brodrick's Crack in Easter Gully but abandoned the route a 
short way up due to the looseness of a handhold. Murray 
returned and on 24th April 19 18 with W. J. Borrowman, 
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W. G. Milligan and W. Allsup as companions, climbed Murray's 
Crack in h t e r  GuIly and, an the 25th, the classic Murray's 
Route on B Buttress (with Borrowman and B. L. Martin). 

The final 20 pages of the 19 1 7- 1 9 18 Journal are again 
taken up by the spoils of war. Ten prominent members sent a 
letter to the Editors suggesting 'that in order to perpetuate 
the memory of the late S. W. Herford, for future generations 
of climbers, some one course, of which he was the pioneer, 
should be called after him'. The ascent of Central Buttress 
was the suggested 'course'. 

The Roll of Honour in the 191 8 Journal was long. 
Lawrence Slingsby after his 'Baptism of Fire' at Mons and 
his battalions subsequent retreat was rested for a few days 
and rejoined his Battalion during the First Battle of Ypres 
whcre he received his head injuries. 

In June, 19 16 he returned to the front with the Duke of 
Cornwall's Light Infantry. After an arduous year in France at 
the battIe of the Somme and onwards he was awarded the 
Military Crass 'for general good service in the field', 

He was killed on 1 1 th August 191 7 when a chance shell 
hit thc headquarters mess, killing the Colonel and Major out- 
right. Slingsby's thigh was shattered and he died that night. 
Lieutenant Edmuad Hartley of the 2nd Lancashire Fusi- 
liers, was elected to the Club in 19 14 had been proposed by 
Herford and seconded by the Rev C. F. Holland. The first 
part of his obituary was written by Danven Leighton, the 
club Secretary, the final part by his uncle, Cecil Slingsby. 

Hartley had been injured three times during the war, 
the most serious when a bullet passed through his left lung at 
the battle of Arras on April loth, 19 17. He convalesced at 
Broad Leys, Windennere and as his health improved climbed 
o t ~  Pavey Ark, Pillar Rock and Dew Crag. He returned to 
France at his own request in February, 191 8. On May 1 &th, 
whilst on a night working party, he was killed by a shell. 
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Lance Corporal J.Gardan Bean, K.L.R. was repeatedly 
rejected for service due to defective eyesight but was even- 
tually accepted and enlisted into the King's (Liverpool) Regi- 
ment. He took leave to marry in January 1 9 17 and was killed 
in action north-east of Ypres on the 3 1 st. July of the same year. 
2nd Lieutenant Stanley E Jeffcaat, 'Jeff to his friends was 
a gritstone climber who with the leading cragsmen of the 
day took part in the exploration of the CentraI Buttress of 
Scafell and was with Herfard and Sansorn an the Girdle 
Traverse of Scafell Crag. In the April of 1 9 16, whilst a ser- 
geant he suffered serious shrapnel wounds but by March af 
the following year he rejoined his old regiment as a 2nd Lieut. 
When nearly all of the officers were either dead or dying he 
took charge and led the remaining men. They took a German 
trench and re-established co~n~nunications with Headquar- 
ters. JeRcoat was fatally wounded but lived long enough to 
receive the highest praise from his colonel. He left a wife 
and son to m o m  his loss. 
John Wilsoa Smiley, was lost at sea when his ship, the 
Leinster was torpedoed in the Irish Sea with the loss of 450 
lives. There are no details of military service in the Journal. 
He was an earIy member of the Club who enjoyed the Conis- 
Eon Dinner. His nickname was 'Pathfinder' and be was said 
to be a delightful companion both on and off the hills. Smiley 
was not a member of the armed forces; because of this his 
name doas not appear on the Gable Memorial plaque. 

The sinking of the ferry Leinster in the October of 19 18 
was the last case of U-boat 'frightfulness'. Many heticans 
went down with the ship. This prornptd President W d o w  
Wilson to step up pressure on the G e m s  to sue for pace and 
demanded m immediate end to unrestricted submarine warfare. 
Captain S. J. LinzelI, M.C. o f  the Royal Army Medical Corps 
did not receive an 'in Memoriam' in the Journal. Papers in 
the KendaI Records Office, give details of his war record, 
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the search for his body and glowing references from his fel- 
low officers. 
On the evening ofApril 2nd. 18 1 7, Linzell, riding a big brown 
marc accompanied by his groom, who was riding a piebald 
horse, Ieft camp on patrol. Machine gun fire was heard and 
the groom was sew to be shot. LinzelI disappeared along the 
road, the gromn's horse returned but there was no trace of 
Linzell. His body was found on April 10th: he had been shot 
in the head. 

Linzell was awarded his M.C. at Beaumont Haincl, 
France, Nove~nber 19 1 7 for evacuating parties, who were 
wounded, under heavy shell fire and with great difficulty 
'owing to waist deep mud'. He was awarded the Croix de 
Guerrc by the French far arranging help for 'over 10,000' 
civilians including sick children who were 'rife with disease'. 

Shells;, though you can't believe it, 
Aren't always aimed at you, 
But snipers if they see your 'ead 
will put a bullet through. 

Second Lieut. R.E. Virnedc. IX74-1917 

Lieutenant Roy B. Sanderson R.G.A. died of wounds 
an April 17th 1918, He was employed by L.N.W. Rail- 
ways and was later appointed an to the staff of the Royal 
Naval College Osborne, 1.o.W. as a lecturer in engineer- 
ing. He was given leave of absence by the Admiralty and 
gazetted second Lieutenant with the R.G.A. in France. 
Sanderson was invalided hotne for a year, married in De- 
cemher 19 17 and shortly afterwards returncd to the Front. 
He was a rock climber, mountaineer and an intetlcctual 
who was a member of that group of people whose eve- 
nings after a hard day on the fells were spcnt reading and 
debating the meaning of life. 
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Major John Haworth Whitworth, M.C., D.S.O., T.D. died 
on March 3 I st 19 I8 of wounds he received six days earlier. 
He gained the Military Cross 'for presence of mind and gal- 
lantry' in 19 1 7, whilst his Battalion, the 216th Manchester 's 
was in the action near Nieuport, Belgium. His D.S.O. was 
awarded for commanding his Battalion during severe fight- 
ing at the end of March, 19 1 8. A member of the legal pro- 
fession, he was married with four daughters. 

There followed a list of 45 members who were on ac- 
tive service. 

The Obituary to Lieutenant-Colonel Claude Swanwick 
Worthingtan was held over till Journal No. 13. Palmer hoped 
that someone would contribute a full memoir of 'a climber 
who was a dear friend to one and all of us'. 

Worthington, D,S.O. and Bar, M.C. was fatally wounded 
on October 3rd 19 1 8 and died October 14th 1 9 I B. His serv- 
ice career had been long and distinguished, commanding Bat- 
talions in Gallipoli, Egypt, Sinai and France. He was Inen- 
tioned in Despatches three times, wounded three times and 
only took leave three times during the war. Worthington's 
Regiments included, the Territorial Battalion of the Manches- 
ter Regiment, the Manchester Regiment, the Duke of Wel- 
lington's (West Riding) Regiment, the 3rd Entrenching Bat- 
talion, and the Dorset Regiment. It was with the last named 
that he died. 

Worthington's climbing career was as distinguished as 
his 1niIitary career. He was born in 1877 at Alderley Edge, 
Cheshire and received a public school education; one of them 
being Sedbergh School in the old county of Westmarland. 
'He entered business in Manchester in 1 &95 ' 

Wortbington began rock climbing at the turn of the cen- 
tury Ormistan-Chant who wrote that 'Memoir' states the 
Worthin- had 'ascended or descended all the climbs known 
on Scafell, Pillar and Great Gable in Langdale, Borrowdale 
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and Buttennere, with very few exceptions.' 
The 'War to end all wars' thankfully ground to a halt 

when the Axis Powers threw in the towel and the Annisticc 
was signed on Novctnber 11 th, 19 1 8. The FRCC had to cross 
thc T's and dot the 1's. 

'Victory And The Future. Some Unauthorised Rcmarks' 
was Palmer's final contribution to the Journal as Editor. In 
his swan song Palrner realises that the war had made social 
changes to the country, The rigid class structure that cxistcd 
before the war had a l~n~s t  but not co~npletely collapsed. The 
rise of coirvnunisr~~ in the east was causing panic within the 
establishment. The working man (and woman), the ex serv- 
ice Inan frcc from the shackIcs of war would bc frce to roan1 
the fells and crags. Palmer advocates training of the 'nav- 
ices' by experienccd crag and fellsmen and encouraging them 
to join walking and climbing clubs. 'Let them be welcome! 
.,. Let every party make a point of initiating at least one new 
adventurer into the intricacies of the fells. ... Every tnember 
must take his share in developing good style and sound craft'. 
He hoped that thousands would be walking, scrambling and 
cIi~nbing the fells of Lakeland under the safe guidance of the 
senior mountaineering clubs. Palmer proposed that, 'So long 
as British Clubs continue more or less under the wing of thc 
Alpine Club, no other policy or federation is desirable'. Oth- 
ers thought along the same lines, G.W. Young being or~c of 
tlle most notable. These threads were eventually to form the 
B.M.C. 

Before the war, fell walking and climbing for plcasurc 
had been almost exclusively the preserve of thc middle and 
upper classes. When the lists of climbing club ine~nbers are 
studied, privates arc very thin on the ground. The majority 
are in the officer class. The archives of other 'senior clubs' 
at the time reveal that approximately the same ratio of officers 
to lower ranks served in the forces. This had a rnajor effect on 
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the dubs. The Climbers' Club is reported to have lost a large 
nurnber of its membership of 450. The C.C. planned to pub- 
lish the first rock climbing routes guide to the Lake Dis- 
trict but due to lack of climbers this task was eventually 
undertaken by the FRCC. The archives af other clubs show 
that the Yorkshiie Ramblers' Club lost 5 members; the 
Scottish Mountaineering Club, 13 members; the Cairn- 
gorm Club, 9 members; the Rucksack Club, 7 members; 
and the Alpine Club 23. There would of course be mem- 
bers with multiple membership of clubs, i.e., Qppenheirner 
and Herford (C.C.). 

The 1919Joumal(No.12) Manew Editor, RS.T. Charley. 
Released from the constraints of war the Journal took on a 
more positive approach. 

Under the heading 'A  Long Way Fram Wasdale', 
Leonard Halliday wrote an amusing letter dated November 
2nd, 19 18 from Petrogradsky, Archangel, situated on the 
freezing northern coast of the embryonic U.S,S.R He had 
sailed on the Porto Quarto, probably a merchant supply ship. 
What he was doing there he does not say but the infant re- 
public was giving him a hard time. Recovering from Spanish 
flu and bartering food and other essentials appear to have 
been his main occupation. 

The only obituary in the 19 19 (%I V) Jounlal is that of 
Major Eric B. Lees. Elected to the Club in 1908, Lees was 
killed in action on the Western Front on July 3 1 st 19 18. He 
was a resident of Kirkby Lonsdale and had held a cornrnis- 
sian with the Cumberland and Westmorlmd Ymmanry since 
1909. He wets mobilised at the outbreak of war and, fallowing a 
long active speH at the front, he was invalided home with 
heart trouble. Upon regaining his health he was sent to ire- 
land in cornnand of the Curragh on the outskirts of Dublin. 
After a short time he returned to the main theatre of war where 
he died in action. 
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Major Lees was credited with being the last lne~nber of 
the Club to die in action. This was incosrect: this unloaked 
for honour as we have seen w ~ n t  to Claude Worthington. 

Die, and feel their embers quicken, 
Year by year, in summer time: 
When the cotton grasses thicken, 
On the hills they used to climb. 

T.C. Ormiston-Chant wrote a long letter to the Editor 
which was included in the 1919 Journal. The letter, headed 
'WAR MEMORIAL TO MEMBERS FALLEN IN WAR' is 
too long to be included in this article. Ormiston-Chant suggests 
that a proposal to provide shelters near clilnbing crags as a me- 
morial be definitely abandoned and that, ' instead the Club should 
arrange to publish Pocket Editions giving usefuI information 
for all parts of the Lake District'. 

In the 19 1 9, Journal, no. 13, SCAFELL PIKE PEACE DAY 
by E.H.P. Scantlebury: 'The FeIl and Rock Climbing Club hav- 
ing been oficially requested by the Peace Celebration Beacons 
and Bonfm Coinmittee to undertake the lighting af beacon 
flares on Scafell Pike, naturally undertook to do so'. Committee 
inernber J. B. Wilton organised the event which used pack horses 
to transport the eight ~nagnesium flares as far as Esk Hause via 
Stake Pass. Rossett Ghyll had heen allowed to degenerate into a 
very poor state during the war and, 'was not feasible to 
111oun tain charabanc ponies'. 

On the morning of the Peace Day, July 19th, the parade 
Icf? the New Hotel, Langdale and reached the Pike at ap- 
proximately 4.00 p,m. Supplies had been laid in advance in 
true military fashion and a11 was in place at the appointed 
time of 9.00 pm, ready for the festivities to begin. A cold 
nartherly wind was blowing. Jack Rogers of Barrow had 
brought coal fro111 the valley and brewed tea in the old 



Ordnance S w e y  shelter below the summit. 
A post box was provided and ] e m  posted. On cue the 

cloud lifled to reveal a glorious sunset. The inscription on the 
flagstaE in raised white metal letters read :- 

VICTORY. 
PROUDLY 0.UR FLAG 

FLIES TO-DAY ON 
THE SUMMIT OF 

ENGLAND. 
July 19 - 1919. 

The plaque was mounted on oak an base and together 
with a panomnic photograph of the land donated hy the Club 
to the National Trust is now hanging i n  the hall at 
Brackenclose. 

At precisely 1 1.00 p.m. the flares were lit, The sufnmit 
was reported by observers in the valleys ta have looked like 
a 'small volcano for about ten minutes'. As the last flare% 
died dawn a bugler sounded tbe Royal salute, music played 
and the cmwd sang 'God Save the King'. Some of the revel- 
lers made their way down by lantern, the majority stayed till 
dawn hoping that 'the sunrise would be as gorgeous as the 
setting, a hope that unfortunately was not realised'. 

What of those members nat mentioned above? Again 
this is only a selection. Ashley and George Abraham were 
rej wted rm h d t h  grounds, Ashley because 0fT.B. md George 
because of varicose veins. Basil Witty sf the Royal Engi- 
neers spialised in bayonet and physical training at Alder- 
shot. Lt. Col. Horace (Rusty) Westmorland a member of the 
Club from 1910-1984 [eft the Lake Dislrict in 191 1 is w~rk  
as a surveyor in the wilds of Canada where he joined the 
Territorial Amy. At ihe outbreak of war he joined the Cana- 
dian Regular A m y  w that he could fight in Europe, He was 
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com~nissioned onto the Royal Transport Company and served 
in France and Belgium from 19 15- 19 19, 'his packhorsc ex- 
perience being of great value'. 

Dr. Guy Barlow of Skye fame was engaged in the de- 
velopment of underwater detection of submarines. 

A.H. Doughty. not mentioned in 'Record of War Serv- 
ice' was a P.O.W. for most of the war. 

G.S. Samson M.C., D.F,C,, Herford's 'aid' on the Flake 
Crack of CcntraI Buttress, first served with the St. Johns Am- 
bulance Brigade but transferred in 19 15 to the Royal Flying 
Corps, later the R.A.F+ He became a major commanding a 
unit of observation balloons. He was alaft for 960 hours and 
shot dawn in flames three times. 

Fred Bottcrill although not a member of the Club was 
held in such high regard by his fiiends in the Club that an 
obituary appears in the 1920 In Memoriam. A contributary 
factor in Bottcrills death was attributed to T.N.T. poisonirlg 
wl~ilst working as a scrgeant at York munitions factory. 

Lieut, C.F. HoIland was a member of the Club from 
19 13 to 1968. He was with Herford and Samson on the 
first ascent of Central Buttress and continued to climb af- 
ter the war, notably with H.M. Kelly thus forming a link 
between the 'old and the new'. Kelly. whose private life is 
shrouded in mystery, wrote Holland's obituary for the Jour- 
nal. Holland and Kelly inet for the first time during the 
summer of 1 9 1 9 at Wasdale Head. HoIland was recovering 
from a bullet wound in the arm which Kelly says 'did not 
seem to be a handicap'. Kelly writes: 

'One reaction to the grilnness of trench warfare was 
the following vow made by Holland: "If I get out of this 
aljvc the first thing 1'11 do when I get back to England will 
be to go to the top of Napes Needle and sing God Save the 
King". This vow 1 understood had been duly accomplished 
just bcfarc I met him'. 



Allan Craig of Gordon and Craig route fame, Dow 
Crag, receives an obituary in the 1920 Journal. During the 
war he was in charge of gun testing at Eskmeals on the 
Cumbedand coast. 'Throughout the war he had an excep- 
tionally hard time, and little known though it may be, he 
was by no means the least of the cogs in the great war 
machine which ultimately brought the Germans to their 
knees. It is quite possible, and even probable, that the ex- 
posure and hours of  labour to which he subjected himself 
during this period were, in part, responsible far his death 
whilst still relatively so young'. 

F.W. Mallinson, Royal Engineers and V.H. Gatty who 
appear in later Journals also 'over taxed their strength' dur- 
ing the war and were 'never quite the same man'. This must 
have applied to many who lived during that time. 

Were there my conscientious objectors within the club? 
If so there is no mentian af it. Unless there were religious 
gounds for not fighting, e.g. Quakers, they were sent to prison. 
Many conscientious objectors did sterling work as doctors, 
sick bay attendants and stretcher bearers in the thick of battIe 
and were decorated with the highest honours. 

1, like Palmer and Cborley, have found reliable material 
hard to obtain. There are mistakes and omissions in the war 
records of the Club. Some of the omissions may have been 
intentional. Next time you are at a loose end on a rainy day at 
ane of the Club huts or cottages pick up an old journal; they 
can be very revealing. You may learn something, I ~mst cer- 
tainly did. The following Iist appeared in Journal no. 13,19 I 9. 

RECORD OF WAR SERVICE, 

Adam, Allan, Lieut. R.E. 
Aldus, F.C., Lt.-Col. M.G.C. 
AIlsup,W., Lieut. Loyal Nonh Lancs.Regt. 
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Arnold, N.A., 2nd Lieut. 19th. Mmchester Regt. 
bshcrofi, Wm. F., Capt. Loyal North Lancs. h g t .  
Binbridge. J.S. 
BaIfour, G.B., 1t.- Cal. D.S.O., 4th. K.O.R.L. Regr. 
Bean. I. Gordon, LlCpl. King's (Liverpool) Re@. 
Blair, H.S.P., Lieut. 2nd. D.C.L.I. 
Bodell, G.W., Eng. Lieut.-Corn. R.N. 
Boden, Gordon. S ick-berth attendant. R.N . 
Bowdler, A.W., Major R.F,A. (T.F.) 
Bayd,A.W., Capt. 1/7th. Lancs. Fusiliers, MC. 
Cain, HAP., Cnpt . 5th. East Lana. R e t .  
Campbell, J. Corporal R,E. 
Cam, H.R.. L i a r .  R.N.V.R. 
Chorlcy, R.T.S., Cadet R.A,S.C. [M.T.) 
Clay, A.3. 
Cowburn, A.B., Capt. 5th. Border Reg. 
Cawley, J.C., 2nd. Licut. M.G.C. 
Diss, J.C* Lieut. 8th. London Re@. 
Fletcher. J.N,. Corporal, Narfhumbwland Fusiliers. 
France, W.H. Capt. 
Crourlay, W.B., tap.. R.A,M+C 
Grasse. W.B.H. 
Hardy, Len, LICpl., R.A.S.C., M.T. 
Hartley, Edniund, Lia~t . ,  2nd Lancs Fusiliefs. 
Heclis, R.L., Pte. RA.S.C., M.T, 
Herford S.W., Pte., 24th k y a 1  Fusiliers. Sportsman's Batt. 
H i ~ s ,  S. L., Suxean, R.N. 
HaIland, C.F.. Lieut., Glaucestershire Regt.. M.C, 
Hopley, C.F.C., Corporal Special Brigade R E .  
Huntbaeh, W.M., Major 4th. King's Shropsbire L. I. 
JefFcaat. S.F., 2nd., Lieut., Royal Fusiliers. 
Lees, E.B., Major, West. and Cumb, Yeomanry. 
Litwell, S.J . Captain, R.A.M.C. 
Lyan, H.B.. 2nd. LQut, 5th. Cokes' Rifles. 



Martin, B. L., Re., Artists' Rifles, O.T.C. 
Massan, P-R. Fit.-Sub-Lie&. R.N. 
McCulfagh, A.B, Lieut.-Comnmnder, R.N. 
Milligan, G. P&. Tank Corps. 
Morrison-Bell, A.C., Major, Scots Guards. 
Mumy, D.G., Flt-Lieut, R.A.F. 
Norman, R.E., Lieut., M w d  and Bucks. L. I. 
Oppenbeher, L.J., 2nd.Lie'ut. 21236 Lwdan Reg. 
Ormiston -Chant, T.C., 16th. Royal Irish Rifles. 
Pritcfiard, A.J. 
Purkis, G.C.L., Capt. Ycsrks and Lancs Regt. and M.G.C. 
Quickfc, H., Eng. Lieut., R.N. 
Rimer, A. W. 
Rowland, S.C.. L/Cpl, 2nd. Batt. Ah-' Rifles. 
Sanderson, R,B., Lieut. R.G.A. 
Simpson, Hu& Major. R.F.A. 
Slingsby, A.L.,Lieut. K.O.Y.L.I. M.C. 
Smith Rev. J.H., he. ims of Court O.T.C. 
Some~vell, T. Howard, Capt. R.A.M.C. T.F.) 
Stables, I.. Pte. 
Thompssn,P.S., Capt. I: 30th. ( $t. Job ) Ambulance. 
Turner, G.C,, Capt'. West Yorka Reg. 
Wakefield, A.W., Capt. W.A.M.C. 
Watts, G.H., Lieut. Motor Machine Gm Carps. 
WhjtIey, B.H., 2nd. Lieut. RqaI Scots. 
Whitworth, 1 .H., Major 216 Batt. Manchter Rot , ,  D.S.O., M.C. 
Witsm, Graham, Suh-Lieut. RN-VR, 
Wi&eld, C.R., K.S.L.1, 
Witty, B.H., Li~ut. R,E, 
Woodhouse, G .F., Capt,T. F. (Unattached List). 
Wgodsend, J.C., Pk. R,A.S.C., M.T. 
Woodsend, W.A., Pte, R.A.S.C., M.T. 
Worthington, C .  S., Lt.-CoI. Manchester Re@. D. S.O,, M.C. 
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Editor Chorley in his 'Note-Book' regrets that the Record 
of War Service is 'so incomplete'. Despite an appeaI for 
information from members in the previous Journal for par- 
ticulars of their service with His Majesty's Forces, only 
thrcc inembers replied. Cammunications addressed to 
members who were known to be eligible 'proved even 
fewer'. Maybe they wanted to forget and leave the 'Re- 
mernbering ' ta others. 

Below is a list of members whose names appear on the 
Memorial Plaque, Great Gable. 

J.S. Bainbridge. J.G. Bcan. H.S.P. Blair. 
A.J. Clay. J.N. Fletcher. E. Hartley, 
S.W. Her!krd. S.F. Jeffcoat. E.B. Lees. 
S.J. Linzcll. L J. Oppenheirner. 
A.J. Pritchard. A.M. Rimer. 
H.R Sandersom. H.L Slingsby. 
C.G. Turner. B.H. Witty. 
J.H. Whitworth. C.S. Worthington. 

LOST 

Across my past imaginings 
Has dropped a blindness silent and slow. 
My eye is bent on other things 
than those it once did see and know. 

t may not think on those dcar Imds 
(0 far away and long ago !) 
Where the old battered signpost stands 
And silently the four roads go. 



East, west, south and north, 
And the cold wind do blow. 
And what the evening will bring forth 
Is not far me to know. 

C h ~ r f e s  Hhrnil~lil S~rli?, Cuptiaifi, 
Suflolk Reg., Decermbec 19 14. 

References: 
The Fell and Rock Climbing Club ofthe English Lake Dis- 
trict Journals. 
Archives deposited in the County Records Office, Kendal. 
The Grace of Forgetting G.  W. Young. 

I would like to thank Margaret Flmning for helping to 
make some sense of ~ny text. 1 would also like to thank George 
Watkins, the Club Librarian for his vatuabIe assistance and 
wealth of knowledge which he was mare than willing to pass 
an to one who still has much to learn. The pacts of the Great 
War are owed a thanks for enlightening me and reminding 
me what poetry is all about. 

Finally, I would like to thank (pasthumously) the Club mem- 
bers who submitted articles fof publication in the Journals, 
and the editors of the Journals. Without them, there would be 
no article. 



LENZSPITZE - NORTH-EAST FACE 
and t l ~ c  Traverse of the Naddlron 

Ran& in July 1997 provided disappointing sport thanks 
largely to dccp wet snow. On our arrival we werc greeted by talk 
of a German climbcr who had fallen to his dcath on tl~c 
Weisshorn - one of our tar@ peaks. We had arrived from 
the Champex district of the Monte Blmc rang where we 
had been brushing up our alpine techlliques for a couple of 
days under the guidance of Victor Saunders, so wc were ac- 
clii~~atiscd and rain '  to go and practicc our honed skills. Quick 
chats with FRCC and AC campers gave us little encourage- 
ment so we had to cast around slightly further afield for mnoun- 
tains of a particular position and orientation that inigl~t have 
escaped the worst of the prevailing conditions. 

Aroutc which had tickled my fancy ever since reading Will 
Mctcwin's book {In Mnnre I/iI/is~ .k Hwizon)was the NE facc 
of the Lcnzspitze, sumlnarised in Goedcke's Alpitre 4,1100 
Metre- Peaks as 'a classic ice face with sections of 55 dc- 
grccfs'. McLewin described it as having the 'clegant and awe- 
soinc beauty of thc finest ice wall in the Alps'. He goes on to 
say that 'there are marry other lrrarc demanding ice routes 
but none has the satnc immaculate simplicity on such a scalc'. 

The mountain is part of the Mischabel group lying be- 
tween thc Don1 (Switzcrlnnd's highest suininit at 4,5451~1) 
and the Nadelh~m and is best accessed from Saas Fee, 

Having established from the guardian of thr; hut 
(M ischabel) that the routc was in passable condition we ~nadc 
our way by car round the valley floor through Staldcn to 
Saas Fee where we lefi the vehicle and treated ourselves to a 
filling lunch. On a brilliantly sunny afternoon we took the 
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Hannigalp cablecar up to its tenninal at 2,400111. Froin tlierc 
i t  i s  a gruelling three hours to thc hut at 3,330111. 

In the usual alpine hut manner, wc snatched brief 1110- 

inctits of sleep betwccn battles with Frenchmen who altcr- 
natcly and repeatedly closed the bedroom window after wc 
had opcncd it. and then at the crack of 2a11i sleep-walked 
through the breakfasting and gearing-up process. So011 we 
wcrc on tlic hill in a line of others ailning for tlie salnc 
destination. The routc goes up a broad shoulder - which 
latcr becomes the N E  ridge - to a point where you cross 
ovcr to your right on to the upper glacier. From here, as 
daylight started to per~ncate the dawn atmosphere we could 
scc thc front-runncrs starting on the face proper which was 
by now directly in front of us. What: an awe-inspiring sight! 
Onc thousand scvcrl hundred fcct of 50-55 degree snow- 
icc rising from our feet. That close it looks lnorc like 70- 
7 5  degrees! 

The bcrgschrund i s  crosscd at 3,800111 and tl~c route goes 



Tony Robimo~t 

almost straight up the face, veering very slightly left so that the 
nrrival pint is on the NE ridge abut 30m below the summit. The 
experience of being m that eoncave face, feeling reduced to 
the size of an ant was quite extraordinary, The &ma of the 
sun appearing in all its intensity in that vast white nmphi- 
theatre was even more w. The combination of bri IIiant light* 
vastness of scale, remoteness and our infinitesimal cantribu- 
tion to the picture was a lifetime mem~rable situation. 

Perhaps intimidated by all this and because it was our first 
big outing of the season we started pitching the route, but as time 
wore on we saw that our Continental friends were getting 
further and further ahead ~f us;; and worse stiIl our Relays 
were largely ineffectual because the hard ice was too deep ta 
get at easily; so we gave up pitching and started moving to- 
gether. it saan became second name and it was so much 
quicker that - 'with one bound, we were at the top'. 

By this time the early hot sun had been covered by a thin 
cloud, and a chilling wind had picked up, but this in no way hin- 
dered our enjoyment of the htast ic  views of the Dam and the 
v a y  nearby Nadelhom - each of which seemed to overshadow 
the Lenzspitze without in any way detracting from its p t  
white apron atretching down to the north-east. The more dis- 
mt scenes were dominated by the Matterhorn and the other 
Pennine Central summits. 

Although descending the L e n z s p k  by a traverse of 
the Nadelhorn is quite customary it is a very long day out 
and we had deferred making the final decision so as to take 
account of the crmditions as well as taking a rain check on 
our own stamina. As everything seemed to be in order we set 
off down to !h the W adeljoch (4,2 13 m) and looked up in won- 
d m e n  t at the rock ridge towering above us, Alhugh graded 
only PD+ (same sections of III) it has all the drama of a 
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high Alpinc rock ridgc with sensational exposure but, whcn 
the rock i s  dry therc is absolutely no taehnicd difficulty. 
Great jugs and ledges appear fmm nowhere as you pro- 
cecd upwards and it is so exhilarating that it is almost a 
disapgoint~nent to rcach the summit! By now one is a 
hundred feet higher than at the summit of the Lenzspitze 
and of course the views are cven better. But so~nehaw i t  is 
not quitc the same. Tiredness has started to set in. The 
ridge climb has provided continuous vistas in all dircc- 
tians, especially the vast face we had ascended an hour or 
so earlier. But the daunting prospect of the 8,380 ft  de- 
scent to Saas Fee has started to occupy the mind and so 
the view lost a little of its sparkle. 

The dcscent is very straightforward - in theory. Dawn a 
mixed ridge (NE) to Windjoch where you turn right and 
crass the same glacier (Hohbalm) which wc were on at 
dawn, and back to the hut. Then it should have been a 
si111ple walk back to the cablecar but guess what? In order 
to catch the last one we wouId have had to run all the way 
to it. So we made the easy decision to ignore the transport 
and walked sedately back to Saas Fee arriving at 6pm, 
quitc bushed, but glowing with satisfaction at the rnctnoty 
o f  a wonderful day on the hill. The only aggravation was 
that t~nuscd return cablecar ticket burning a hole in the 
pocket! 



When Peter and Ruth arranged to go ski mouataineaing 
in Canada m February, 1 decided that rather than stay at home 
like Cinderella I would go samewhere exotic, so booked a 
holiday to Borneo, This was in two parts, first in Sarawak 
visiting the Mula caves and trekking t~ the Pinnacles and sec- 
ond in Sabah climbing Mount Kinabalu. Cynthia Grindley was 
also keen to go. 

We then sat back and looked at pictures of the places we 
would visit and the flowers we wuld see, especially the orchids. 
It was not until after we had arrived that we discovered it was the 
non-orchid season. In Decemher we received a letter fram the 
tour company detailing some minor changes in our itinerary and 
going into extensive detds about small flight alterations. Hidden 
m the last paragraph was the Bctthat the ascat ofMount Kinabdu 
had heeri omitted. We immediately demanded our money back 
and in a fit of rage bm:ed a flight only. Once in 37 years the 
Chinese New Year and Han Rya , the fmt at the end of Ramadan, 
coincide and that was the weekend we were due to fly to Kota 
Kinabalu. 

So when we tried to fix things up everywhere was full. Then 
six days before we were due to lave, kind friends of PauI Bellis 
in Brunai &zed to help and made some provisional mange- 
rnents far us. We left Heathraw, temperature -4OC and arrived 
15 hours later at Kata Kinabaln, tempperaw 2WC and installed 
ourselves in a small hotel in the middle of tom. This was corn- 
fartable with air conditioning that worked, the only problem 
being the cockroaches which inhabited the bathroom at night. 
Cynthia solved this problem by leaving the light on so that 
they thought it was stiU daylight. 
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Bcing festival time, everywhere was decorated and the 
centre of town became an enormous market, all fascinating 
and an added bonus for us. One nice thing about Borneo was 
that we could wander around in the evening without worry- 
ing, what a change from most places. After a day spent on 
Palau Manukan, a real tropical island, coral sand, palm trees, 
warm clear water and af course multicoloured fish ( best scen 
not by snorkelling but by dropping bits ofbread offthe jetty), 
we flew to Miri in Sarawak . To our relief ( as we I~adn't yet 
parted with any money ) we were met by our guide and after 
paying up went to the Niah park, stopping on the way at a 
village to be entertained by a Chinese dragon. 

In the caves the sight of the long poles hanging from the 
rickety platforms near the roof high above us made me glad I 
wasn't a bird's nest colIector: no doubt they would easily 
win any prize up the greasy poIe at the Egremont Crab Fair. 

AFtcr Niah, we flew in a tiny plane to Mula to find our 
new guide Kenny who was excellent. Then having scen our 
fcllow passengers drive off in a new Land Rover we wcre 
told to wait for our transport. It arrived, no posh vehicle for 
us, we climbed into the back of a tmck with the airport ern- 
ployees, and as the havens apened, rattled arrd bounced along 
the track to the river. Here we experienced our first ride in a 
long boat, a pleasant way to travel up the river to Bcnaret 
Lodgc. A lively place to stay but si~nple with good food. We 
tried to ask what we were eating but Kenny didn't know the 
English other than that one of thc dishes was called 'Ferns of 
the Forest' - on second thoughts it was probably better not to 
know. Our stay hew was not without its moments - Cynthia 
managed to lock the inside of our bathroom door from out- 
side, naturally it was the one room without a spare key, so 
Kenny who was well built had to find a slnall thin friend to 



climb in the tiny window from the top of a broken ladder six 
feet below - at least an E3 move! 

The Mula caves were incredible. The Tvst day we did 
Deer and tangs caves and then waited for the bats to come 
out at dusk. Again we were lucky: we persevered after eve- 
Tone eIse had given up and saw them appear in their thou- 
mnds with the bat hawks waiting above - truIy one of the 
wonders of the natural world. Going back down the river 
with a boatman in the front with a very feeble torch made an 
exciting end to the day. 

Next morning we visited two more fantastic caves, they 
made the Pennine cavw seem like rabbit holes. After lunch we 
set off on our trek to thePinnacles first by boat up the river. By 
now we were getting used to being Iooked after as we had Kenny 
the guide, Geoffrey the Park pi& and two batmen. We saw 
some birds, W l y  kingkhem together with the most beautiful 
brightly coIoured buttdies.  Two hours later we started walk- 
ing through the jungle. 

I cannot stand leeches. Fur some reason they did not 
get Cynthia, perhaps because she was in front and by the 
time they rdised, she was past and I was in range, or as 
someone said 'they don't like clean people'. We arrived at 
the camp in a tremendous thunderstorm, the camp was actu- 
ally just an open wooden building, but the little house ha$ 
running water and a septic tank. 

Climbing to the Pinnacles involved about 2000 fi of ex- 
tremely steep slippery limestone and tree routs, followed by 
500 ft of the a m e  limestone but with ladders, all at a tem- 
perature of 80°F with a hunidity of about 95%. Coming down 
was almost wane, but it was ail worth it to see the huge nee- 
dles of rock rising up through the jungle. On our return 
Cynthia was so hot she threw her clothes offand went straight 
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into the stream, quite forgetting about the sand flies! 
We had been assured that the trek out was easier, definitely 

a figment of soineones imagination. We startcd with a very 
dilapidated rope bridge, then Kenny had to use his machcte 
to find the path while the leeches sent messages to say that 
lunch was about to be served. Several hours later, having 
crossed one rivet where Cynthia got it wrong and went in to 
her armpits and several streams crossed d rheval on dubious 
trees, we arrived at a big river, where to our delight we were 
[net by a boatman in another long boat to take us down to 
Iban. At Iban we stayed in a long house which was not a bit 
like we had imagined. The long house was really like a row 
of terraced houses built on stilts and not at all primitive - 
three piece suite, TV, stereo, etc in the sitting room. 

Travelling out to Linbang by local bus was another expe~i- 
encc, with the back seat being occupied by a man with four bas- 
kets of Durian fruits (these are the ones that smell so foul that you 
are not allowed to take them into hotels). 

At Limbang we reluctantly said goodbye to Kenny and 
GeoErey both excellent guides and good campany and caught 
the boat to Brunai. This was the point where we finally mas- 
tered the local boat and bus timetables - they go when thcy arc 
full and not before. We spent five days in Brunai, living it up in 
luxury with Paul's fi.iends, relaxing sightseeing and even visit- 
ing the new fun fair, all free, courtesy of the Sultan. Even our 
stay here was not without incident, this time we securely Iccked 
the maid out of the house. 

Returning to Sabah for the last week of our holiday, we had 
a hair-raising ride in a minibus, eleven adults, several children and 
assorted baggage, up to Kinabalu Park. The weather here was a 
bit uncertain as there had been a typhoon overthe Phillipines. In 
the morning we colIected our obligatory guide, James, paid our 



Park fees and walked up to the Rest House, At every kilometre 
there was a tap of drinking water anda little house equipped with 
water and a septic tank: perhaps we should take lessons. Walk- 
ing up you pass through an amazing range of vegetation, each 
layer quite distinct, and at last near the Rest Hause we saw 
the large beautihl sprays of the necklace orchid. 

We spent the afternoon watching the rain sheding down but 
decided b t  whatevertbe weather we were going up the mom- 
tain. Incredibly the rain stopped in the evening and all the clouds 
disappeared. Setting off at 3 a.m. the moon was so bright that 
we didn't have to use a torch. 

The top part of the mountain is made of large granite EMS 
on which most of  the time you can just walk up. Where it was 
steeper there were fixed rapes, quite exciting in the moonlight 
with any cracks filled with ice. Fortunately there were no 
great crowds on the top, only fifteen of us to greet the sunrise 
and watch MaIaysia unfold below US. Returning ta Kata 
Kinabalu we spent our last day going again to our tropical 
island. Even here we had a slight hiccup - the ferry was so 
late we had begun to wonder if we would be sitting like 
Robinson Crusae while the plane to Heathrow passed over- 
head. 

A special holiday and with it special memories. To men- 
tion just a few, the kind, friendly people we met, a real tropi- 
cal island with the sun going down over the South China sea, 
the necklace archids and the butterflies but especially Mount 
Kinabalu the highlight of our trip; quite magical sitting on 
the top watching the sun gradually lighting up the peaks 
around us and giving promise of another day and more moun- 
tains to clhrrb. 



CLIMBS OLD AND NEW 

This sectinn consists of a selection of new routes in the 
Lakes and infonnatian abut existing routes all takcn from the 
FRCC web site. A11 the hard work of compiling the infonna- 
tion was done by Steve Reid. For more routes get browsing! 

Only crags that do not appear in the FRCC guides are 
given grid references. 

BORROWDALE 

LOWER FALCON CRAG 
Funeral Way 
Wcll nan~ed; pitch 2 is dangerous due to a seriously loose flake. 

REECASTLE 
Disorderly Conduct E7 
A good, hard and sparsely protected route up the red wall to thc 
Icft of Burnt at thc Stake. 
(6c). Climb up to a smalI break (goad rock 3). Pull up right and 
~nake some hard and bold moves to poor R.P.s and then pull UP 
left to a large hold and good gear. Follow the red wall to the top, 
Adan Hocking, 8th July 1997 

GOATS CRAG 
Balancing Act El 5b 
Up easy rock right of Mort to a anall flake. Climb lee of this on 
incuts to a good hold. Move right to a short crack and use this to 
make further proogress. 
M T~~rner,A Blyth, 29th May 1996 
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SHEPHERDS CRAG 
Saturday Night Beaver E3 (Side runners would reduce the 
grade to E2) 
(Ba). Follow Ardus to the foot of the corner, move left onto the 
waII and arrange a clutch ofrunners. Hard moves on crimps and 
layaways lead to a standing position on a goad hold above 
the crux (good runners here but no bridging onto the gangway on 
Ardus ! ! ). Continue straight up to a bulge (RPs 4 and 5 )  and pull 
over to join the traverse sf Ardus. Climb the wall between A m  
and Ardus on small but good holds. 
C Downer, R McHafie, November 1997 

Scsrllywsrg E3 
@a). This route start as Finafe but continue up the s t q  groove 
via a loose black and and attempts to climb the wall between 
Jaws and Finale without recourse to m e r s  and holds on ei- 
ther! ! 
C Downer, R McHafie, November 1997 (On the frrst ascent .a 
side runner was used in Finale - climbed without by Steve 
Hubbard.) 

Milk 25m E3 
A direct eliminate up the wall between Chmonix and Crescendo, 
starting from the elevated bay between these two routes. (Side 
runners reduce the grade to E2, as does recourse to the edge of 
the buttress.) 
(6a). Climb into a shallow scoop, then steeply up the centre of 
the buttress via an initial hardmove to reach a good hold. Con- 
tinue to a resting ledge, then up right via another hard move to 
reach the break. Continue up a steep crack which slants left then 
right arid finally back left, to fuzishviazl tough exit. 
Mike P n y g d z k i ,  Fix Przygrodzka, 3rd August 1 997 
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BLACK CRAG 
Anaconda ?m El 1 997 
A variation finish to a number of routes. Start from the top of 
pitch 3 ofTroutdale Pinnacle. Tmvcrtie I& at a higher level than 
the slab traverse pitch of Trautdale Pinnacle, under the promi- 
nent muf, until a goad hold on the a&tx can be reached (above 
another route ???). Climb the ar&e, veering slightly rightwards, 
onto vegetated slabs above and ascend disjointed cracks to the top. 
A Hocking, W Hunter, 20th May 1997 

QUAYFOOT BUTTRESS 
Dark Angel 40m E5 
Climbs the main buttress between Mandrake and Irony. 
(Bb). Start as for Irony below a short: groove. Clirnb the gmovc 
to a ledge, then up the nose of a blunt pillar via a hard move using 
iayaways and a foothold to the left. Continue up the pillar to join 
Irony, then traverse below overhangs to a V groove. Pull up 
through the groove on suprisingly good holds to reach a good 
ledge. Surmount a bulge, then up a steep wall to thc right of a thin 
crack to the overlap right of Mandrake. PuII over the overlap 
with great difficulty, using underclings and dinks, to a right slant- 
ing ramp. Rock over to reach a one finger pocket and continue 
up a shallow scoop, via a break and scant protection, to exit just 
right of Mandrake. Mindblowing! 
Mike Przygrodzki, Ray McHaffie, 19th October 1997 

BOW DERSTONE CRAG 
Bowderstone Pinnacle Superdirect 15m HVS 
Cliinbs the lefl arete direct to join the original route at the top 
of pitch 1 (good runners in a thin crack at lorn). 
Mike Przygrodzki (unseconded), 1 8th October 1997 
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THE BOWDERSTONE 
Bowder Cheek Traverse (5c) 
This pumpy traverse is Imds of fun and malces the Bowdersmne 
accessibk to those climbing at a less extreme level. 
Start with hands in the 'V'crack underneath the overlap in 
the centre of the backside of the Bowderstone. Move out lefi 
and traverse with feet on the bottom slab and hands 
underclinginglsmearing the overlap above. Finish up a crack 
on good holds out left. 
Rachel de KeIsey, Steve Stout, 1997 

A Scent Unknown (6a) 
Start off a boulder and make an ungainly manouvre to gain the 
backside left comer of the Bowderstone. Move right on delicate 
holds. 
Not in guide book but probably climbed before. Recently 
recleaned. 

DOVES* NEST 
Meet Your Maker 45m E 1 I 997 
Good but poorly protected cliinbing. Stat right af Adams Rib. 
(5a). Climb the right-hand side of a downward pointing hlock, 
in the centre of the overlap, and the crack above to the top 
lefi edge of the flake block. Traverse right across its tap, then 
climb directly to the top sf the crag. 
D Johnson, E Ostell, 14th May 1997 

BUTTERMERE 
ROUND HOW 
Salami 25111 El 5b 
Start 3m right of Tambourine, Climb direct up the fingery wall 
(unprotected) to a widening in the slanting crack. Follow tbe crack 
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rightwards to a small block. Move up (crux) trending leftwards 
to finish - a good but slightly harder compa~~ion to Salome. 
Neil McAIl ister, Gordon Higgrinson, Jim Lawrenson, 25th May 
1997 

Bratwurst 25m VS 4c 
Cliii~bs the open groove in the rightside of the obvious blunt 
arGte 201n right of Salorrre. Exit right at the top of the groove 
and finish direct up the brokcn wall above - pleasant. 
Jim Lawrenson (Solo), 25th May 1997 

Pepperami 2511-1 VS 4b 
The left side of thc blunt arete of Bratwurst. Start up good holds 
on the left or better follow fingery holds from nearer the arzte. 
Either way climb direct up the scruffy wall above and finish just 
right ofthe heathery corner - not so pleasant. 
Ncil McAllistcr (Solo), 25th May 1997 

Note: Salo~ne is quite a bit stiffer than 4c as shown in the guide 
hook, by current day comparisons - top end 5a at least, 

DOW AND DUDDON 
DOW CRAG 
A Buttrcss 
A Grand Day Out 63m E2 
A long rising traverse of"A7'Buttress. Start on the bmssy shaul- 
der between Southern Circuit and Balrog. 
1 .  I5m (5b). Climb the front face ofthe pillar direct to the "Wait- 
ing Roam" ledge. 
2.22m(5c). Climb the overhanging crack of the Balrog* to whcre 
it cases. then traverse right across the wall "above thc steep bits" 
to join Abacus Finish" o f  Abraxas and pull aver the roof to reach 
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the belay on Eliminate 'A'. (*Phizacklea originaIIy tried to 
go across to the thread on Abracadabra and move d i a g d l y  
right h m  there but had to rest and could not make the find 
move into Abacus Finish) 
3. 26m (5b) .Traverse right, as for pitch 5 of Eliminate 'A', 
then continue the traverse rightwards just above the big cave, 
then move right to join Samba Pa Ti at the upper roof. Pull 
over rightwards, passing the belay of Gordon and Craig's (at 
the end of that traverse) and move round the corner. Belay on 
the upper of two grass ledges ((the top comer of Sidewalk is 
about lorn to the right.) 
4.20m ( 5 ~ ) .  Climb the short comer to a rust-coloured roof, 
then swing right awkwardly to a second corner. Layback this 
to the tap, then pull over onto a ledge. An easier slab leads 
over blocks to a belay. Scramble to the top. 
A PhizackIea, J Holden, 9th August 1 997 

Staring at the Sun 82m E4 
A good direct route, the crux being the shallow crease between 
Abraxas and Isengard. This is fingery and awkward to protect 
(possibly E5 on sight?). Start as for Abraxas. 
I. 40m @a). FoIlow the first pitch of Abmas tothe slab (where 
that route goes leftwards ta belay), then step right hto Isengard, 
Pull up steeply to a p o d  spike (the crux moves of Isengard) then 
step left immediately and follow a thin flake up to an undercut 
nose. Pull over the bulge and onto a quartz foothold on the right 
(good nut - and easy step right to a rest on Isen& at this point). 
Climb tbe wall leading to the shallow c r e w  @mk 4 twisted into 
a pocket is crucial) where fingepy moves lead to a green undercut 
below the roof (nut out Iefi). Step right into the large groove which 
leads to the big flake travem on Eliminate A. Move left to belay. 
2.42m (5a). Directly above the belay is a roofwith a prominent 
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nutslot splitting it. Climb directly past this feature and continue up 
the slab, pulting straight aver the next d o n  large holds to reach 
Gordon and Craig's Traverse. Contiue straight up over another 
rooT, until the climbing eases, and belay higher up. 
A Phizacklea, C Matheson (AL), 19th August 1997 

B' Rake of Eye n' Twist of Gob E5 
Takes a parallel line to Side Walk, Start a short way up Great 
Gully before the fmt proper pitch. A very good route compam- 
ble in quality to Side Walk. 
1. (6b). Gagarth style climbing! Climb Great Ciully first pitch 
for a few metres to reach a h e  of flaky undercuts leading out 
right. Use these with care (cruciaI Friend 2.51, to reach a hang- 
ing p a v e ,  which is climbed to the first stance of Side Walk. 
2. (6b). Move boldly out right onto the aete hanging over 
the gulIy which is climbed via twhnicaI face moves to easier 
ground. Traverse to Roches Perches to belay. 
3, (Sc). Climb the first few metres of Side Walk pitch 3 but 
continue traversing out right to reach a dog-leg crack hang- 
ing in a superbly exposed position, Climb this to the stance. 
4-5 (4b,Sb) Finish up Side Walk. 
Nnte. On the Dow Crag diagram Side Walk is shown as going 
up the dog-leg crack, but the guide describes it climbing the gruove 
on the left. The lam is the correct route for Side Walk. 
Andy Hyslop, Stuart Wood ( AL), 12th Augusf 1 997 

B Buttress Upper 
Canned Heat 30m E5 
(6b). Start just I& of Four Sticks at the averhanging wall. Utilis- 
ing the obvious undercut make a long reach for a jug and move 
boldly to a mner on the right-hand side of the small aver- 
lap* Carry on up the wall a b ~ v e  to meet Nimrod. Move right 
Keith PhizuckIea on theJirst mcent of Wiodh~~use 3 Ar6tc. Dow Crag, 
E6 fib. Phol~graph by Rob Matheson 
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for a couple of metres (as for Nimrod) until under the obvi- 
ous overhang. Using a crimp make a long reach to gain jugs 
on thc overhang and a runner. The crux is  getting your feet on 
the jugs. A couple more moves leads to a May on Giants Crawl. 
Stuart Wood, Andy Hyslop, 4th August 1997. 

Mother Stone E7 
Takes the much eyed brown scooplgroove just right of Pandora's 
Box. Start below and just lefi of an obvious overhang. The climbing 
is about F7b but the gear is very poor - well that depends how 
you feel about RPl s bashed into flared slots. The pegs are all 
knife blades and of body weight quality. 
Nuts and pegs have been Icft in place. It is also possible to gct a 
poor stopper under thc first overhang and a skyhook next to thc 
finishing hold. 
(hb) Tricky moves lead up to the overhang, then pull left into a 
shon groove which is bridged to a final smeary move out right to 
a ledgc just below the Catacomb traverse. Choice of finishes. 
Andy Hydap, Smart Wood, 7th August I997 

B Buttress Lower 
Woodhouse's ArCte 32m E6 
A supcrb route (the best new route on Dow in years!) with a 
brilliant finish up the hanging ar&te above Woodhouscs Pin- 
naclc. Start as for Woodhouses Route, helow and Icft of thc 
hupc pinnacle on a grass ledge. 
(Ab) An easy groove and pleasant flakc crack lands you in a 
polishcd leftward-slanting groove. Up this a few feet to stand 
on a good flakc. From here, lean round the steep arktc on the 
right to find a good jug. Swing round on this (Friend 2 in L.H. 
side ofjug, UP. 3 in crack on right), up steeply to a s~nall ledge. 
The short flake and wall (crux of P. M.) Iead to a stcp right 
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beneath an overhang (peg and small wires). Hard moves right- 
wards round the overhang gains a finger pocket (goad Rock 
5 ,  but couldn't let go to place it). Swing right on to the under- 
cut d t e  (brilliant position). The mete above is climbed to 
the top, an undercut pocket and a flat hold being most help- 
ful (R.P. 3 in t h y  crack above flat hold]. 
K. PhizacMea, Rob Matheson, May 1998. 
Note: Top-roped prior to Ieading, but all gear placed on lead. 

Homeland 38m E6. 
(6~). From the top of Wmdhouso's Pinnacle lean m o s s  the wall 
to gain the rightwad slanting crack, Move across his (holds and 
gear - Alim 0 useful). A long reach up and left gains a good hold 
and peg runner. Climb h rib above, clipping the peg on Close to 
Critical on the left. A 6c sequence leads to a good hold on Close 
to Critical. Finish up this. 
Andy Hyslop, Stuart Wood, 22nd July 1 997. 

Jumping Jack Fhsh "Scottish VS" 
Takes the overhanging wall above HespmdShining Path. 
(Sbish). There is a peg runner on the left. Clip this first, then step 
back right and attack the wall directly, moving right to pull over 
(RF Inw down). Step back left at break (thread) and climb the 
wall directly to easier ground (dyne slap for slqm is interesting). 
R Matheson, K Phimklea, 28th September 1997. 

HODGE CLOSE 
Beef Jerky E5 43m 
A tougb pitch; thin and sustained. Very worthwhile. Start as for 
Big Dipper. 
(6c) Traverse leR out of the base of Big Dipper's flake to a second 
bolt. Step right (goad fingerhold), then staight up to gain the 
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thin ramp line of Power Transmission. Follow this to a I q e  
bracket bolt (4tb bolt) and goad foothold by a tiny sapling. A 
long step right gains a decent side hold (5th bolt). Move up 
to stand on the hold and then grasping a long thin finger hold 
an the right, swing into the scoop (junction with Limited Edi- 
tion) for a well-earned rest. A difficult initial move out of the 
left side of the scoop (bolt) soon Icads to better finger holds 
and Limited's traverse [eft. Clip the bolt on the left, then 
traverse right to a good fingerhold on Haggis. Up thin, then 
finish up the tap section of Limited Edition. 
K Phizacklea, C Matheson 7 July 199%. 

WALL,OWBARROW 
Ekd Butbxss 
Hidden Razor 1 3m E4 
((ia). At the top of the gully is a short overhanging outcrop. Start 
in obvious first wide crack, then came across diagonal flakes to 
make n long move on the top of ramp. Finish direct. 
Tony Simpson, Andy Chapman, 27th July 1997. 

LITTLE STAND CRAG 
Nose Buttress 
HI-FI 23m E2 
A fine mute with a boulder problem start, just right of Oringo. 
[ha) Pull over the overhang an layaways to enter the groove right 
of Gringo. Pull up the a r k  an the right then follow the groove 
above to the top, 
David Armstrong (solo), 25th June 1996 

LITTLE ST AND SUMMIT CRAG 
Toots 20m E3 
A pleasant mute with a thin start, following n thin m c k  and bulge 
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5111 right ofAVroo~n with a Ewe. 
(5c) Climb the crack then straight up over a bulge. Easier slabs 
above lead to the top. 
David Amstrong, Mark Hetherington, 1 4th September 1 996. 

Taad 20111 E3 
Steep fingery climbing up the narrow face just right of the V- 
groove right ofA Vroorn with a Ewe. 
(5c) From the foot of the groove pull up right onto the walI and 
straight up to ledges. Easier climbing direct to the top. 
David Armstrong, Nick Baraclough, 14th July 1496 

GAITSCALE BUTTRESS 
Pauly E2 
An interesting steep problem up the wall left of Instant Kmna. 
Start at a small overhang right of a prominent crack. 
(5clha) Clirnb up with a long reach for a small flake, swing up 
slightly left, then straight up to ledges. Easier cf imbing direct to 
thc top. 
David Annstrong, Nick Baraclough, 14th July 1 996 

UPPER GAITKJNS 
Pigs in 
Repeatcd (with direct finish over mf above) by Dave Armstrong 
and Nick Baraclough and thought to be E4, Aa. 

LOWER GAITKINS 
Unamed route (Recent Developments 95-96) 2m right of Fur- 
rowed Brow considered to be E3,6a. 

Lost Generation (Recent Devel~p~nents 95-96) considered to 
be E2,Sc. 
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Nicked 14m 1996 
A committing mute up the hanging d t e  at the right-hand 
end of Main Wall. 
Climb the right-hand side of the arEte to an obvious block. 
Pull up left then straight upto the top. 
Nick Bmaclough, Davidhstrong, 14th July 1996 

CASTLE HOW CRAG (GR 005 237 ) 
A superb little crag five minutes from the road Short routes (8- 
13m) on good clean solid rock. A good evening spot. Another 
crag that has been independently discovered by two parties, re- 
sulting in some confusion as to which climbs are actually new. 
However the fmt routes here seem to be those of Adam WiIde 
and friends in 1995, 
Access: please park off the road, by the river, near Hinning House. 
Enter field by gate, not jumping fence. The crag is on farm land, 
Access is agreed with the farmer provided we are all consider- 
ate. There are birds nesting on the north side of the crag and 
climbers are asked to stay around Orange Face and Zelda's Face 
m a .  Please respect these wishes to e n m  our future enjoyment 
climbing h a .  
There are two clean walls - "Faces Wall" faces downstream at 
the lowest paint of the crag. It is a steep clean wall with a hori- 
zontal break at 2/3 height. 
There are many more routes. The following is just a selection. 

Zelda's Face 
Zelda's Face is the east-facing wall, at the banom left of the 
hi11 seen as approaching from the river. 

Zelda k Face 1 5m H V S  
Start at the lowest of the diagonal cracklines. 
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(5b) Climb directiy to the horizontal break. Traverse right to 
a vcrtical groove. Up this for a metre, thcn pull out left onto 
thc wall finishing up the centraI crack. Strenuous and unre- 
lenting. 
Ada~trn Wilde, Chris Cowen, 1 1 th May 1 995 

Spidoo 18 rn HVS 
(5b) Start at lowest left-slanting crackline. Climb wall direct 
to second break at j height. From left-hand end traverse right 
untiI you can entcr vertical groove. Climb groove for I mctre 
then pull left onto wall. Climb this and finish up centre 
crack. 
Ada111 Wilde, May 1995 

W b y Study? E4 
Start two metres right of Spidoo, just before a grass bank. 
(6ah) .  Go straight up the wall to a horizontal break. Mantel 
into the break and reach a cmck in the headwall. Climb straght 
to the tap. 
Adam Hocking, Adam Wilde, c. May t 996 

Orangc Wall 
Orange Wall is up and behind Zelda's Face, Turn right from the 
path and waIk up through the rocks to the obvious overhanging 
Orangc Wall on the 2nd tier. 

Gavin's Route 14 m HS 
Start at a hanging, downward-pointing block towards the left 
sidc of the Orange Face. 
Climb over the black to a ledge, lmve up and left to a larger 
ledge, step left 1 mme and cIimb a mck to the top (crux) 
Chris Cowen, Adam Wilde ,8th May 1995 
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Billy Boulder 15rn S 
Left of Orange Wall is a 'huge' crack slanting rightwards, 
from quarter height to top. Climb it. 
Adam Wilde, September 1995 

Spank Yer Monkey 1 8m E2 
( 5 4  2 metres right of Billy Boulder is another fine crack, slanting 
rightwards, but much thinner, Climb to top, exit right then up 
left to finish. Strenuous. 
Adam Wilde, September 1995 

Southern Jessie E4 
(6a) Start lmlf-way between Bryn's route and Billy Boulder. 
Climb blocks and ledges to start up wall and climb jagged 
rock on an otherwise smooth face with powerful crux move 2 
metres before the ledge. Mantel onto ledge then up the wall 
directly behind. 
Adam Wilde, September 1995 

Bryn's Route 16111 VS 
(4c) Start at lowest (right) point of Orange Wall. Climb a short 
cracked wall to gain a ramp. This is fallowed diagonally right, 
and up a continuation crack. At the top of the crack, traverse left 
for 2 metres and continue up the wall to the top. 
Adam Wilde, Chris Cowen, 8th May 1995 

DROPPING CRAG (OR 226 993) AIt 4001~1 E Facing 
20 minutes walk up the hillside from Sirks Farm. ( I  /2 km along a 
forest road from Birks Bridge carpark). Two teams were work- 
ing on this crag at much the same time and it is possible but un- 
certain as to whether any routes were dupIicated. Also two 
routes were apparently 'written up in one of the mags' in 
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1996, but not in any of the new routes books. Details would 
be gratefully received, 
A long steep crag reveaIed by extensive forest clearance. The 
best descent is on the left. The climbs are described from left to 
ri@ 
Just round the comer at the extreme left-hand end of the crag 
is a largc block below a square groove. 

Drop Kick 15m S 
From the top of the block step right on to the wall and make a 
rising traverse right to a ledge. Then straight up to a block belay. 
Mike Lynch, Dave Kay, 24th May 1997 

Drop of the Hat 20m VS 
Starts from the bottom of the obvious cracWcor~~cr 1 inc in thc 
centre of the crag. 
(4c).Up the rib on the left of the corner to a good ledge. Then 
trend slightly left and up to a good ledge and belay. 
Mike Lynch, Dave Kay, 24th May 1997 

Drop of the Hat Alternative Finish HVS 
(5a) From the good ledge at halfheight continue straight up the 
shallow crack line with poor protection to finish at the same 
point as Drop of the Hat. 
Dave Kay, 3 1st May 1997 

Starting Paint 27 rn MS 
Takes the obvious cracklcorner line to the left of the central siabby 
area. 
1.2Qm.Climb the corner direct to a ledge and good bclays. 
2.7111. Scramble up to belay at the back ofthe terrace. 
Cokie van der Vclde. Dam Kay, 30th May 1997 
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Drop Off 2Um VS 
Start at the same point as the previous route. 
(4c). Climb the crack for 5m then step right on to the slab and 
climb its left edge tQ belay. 
Mike Lynch, Dave Kay 24th May 1997 

Drop Out 2bm VS 
(4c). Start at the same place as Fast Buck but after 2m traverse 
right to the battom of an obvious left-facing corner. Up this 
and from its top climb directly to the belay (poorly protected). 
Mike Lynch, Dave Kay, 24th May 1 497 

Mokado 2Qm MVS 
Starts from the right-hand side of the central slabs. 
(4b). From behind some large blacks climb the 'S' crack to a 
ledge then follow the vague cracWgroove line trending slightly 
fil& 
Mike Lynch, Dave Kay, 1 7th May 1 997 

Dropsy 25m VS 
Starts at the right-hand side of the central dabs between the 
slab and the large block. 
(4c).Climh the wail to e ledge then trend right into a corner. 
CIi~nb the obvious crack stepping left at the top. 
Mike Lynch, Dave Kay, 24th May 1997 

About 30m right of the obvious corner of Starting Point a large 
block forms a crack with the main crag. 

Blister 30 m HVD 
Start at the large block forming a crack with the main crag. 
Climb the right arEte of the block to its top, then follow a 
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series of ledges and smaII grooves slightIy rightwards until it 
is possible to gain the rolltzded rib which is foIlowed easily 
an rough rack to the top. 
Cokie van der Velde, Dave Kay, 30th May 1 997 

Oily Sammy 25 m MS 
Right of the large block of Blister is a black streak with a mck in 
it. 
25m Climb the fine crack and continuation m o v e  to the grass 
terrace. 
Cokievan dervelde, Dave Kay, 30th May 1997 

BRANDY CRAG (GR 225989) Alt 350m SE Facing 
I0 lnins walk up tbe hillside €ram a good parking place on the 
forest road (2.5 b from Birks Bridge carpark). A pIeas- 
ant slahby crag with two steeper sections separated by an 
extensive area of easy angled slabs. 
The toe of the left-hand buttress has an easy-angled glacis 
abutting its base. Just left of this gIacb is a jumble ~f boulders 
with an obvious hanging groove directly above. Routs are 
described from left to right. 

Nest ~enersr.fibn''m>m 
About 7m left of the hanging groove is a shallow comer with a 
fme crack just to its left. 
1. 17m (Sa). Starting up its slightly less obvious lower see- 
tion climb the crack directly past a sloping ledge to bday 
well back nn the temcc. 
2,10m (4b). Pleasantly up the cracked wall and easy slabs. 
Jams Kay, Dave Kay 26th May 1 997 
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Family Affair 30111 VS 
Start behind the jumble of boulders at the left end of n rightward 
sloping gangway. 
(4c). Climb the gangway rightwards over a s~nall step then move 
steeply back lcft (small wires) to enter the bottom of the 'V' 
groovc direct. Easily up the groove to the continuation groove 01.1 

thc right of a large detached pinnacle. Up this groove and step off 
the top of  the pinnacle to finish up easy slabs. 
Jarncs Kay, Dave Kay 26th May 1997 

Rain Stopped Play 301n El 
Start froin thc grass Icdge i~n~nediately right of the glacis at a 
shallow rccess with a steep crack on its right. 
(5b). Climb the crack to the grass ledge. Move up the comer far 
a couple of metres and then climb the cracked wall on the left and 
finish easily up the rib. 
Ja~ncs Kay, Dave Kay, Mike Lynch, 14th June 1997 

Fathers Day MS 
Start at the right end of the grass ledge just before it merges into 
the hillside at a short steep crack. 
(4ct). Climb the crack and then follow the fault line in rhc easy 
slabs slightly rightwards to where the rock steepens thcn climb 
the crack and obvious flake back left to a good ledge arid belay. 
Cokie van der Veldc, Dave Kay. 15th June 1997 

To thc right of the grass rake in the centre of the crag the rock 
steepens again. Thc first route takes the first obvious fault line 
right of the rake. 

Prodigal Son IZin VS 
Start at the pointcd flake that leans against the wall. 
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(4c). Pull steeply onto the ledge using the pointed flake and 
then climb directly up the groove on small holds to an abrupt 
finish. 
Colcie van der Velde, Dave Kay, 15th June 1 997 

Parable 1 8m MS 
Starts just right of Prodigal Son at a fine easy-angled slab. 
Up the slab rightwards, into the continuation groove and exit lefi- 
wards to a good belay ledge, 
Cokie van der Velde, Dave Kay, 15th June 1997 

Epilogue 30m VD 
Start at the extreme right end of the easy slabby section. 
Climb the right-hand edge of the slabs until they steepen. 
Then move digbtly leftwards and pull up the upper wall just 
left of the heather. 
Mike Lynch, Dave Kay, 27th July 1997 

Anecdote 30m VS 
Just right of the easy slabby section is a steep crack. 
(4) Climb the crack (not as easy as it looks) and blunt rib above 
passing to the right of the finishing ledges of Parable to belay on 
two small spikes at the top of the crag, 
Mike Lynch, Dave Kay, 27th July 1 997 

Fabte 2 h  VS 
1 Om right of the easy slabby section is a fine corner. 
(4~). Climb the corner and pull out left at the top then follow the 
rib more easily rightwards to the top. 
Mike Lynch, Dave Kay, Cokie van dervelde, James Kay, 7th 
June 1997 
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Aesop 201n MVS 
2 rn right of the corner is the s~naller of two hanging slabs below 
two 'V' grooves. 
(4b) Cl ilnb on to tl-lc slnall lunging slab, move right and thm pull 
up the short wall into the kfi-hand 'V' groove. Follow this to 
thc top. 
Mike Lynch, Dave Kay, Cokie van der Velde, James Kay, 7th 
June 1997 

Tbe Proverb 20171 VS 
5m right of the corner of Fable i s  the larger of two hanging 
slabs below the two 'V' grooves. 
(4c). Climb on to the Iarger hanging slab and thm climb the steep 
crack at the back into thc right-hand 'V" groove. Follow this 
to thc top. 
Mike Lynch, Dave Kay, Cokie van der Velde, Junes Kay, 7th 
Jutle 1997 

The Weathermen HS 
Start at the same point as The Proverb. 
(4b). Pull on to the larger hanging slab, follow i t to its right- 
hand end then pull up the rib into a groove. Fallow this groove 
to broken fedgea and the top. 
Dave Kay, Cokie vatt der Veldc 1 5th June 1 997 

EASTERN CRAGS 
CASTLE ROCK OF TRIERMAIN 
It has been -found that the FolIewitlg mutes have been misde- 
scribed in successive guides. 

Matheson Avenue 24m E 1 I 977 
Confusion has arisen as to where the upper part of the climb 
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goes with most parties finishing as for Narth Crag Eliminate 
which probabIy accounts for its HVS grade in the current 
guide. The description should read: 
A superb pitch. Start from a large ash same 4m above the 
yew on North Crag Eliminate. 
(5b). Carefully avoidingtwo large loose blocks at the start, climb 
the excellent crack to the niche on North Crag E W e .  Make a 
hard move into the steep groove directly above the niche (and 
just left of the finishing groove of North Crag Ehninate) and fol- 
low it to the top. 
P Gomemall, B Massan, Easter 1977 
The crack was climbed by K Woods in 1965 

Side of the Hill 70m I31 1974 
This climb originally had three pitches, but only the top one 
ever made it into the guide bo~k ,  The lower two have re- 
cently been re-cleaned, and the whole, as described makes a 
worthwhile route. 
Start as for North Crag Eliminate, at a large ash just left of the 
stone wall. 
I .  25m (5b). CIimb the st- crack direct to a narrow Iadge at 
4m (direct start to North Cmg Eliminate). Traverse the footledge 
horizontally to its bft-hand end and then make a rising traverse 
leftwards up slabs to a small cracked ledge on the &e (junc- 
tion with The Watchtower). Climb the bulge above t~ pull 
out onto the ramp of North Crag Eliminate (Watchtower goes 
right her@ and follm its left arste leftwards into a scoop. 
Climb out of this to a belay at the foot of a short cracked 
corner averhung by brambles. 
2.25m (5b). From the foot of the corner, step diagonally left- 
wards and gain fie arete. Move up with difficulty to a resting 
place and then follow the blunt aGte abave direct to a ledge 
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behind the yew on North Crag EIiminate. 
3.30m (5a). Climb the yew to gain holds above the over- 
hang. Move left and climb the corner groove just left of the 
flake crossing North Crag Eliminate just left ~f the flake 
and continue direct to the top. 
S Miller, N Robinson, August 1 974 

Make Bay while the Sun Shines 12m E7 
(6b). The short and serious wall to the left of Harlot Face. 
Dave Birkett, Andy Hyslop, 27th July 1997 

ESKDALE 
HARE CRAG 
Central Slabs 
Pre Election Tension 23m VS 
This route provides an easier approach to the right-hand side 
of the slabs. Interest is sustained at the grade. Start two 
metres right of Birthday Boy. 
(4c). Follow the left-trending stcpped ramp out onto the slab. 
Cl in.~b the dirty cracks above directly to the top. 
D Bailey, P Bailey, 30thApril 1997 

DEMMING CRAG 
I~n~nediakly right of the descent gully an the right of the crag is a 
anall clcan buttress. The rout= are described from right to I&. 

Made of Stone 14 m MS 
Start directly below the overhang. CIimb the walI and lnave left 
below the roof to climb the blunt rib on its lefi. 
W Wilson (solo), 3rd May 1997 

4 m to the right is a steep clean wall split by 3 crack lincs. 
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Like Father Like Snn 13 m MVS 
The wide left-hand cleaned crack. 
J Kay, D Kay, M Lynch, C Gilligan, 3rd May 1 997 

T b i n L i i  13mHVS 
(5a). Climb the vague crackline between the last route and the 
centraI crack. 
A little conhived but good climbing, 
C Gilligan, J b y ,  3rd May 1 997 

Bakers Dozen 13m VS 
(4c). The central crack, A good route. 
M Lynch, D Kay, 3rd May 1997 

Close to the Madding Crowd 8m VS 
(4c). The short right-hand crack leads to a tricky finish. 
D Kay, M Lynch, 3rd May 1 997 

50 m right past a superb boddering wall is another wall identi- 
fied by a huge detached flake with a small pinnac k to its right. 

Unlucky for Some 1 8 III VS 
(4~).  Up the crack to the right of the big flake and then over 
same detached flakes (with care!!). Straight up the waIl above. 
M Lynch, D Kay, 3rd May I997 

Away From it All 17 m VS 
Starts 5 rn right of the pinnacle. 
(4c). Pull onto the grassy ledge then climb the clean comer 
pulling out left at the top. 
Straight up the wall above. 
M Lynch, D Kay, Jams  Kay, 3rd May 1997 
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GABLE AREA 
BOAT HOWE, KIRKFELL 
Dehydroepirmndrasterone 55m E2 
A direct line on high friction rock. Start just right of the wide 
groove that forms The Prow of the Boat at a narrow, broken, 
Icft-trending groove, 
1.2011~ (Sc). Enter the wide groove, then step right and follow 
the broken groove to where it narrows and steepens (crux). 
After thc narrow groove a good belay ledge is fourld to the 
right below the prominent thin crack splitting the slab above. 
2. 35m (5a). Follow the thin cracks directly to finish up the 
friction slab - an excellent pitch. 
Andrew Ross, Paul Ross, 20th Scpte~ribur I996 

Final Voyage 45m HVS 
A line between Starboard ArGte and Prow of the Boat start- 
ing as for the latter. 
1 .  20113 (4c). Follow the large open groove for about Rm to 
the crux of The Prow of the Boat and then traverse left to the 
cdge (awkward to pmtect). After a couple of long reaches 
rnave up and puIl onto a lcracked slab with nut belays and a 
poor stance (or continue...). 
2. 2fm (5a). Clinib straight up over a stccp little wall and 
thcn follow grooves on the right to the top. 
Paul Ross, Peter Annstrcrng, 16th April 1997 

Flagship, repotted as being a good route at E3 (5c) with a bomber 
skyhook on the crux and three RPs just left of the poor top peg 
IAP). 

Trim and Incline E4 
Cli~nbsthc cenre ofthe wall 15mright ofFanghorn. 
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(5c) CIimb up a shaIlow comer to a poor nut and a loose bIock. 
Make a series of long reaches up a set of "steps" (sky hook) and 
then go right to a second good skyhook. Traveres left and up to 
reach a g m d  hold and the first decent runner. Reach above 
the diagonal roof (wire) and pull rightwards to a good jug. 
Step left over Ehe roof to finish. 
A Phimklea, K Phimklea, July 1997 

Scenic Cruise 45m HVS 
A direct line up the steep buttress between Fanghorn and Star- 
board Chimney - sustained climbing on exceIlmt rock. Like a1 l 
high mgs a warm dry spell is besty suited forthis crag, howmer 
this area of rock dries out quickly. Start at the foot of Starboard 
climney. 
45m (5a3. Just to the left of Starboard Chimney, climb a left Iean- 
ing scosp/gmave for h u t  7m then make a couple of interesting 
moves right. From here climb straight up, heading for the steep 
groove at the highest point af the buttress. This exit groove is 
s t q  but blessed with a good jug. Pull out Ieff and a delicate slab 
leads to the top. 
Paul Ross, Paul Greenwood, 2nd August 1996 

KERN KNOTTS 
The Brown Badger 23m E5 
Steep, fingery climnbing . The lower section is a bit scary. The top 
section is the crux but the gear is better. Start 3 metres right of 
Flake Climb, below a thin crack leading to a smdl open book 
W v e .  
(6b) Climb to the small groove via the crack and small holds on 
the left. Pull out of the groove, up and right, on small holds to an 
easier angled wall above. 
D Booth, I Turnbull, 30th May 1997 
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LANGDALE 
A new guide is in preparation and should be published in 
I999 so no new routes are included herc. However: 

DEER BIELD BUTTRESS 
WARNING! The entire crag W e e n  Deer Bield Crack and Deer 
Bicld Chimney has collapsed with the loss of both those routes 
and all in between including the classic Deer Bield Buttress. 

SOUTH LAKES LIMESTONE 
WHITE SCAR 
Climbing here has been banned far five years duc to clirnbcrs 
breaking the access agreement, 

ST BEES 
Apiary Wall 
Royal Jelly F6b 
Starts up Honey Pot ( I  st 3 bolts), traverse left along ledge. 
Follow staples up to Pigs Tail 
John Adams, Peter Cheany, 6th May 1995 

Bee Hive FAc 
Starts up Apiarist then breaks out left. Follow staples to pigs tail. 
Bill Hannah, John Adams, 7th May 1 995 

PILLAR ROCK 
West Face of High Man 
Pillar of Salt 85111 E 1 
An eliminate line between Sodom and Gomorrah. Thc rock is 
clean and very rough, particularly on the final pitch which fol- 
lows the arCte left of the chimney shared by Ncw West 
and Sodom. Start as for Vandal. 
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1 .  251n (5a). Follow the first pitch of Vandal as far as the 
small ledge. Cliinb the thin crack on the left to the stance 
on Vandal. 
2.30m (5a). Move up 1 m and then make a rising traverse right- 
wards along an obvious series of holds across the wall on the 
right to the arete. Climb the arete direct until it eases under a 
bulge (junction with Sodom) and traverse right along a slim 
ramp to belay on the chockstone at the foot of the chimney on 
the New West. 
3.30m (5blc). Pull up the short wall on the left to a ledge. Make 
a hard series of moves up the wall above (Wallnut 112 in thin 
crack above finger pocket) to get established on a sloping ledge 
on the arete. Follow the arete more easily to a slab on the left of 
the continuation arete (Sodom crosses from left to right at this 
point). Reach a huge jug on the edge of the continuation argte 
and mantelshelf on to it. Follow the ar6te above on fine holds to 
another break (The original finish of Vandal crosses from left to 
right at this point). Finish directly up the jagged edge above. 
Stephen Reid, Jonathon Preston, 10th September 1997. (Some 
of the route was cleaned on a top rope prior to leading) 

Western Trod (Recent Developments 95-96) repeated and grad- 
ing confirmed. 

Hawkeye (Recent Developments 95-96) repeated and grade 
confirmed though 3rd pitch thought to be 5a. 

Sundance thought to be MVS though technical grades are cor- 
rect. 

Goodbye to All That (Recent Developments 95-96) repeated 
and grading confirmed. 
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SCAFELL AREA 
ROUND HOW 
The foIlowhg mutes were inadvertently omitted fmrn the 95-96 
New Routes Supplement. 

Slab Happy 37m W S  
The cleaned crack, 2m right of and parallel to Zodiac. 
(5a). Climb the crack and its faint continuation up the slab 
above (RPs), direct to perched blocks. Follow the Iast few 
moves of Zodiac right to belay. 
D Clark, J Beverage, 2 1 st July 1996 

Corridor Route 70113 HVS 
Start at the slabby pillar and scoop Eit the lowest point ot'the 
crag, left of the main wall, right of Zephyr Ridge. 
I .  20m (4b). Climb the slabby pillar and scoop to a nut 
belay below a rightward slanting crack. 
2.25m (4c). Climb the obvious groove and rightward 
slanting crack above to a bilbeny ledge Belay just right of 
twin cracks leading to a shaIlow chimney. 
3.25m (5a). Climb twin cracks right of an obvious dirty 
groove and follow a shallow chimney to the top. 
J Balmer, D Johnson (AL), 2 1 st July 19% 

Brown Trouwm 20m E4 
The smooth rounded nose at the right-hand side of the crag 
(bold ahd delicate). Start at the base of the arete. 
(6a). Climb up to the base of the rounded nose. Make two 
moves and place a selection of dubious RPs. Continue to the 
tap, without any more protection, via some s c a y  and precari- 
ous movs. 
Chis Hope, Iain Tum bull, B Q ~  the Dog, 2 1 st July 1 996. 



THE LIBRARY AND THE ARCHIVE 
G e t l ~ x ~ ~  Wutliins 

Bobby Files (President 1966-68; see In Memoriam) 
bequeathed to the Library his extensive and valuable col- 
lcctiol~ of books on mountaineering. In deference to his 
wishes, it will bc kept togcthcr as an adjunct to the tnain 
Fcll & Rock Library, as a inemorial to his wife Muriel 
(Librarian 1966-78, Vice-President 1965-67, Hon Mcm- 
bcr 1972-93). At the time of writing, the books and book- 
cases arc carefully stored. In due course Lancaster Uni- 
versity Library will provide suitablc accommadation. 
When relocation is complete it should bc possible, by 
withdrawing duplicates, to inake space in the main library 
far better access to the major journals. 

During relocation at the University Library. whcrc 
the extension is now ope11 though not fully operative, the 
co~nputcr facility for access to Geoff Crain's database o f  
the Journal, never very convenient, has been lost. I hope 
i t  inay become possible to install our own dedicated corn- 
putcr, which could be generally useful in the Fell & Rock 
Library as well as being the home of the Journal data- 
base. 

During the past two years there have been other gifts 
of books, photographs, and ~ne~norabilia to the library and 
the archive. They have been very welcome, and havc bccn 
acknowledged by letter. Some items are already incorpo- 
rated in the great F&R Scrap Books which Maureen Linton 
has rcarrangcd and brought up to date, and in the albums 
in which lain Whitmey has edited and mounted inany of 
the club's photographic prints. Their devoted work ~nakes 
important parts o f  the archive easily accessible. 



Much of my time, sometimes to the detriment of library 
and archive management, has been taken up by research en- 
quiries, which come not just from members, but From, for 
instance, the BBC, Cumbria Library Service, academics, 
publishers, individuals and institutions in the USA, 
Canada, and Australia, and inembers of the public. The 
enquiries are a welcome challenge to the excellent cata- 
loguing done by m y  predecessors, to my own knowledge 
and ingenuity, but not, I hope, to my imagination. 

A time will come when the club's archival artefacts - 
Charles PiIIringtonYs ice-axes, Mabel Barker's patent belay, 
A.B. Hargreaves's black rubbers, Bob Seville's collection of 
climbing nails, etc will be suitably deposited and displayed 
- but not just yet, it seems. I should like to find good homes 
for them before my term of office ends in November 1998. 



JN MEMORIAM 

IN MEMORIAM 

Hide tne deep o mountains! 
In your roots Ict me slecp the years backwards 

Until once Inure as a child 
I shall walk below Hcavcn 

With Paradise under my feet 

Obituaries 

Narrnan Boothrqd 
Marjorie Bowker 
John Bottomley Chadwick 
Mary Cockerton 
Sid Cross 
Margaret Darval 1 
John R. Douglas 
Arnold England 
Francis Fal kingharn 
Clifford Fielding 
Joseph Robert Files 
A B Hargreavcs 
Mary Heaton 
Trevor Jones 
Bernard Lennax 
Ronald M. Lupton 
E.N .A. Morton 
Jack Singleton 
Mark Spreadborough 
Jack Umpleby 
HiIda M. Warren 
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NORMAN BOQTHROYD 
N o n m  joined the Fell & Rock in 1927 following in the 

footsteps of his father 130wglas and sister Margaret. L a k ,  two 
more of the family became mclnbers. Norman used to take me 
up to the LABS mast weekends and enjoyed walking in the fells 
and went to the Club meets whenever possible. He was moat 
active during the Thirties, so knew well such internationally fa- 
mous climbers as Howard Somewell, A. W. Wakefield, Bentley 
Beetham and others who had been on the early Everest expedi- 
tions. 

As well as feII walking, N o m  enjoyed climbing and 
had hoIidays in France and Switzerland with Lawrence Edgar 
Pollitt. He had also climbed in the Dolomites and the Atlas 
Mountains when he was in the anny a d  he enjoyed skiing in 
the Lakes and abroad. I think N o m n  especially enjoyed the 
Easter maets at Wasdale Head, and New Year, first at the 
But temre  Hotel and later at the ODG and of course the 
dinner meet at Keswick. 

He was very pleased to be asked to be the Club Secre- 
tary and sewed in that capacity for a number of years. 

After his years in the army, Norman wasn't able to at- 
tend as many meets as he had a family to care far, but he 
certainly passed on his love of the hiIls to his family. His 
daughter Janet, though not a Fell & Rock member, has 
climbed all the Munros and is well on the way to doing the 
Corbetts. One of his pndsons recently climbed Ben Nevis, 
Scafell Pike and Snowdon from sea to sea in just under 24 
hours, which pleased Norman very much, 

So it was a happy day for Norman and all our famiIy 
when father joined the Club in 1927 and through our frimd- 
ship with the Appleyard family he had many happy years as 
a member o f f  e Fell & Rock Club. He died peacefully in 
July 1997, just six weeks after the death sf his wife Muriel. 

Helen Boothroyd 
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MARJORIE BOWKER 
We never had the opportunity to be on the hilts or to 

attend a club ~ncet  with Marjorie Bowker; just the annual 
dinners over the last few years. She died in July I 998, aged 
88. Unfortunatcly, there is no club friend of hcr generation to 
write of 11cr personality and talents. 

Marjoric's father was a clergyman and during her carly 
ycars the family moved about Lancashire, with Clitheroe 
bcing one living. She graduated from Edinburgh and taught 
~nathematics, eventually taking up a post at KendaI High 
School in 1 959 some two years after she beca~nc a member 
of the club. 

Her fricnds and coinpanions on the hills included Pl~yl: 
Porrit. Kath and Dick Plint and Laura Chathatn. We found 
Marjorie friendly and dowr~ to earth. We enjoyed the times 
we spcnt in her company, learning to respect her judbmcnt 
and grcat understanding of human nature. 

Marjoric had a great love of the Lake District and was a 
kccn gardener, being for many ycars a lcading mcinbm o f  
thc Horticultural Society at Holehird, Windcnnere. Before 
and for some years after retire~ncnt she was a District Com- 
missioner in the Girl Guide movement. 

It is a matter of regret to us that our more active years 
did not overlap so that our paths could have crossed an thc 
fells, but we, like other CIub members, are glad to have known 
her, 

Alison & Richard Williams 

JOHN BQTTOMLEY CHADW ICK 
John Chadwick was bani in Stalybridgc, Cheshire in 

I9 13, and developed his love of walking by exploring the 
local Inoors. He went to school at Arnold House, Blackpool 
and latcr Manchester Grammar School. He became a good 
rock climbcr, especially on the scvcre type of climb with small 
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holds, climbing with various friends on Laddow Rocks, as 
well as in North Wales and the Lake District. About 1937138 
he joined Eric Byrorn (later President of the Rucksack Club) 
and Bernard Nelstmp on visits to the Chmonix Alps, doing 
several guideless climbs. These included a direct mute from 
the Mer de Glace to the summit of the Aiguille de Moine, the 
summit of the Aiguille de Grkpon, when he made short work 
of leading tbe Mummery Cmc k and the summit of the Aiguille 
& Requin, as well as other lesser climbs while acclimatising. 
He johed the Fell and Rock in 1939. 

John joined the army at the beginning sf the war and 
served as Captain with the Gordon Highlanders in India and 
Burma. Wile in India, he met Dorothy Davies, who was 
serving as a Q.A. and they were married in 1948. 

After the war, he worked for Threlfals, later Whitbreads 
brewery. He did no more climbing, but continued his love of 
waIking and spent a lot of holidays in the Lake District. His 
other hobbies were rugby (he supported Sale Rugby CIub for 
50 years), gardening and archaeology. In pursuit of the latter, 
he went on many digs with Manchegter University extramu- 
ral department. 

He enjoyed family life, particularly after he retired, and 
leaves a daughter, Helen, and two grandchildren. His ffimdly 
nature and sense of humour were an asset to all his friends. 
He d i d  in August 1 997& 

D. Chadwick and B. Nelstrop. 

MARY COCKERTON 
Mary was born Mary Leigbton in 19 14. The Leighton 

family were very much part of Kendal when the town was a 
much smaller and more intimate place. The family were also 
a great part of the Fell and Rock; father Darwin was secre- 
tary 19 12-20 and President 1 82 1 -23. 

The family consisted of four daughters, al members of 
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the Club. Mary, the eldest, joined in 1 934 and was Club Sec- 
retary 1940-44 and secretary of the Raw Head Committee 
which was fonned to get the place furnished and equipped as 
a hut. She playcd a great part at a difficult time, as thc war 
had just finished and ordinary (to this present generation) 
household furnishings were difficult to buy. 

Mary met her husband, who was in the Canadian army, 
in  he^ father's shop in Kendal where he had left his bicycle. 
He was an leave staying with an aunt. They were married in 
1 944 and after the war finished, went off to Canada in 1 946. 

Mary rcturned to the Lakes several times as no doubt 
some ~nerllbcrs wiIl recall. She is survived by a son. 

Epitaph 
Then when the twilight takes our years 

The harneward tramp of night, 
We'll cliinb along thosc hiIls of cloud 

Where cairns arc stars of light 
/inn ' Tltc Cli/tthox 'Dirtje'hy Drrrlitn Leighli~n, in 'A Fc>rzi S~nfis ', F'ACr 
~u~hlic-u lion 

Sid Cross 

SIDNEY HAROLD CROSS M.B.E. 
Sid Cross died suddenly and peacchlly on 3 1 March 

1 998 aged 85. His family a d  countless friends, dcspitc the 
shack of his death, have been left with wonderful men~orics 
of a reinarkable man who, without any fuss, influenced so 
much of the life of the District, and especially Langdale, for 
so many years. 

Ever since Sid and Jainmy 'retired' from the ODG 28 
ycars ago, thcir Iovely old house in Clappersgate was an es- 
sential port of call where a welca~i~e was assured at any time. 
The coffee in the kitchen, tea with Jammy" scones and cakes 



w drinks later on were produced as if by magic, no matter, it 
seemed, haw many surprise visitors arrived. Fell and Rock 
members were always geeted with special p l eure  and Sid 
delighted in hearing about the climbs done that day and addad 
his own special stories about his own enjoyment of this or 
that crag+ He remained an enthusiast for Lakeland mcks and 
fells, ever young at heart, until the wry end. 

There were times, of come, when he and Jammy were 
away for lengthy periods, travleIIing round Eump and the 
Meditemmm shores in their cotrvwkd Lstnd Rover in search 
of new mountains or, in mre recent years, climbing on Mount 
Kenya and in the Himalaya. Just two yem ago they were in 
South Afiicer, taking in a celebratory ascent of Cape Town's 
Lion's Head. Scotland, aspially in winter, was always an 
attraction, with the Club Meets there a highlight. Whenever 
they were at hame, there were always numerous a bligations 
to be met fa climbing or rescue organisations, They seemed 
never to turn down a request of that kind; it was part of their 
way of life. It was typical oftheir delight in living in Langdale 
that they gave so much time to local interests, for example 
helping to found the Lmgdale Gala and then always playing 
a prominent part in it. 

For many of us §id was the supreme hotelier. In 1945 
be and Jmmy had acquired that little hotel in Boot, with 
Albert and Ruth Hargreavw, which they renamed the 
Burnmoor Inn. That was the start of a life of dedication to 
pests and visitors and the building of w quite unique reputa- 
tion for hospitality, ~ ~ I ~ o u s  value and sheer enjoyment. 
For all of us it was dwys memorable to visit, or stay at, the 
Bummoor and, from 1949, the UDG which tbey ran with 
such flair for twenty one years. We all looked forward to 
those afterdinner gatherings in the little bar at the OIX; where 
Sid would preside unobtrusively yet with absolute authority, 
entertaining us with his own brand of Wesanerim humour 
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and absorbing everything that was said around him. There 
was a lcttcr box in the bar and Sid told us on one occasion 
that, when they were 'spring cleaning', hc came across a card 
that a visitor had posted some years before but had remained 
stuck at the bottom. "What did you do with it?", we askcd. 
"I just popped it in the pmt", said Sid. He took everything in 
his stride. 

It was in their early ODG days that Sid developed the 
basis of inadern mountain rescue. At first it was a matter of 
his gathering the necessary nuinbet of 'voluntccrs' from 
among the hotel guests and whoever happened to be in the 
climbers' bar outside, and leading the group himself, with a 
sitnple stretcher, at any time of day or night, It just seemed 
natural to him as a climber that he should turn out, whatever 
other demands might be being made, to help anyone in dis- 
tress on the crags or the fells. Of course, there were stories 
to bc told afterwards in the bar, always highly entertaining, 
and salneti~nes the accident victims themselves were at the 
receiving end of some of Sid's special humour but the rescue 
itself was always eficient and effective. Out af that grcw 
thc Langdale Rescue Team, which merged in 1969, with the 
A~~~blcs idc  Tcam. Sid was Prcsidcnt of the team for over 
twcnty five years and continued allnost until his death to sup- 
port the national Search and Rescue Dog Association of which 
hc was alsa Prcsidcnt. He was appointed M.B.E. for his work 
far mountain rescue. 

Sid alsa found time to help and encourage the Duke of 
Edinburgh's Award Scheme, not only by attending aften dis- 
tant meetings and offering his always sensible and down to 
earth advice, when asked, but by arranging and supporting 
expeditions locally for the y ourlg people who sought his hclp. 
For him, the fells had always provided enjoyment and he 
rt~ade sure that others had the same opportunities. The Out- 
ward Bound School in Eskdale had benefited from his help 
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and advice from its earliest days and he continued to support 
the School long after he had retired. 

Sid was a natural climber. In total contrast to his acci- 
dents on the hotel cellar sta in ,  on Clappersgate stepladders 
and on fell walls, he was utterly safe and secure on the steep- 
est crags. Self-taught as a young teenager and with local 
friends from the K m h l  area, he began to spend a11 his spare 
time away from the K Shoe factory where he worked, visit- 
ing whatever crags he could reach by cycle or IocaI trans- 
port. Looked an rather askance by the established climbers 
because of his very simple equipment and clothing, he soon 
earned their respect by leading the hardest climbs of the day 
and made many friends for life. With Maurice Linnell, then 
perhaps the outstanding climber of the period, he pioneered 
that splendid clunb, Great Eastern Route on Scafell's East 
Buttress and went on in the thirties and early forties to dia- 
cover a range of new routes on most of the District's crags. 
A personal recollection, giving particular pleasure, is of re- 
peating one of his later climbs, Shamrock Tower on Pillar. 
Sid was soon to have as his regular climbing partner the girl 
who was to become his wife for 58 years, Alice Nelson, known 
as Jammy to everybody. Two of their new routes on 
Buttemere's Eagle Crag in 1937 seemed especiaIIy aptly 
named the Half Nelson Climb and the Double-Cross Route. 
Much of their climbing was in company with their great 
friends, who became their hoteI partners, Albert and Ruth 
Hargreaves, and the four of them went on to enjoy ski-moun- 
taineering holidays in the Alps at times when they could leave 
the Bumnoor for a little while each year. That came to an 
end tragically when Albert was killed in an avalanche in- 
volving all four. 

Sid joined the Fell and Rock in 1937 and became a piI- 
tar of the Club: President in 1978-80 and elected Honorary 
Member in I 98 1 .  For him the Fell and Rcck always mattered 
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and he strove to maintain in it the standards af concern for 
others and simple pleasures which came naturally to him. 
We had earlier been a guide book writer and then, with that 
other Hwgreaves, ' A.B' , he acquired and developed Raw 
Head for the Club and became its first custodian despite all 
the distractions of hotel and other demanding interests. 

Lakeland will somehow not be the same without Sid. 
Our deepest sympathy gws to Jammy and his family. As the 
Rac  Graham Hartley so rightly said at a packed Service of 
Thanksgiving in Langdale Church, "He was a lovely man". 

John Cook 

MARGARET DARVALL 
Dear Margaret: allnost to the end she made her way to 

the Alpine Club every Tuesday. I first met her on her fint 
climbing holiday, Easter 1952. She was being guided by 
Scottie Dwyer and staying in Tal-y-Waen, the cottage rented 
to his family by another long-standing dd member of the 
Fell and Rack, Dt. Mary Glynne, My aunt and I were staying 
in the Bwthyfi Bach, the little b m  she had kept round the 
corner f ~ r  family use, Margaret grew up near Reading and 
spent her childhood holidays in Dorset. The Fell and Rock 
London Section held a meet there which became Margaret's 
Iast holiday in 1996 and 1 took her in my car round all the old 
haunts of her childhood. At the little church at Studland she 
signed the Visitors" Book with a large flourish saying 'I was 
christen4 here in 1909'. 

A graduate af Somerville College, Oxford, she became 
principal of a secretarial college in Hampstead, retired early 
in her 5Qs and had, to my mind, an incredible number of 
marvdlcrus holidays fmm 1952 until the 1980s. She was 
also an excellent, kindly and warm-hearted club member. The 
first club she joined was the London Section of the Fell and 
Rock, ihtroduced by Mary Glynne and she soon graduated to 
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the main Club, which she joined in 1956. She was also at 
one time President of the Pinnacle Club and Secretary for 
years and later President of the Ladim Alpine Club, and on 
goodness knows how many committees. She knew everyone 
and always greeted us with warmth, wit, enthusiasm and a 
grcat ability for making friends and putting folks in touch 
with one another. She always knew everything that was go- 
ing on in thc climbing world as she was at the centrc of activ- 
ity in running all those clubs. 

As President of the Ladies Alpine Club she saw the Club 
through the troubled waters of the merger with the Alpine 
Club. Indeed, the merger might not have taken place at all 
but for the brilliant strategies of Margaret and Janet Adam 
Srnith (Carlcton). I t  says much for her lively personality and 
efficient approach to problems that in 1976, soon after the 
merger, she was voted onto the committee of the Alpine Club. 

She didn't really start rack climbing and mountaincer- 
ing until thc second half of her life, but then for 30 years it 
was her passion, her way of life. She was amazingly active 
both as a climber and in organizing many meets and expedi- 
tions. She took over much of the preliminary work for her 
first Himalayan visit, the ill-fated Cho Oyu expedition in 1959 
when the French Ieader, Claude Kogan, was killed in an ava- 
lanche. Another big trip which shc organized, and the one of 
which she was most proud was to Turkey in 1963. There 
werc no maps and the country was blessedly cmpty apart 
from Turkish brigands, who attacked and robbed the party. 
Shc reveIlcd in the remoteness and considered her lead an 
the peak of the Ericiyas as probably the hardest she had donc. 
Further expeditions in her heyday took her, among other 
places, to the Atlas, Greenland, Corsica, the Pyrenees, Dolo- 
mites, the Hiil~aIaya and every year to her beloved Alps, as 
well as Wales, Scotland or the Lake District nearly every 
wsckend. Latterly knee trouble slowed her down, yet she even 
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went back to the Himalaya in her 80th year. 
She was also a life-long enthusiast for the Liberal Party 

and a goad painter, with a beautiful sense of colour, also seen 
in the way she dressed and the rings on her fingers. A truly 
indomitable figure, who has been sadly missed having so often 
been the life and soul of the party. 

Nancy Heron Smith 

JOHN R. DOUGLAS 
J h ,  a member since 1978, died at the early age af 56 

after retiring early from the fire service due to his ill health. 
John or Dougie as he was known to everyone started climbing 
in his early teens and it quickly became an all consuming inter- 
est. At first it centred on the fellwalkers' bus which left the 
Ribble bus station in Carlisle each Sunday morning returning 
promptly in the early evening whether or not it had all its pas- 
sengers. The bus alternated between Seatoller and Buttermere, 
never anywhere else, so Dougie knew well the paths and crags 
within range of the bus. It was 1959 when we first climbed 
together and he took me with a mutual friend, Peter Graham, 
up a few routes on Gable including Innominate Crack. 

At that time Dougie's most frequent climbing partner was 
Ray McAffie and together they would search for new crags 
thinking wen at that time that the established crags were: worked 
out. One such find was Ling Crag on the side of Crummock 
Water where they had many happy hours working out routes 
and it was so near they never missed the bus, unlike the winter 
days spent in Central Chimney on Eagle Crag which was often 
responsible for a light load on the bus return journey. 

Dougie started climbing during the late 50s, a period which 
saw the start for a surprisingly large number of Carlisle cIirnb- 
ers which included Mike McKenzie and Denis English, who 
have remained as a group in touch through an intricate grape 
vine. This group became the active nucleus of the Carlisle club 
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and somc like Dougie became members o f  our club. Even if 
the bus niay claim credit for the start it was the social activities 
after the climbing which kept thc group together and here again 
Dougie was a keen participant. This was the age of the motor- 
bike and van but Dougie's transport was more individual, 
ranging fi-om a massive Armstrong Sidley to a "special" he 
built with Peter in galvaniscd stcel. Now with independent 
transport the Sunday trips became weekends and a life cen- 
tred on Keswick. Of course the social activities involvcd the 
pubs where Daugie was untouchable at downing the fastest 
pint. 

Morc rcliable transport was always available in the farm 
of John Wood's Land Rover and far some timc Dougic, Peter 
Graham and Jahn would park-up for the night in all sorts of 
unlikely places round thc Lakes. Dougie managed to demon- 
strate, not for thc first timc, the indestructibility of the Land 
Rovcr. On the first occasion, hc was an apprentice in a ga- 
rage whcn he drove a customer's Land Rovcr into a new E 
Typc Jaguar, the immediate result of w h i ~ h  was solnc free 
ti~nc for clilllbing and ultitnately a career movc to bc- 
come a fireman. 

As a self respecting Lakeland climber he had to con- 
vince himself that Wales was not the superior climbing 
ground, so the occasional visit was ncccssary and very pro- 
ductive, but Doug's favourite was and remained the CuiIlins. 
For inany years wc havc had an annual pilgrimage to Skye it1 

September with all thc fun of a quick dash after work and 
three or four very active days on the hill. Whilst he had becn 
suffering with his health during the last years, he still man- 
aged to visit the Alps and WaIcs again and mast recently had 
a few days with his son Robert based in the Glen Brittle hut. 

I will remember John fur the inany Iaughs, sunny days 
(maybe some were damp) on Scafell East Buttress, Cioch 
Direct and Integrity, and swimming in Loch Comisk. 
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He leaves his wife Jean, their son Robert (FRCC mem- 
ber) and daughter-in-law Sue. 

Colin Mitchell 

ARNOLD ENGLAND 
h ~ l d  England died at the end of January, 1996, aged 85. 
In 1938 he was invited tojoin a Liverpool Wayfarers'Club 

party in Arolla and with them, clirnbed the Pigne d'Arolla. He 
was later joined by Alf Gregory and together they clilnbed the 
Dent Blanche and traversed the Aiguilles Rouges d ' h l l a .  lo 
August 1939 Arnold and his wife Jessie joined Dot and me in 
Zermatt. The weather was unsettled and the only peak of note 
that we cIimbed was the Wellenkuppe. Stalin and Ribbentrsp 
had signed the infamous pact that made war inevitable and 
Zennatt was rapidly evacuated. We had a tedious, very slow 
and somewhat b t i c  journey across France and managed to 
get a ship from Dieppe to Newhaven. War was d e c l a d  a few 
days later. 

In 1942 h l d  joined the Fell and Rock, which enabled 
his family to enjoy walking holidays h n  the cotrage at Birknms. 
Arnold and Jessie were also members of Preston Mountainem- 
ing Club. 

When Amold retired from his profession as a Chartered 
Gas Engineer, he and Jessie moved to Oxenholm to bc near the 
Lake District. Jessie died solme years ago and Arnold even- 
tually moved to Natland and still wandered the byways of 
his beloved Lakeland. 

AmoIdwas a devoted fellwalker and a most a m b l e  corn- 
panion in the hills. 

Arthur Robinson 

FRANCIS FALKINGHAM 
Francis died in August 1996 aged 84. Dwing his thirty- 

two years in the club he held the office of Sectetary for a full 
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ten-year stint followed by another year filling a casual va- 
cancy. He was Vice-President from 1 982 to I 984 and Honorary 
Member in 1993. He was a incmber of the Gritstone Club for 
forty-five years and they held him in as high a regard as we 
did. 

It is as one of the strongest walkers in the Club that we 
remember him. Not interested in challenge walks such as the 
Fellsman Hike, he could provide himseIf and others with a11 
the challenges they needed. An originator of the three coun- 
ties walk, he had many itineraries up his sleeve and was al- 
ways looking for more, On a walk from Brackenclose, he 
and I reached Red Pike, Buttermere, and were proposing to 
return by Haycock and Nether Beck. On the ascent of Hay- 
cock I saw Francis disappearing in the gloom in the opposite 
direction; hc was creating another challenge - the two Red 
Pikes - an excellent round from Birkness or Brackenclose. 

As a knowledgeable hill-goer Francis was in a class by 
himself. Never interested in North Wales or the Alps, hc kncw 
the Yorkshire Dales better than anyone, the Scottish High- 
lands as well as any and the Lakes bettcr than Wainwright. In 
tnovi~~g over rough ground he was exceptional. Seen from a 
distance it looked as if he were moving on an air cushion. So 
effortless did it appear that those behind thought that they 
would easily catch him up. They did, but only when he 
stopped to wait, 

He had a long career in ad~ninistratian in the NHS and 
his management skills were always at the disposal of the Club. 
In committee he was always well briefed and had an ency- 
cIopaedic knowledge of past proceedings. This was, always 
available during discussion and would often show that a new 
proposal had not worked once before. His capacity for atten- 
tion to dctail can be seen in his list of over two hundred 2,000 
foot tops in Lakeland. This is the subject of Harry Griffin's 
book, Frec~nun oJ'fhr Hills. He used an aId one inch Ordnance 
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S w e y  map and decided that a separate contour of 2,000 feet 
qualified as a top. After publication of a new map he showed 
a keen interest in identifying wine more new tops. He did in 
fact find several more. 

Francis was the most clubbable of individuals, enjoy- 
ing himself so much that he was always keen that others 
around were equally content. He attended meets whenever 
he could and always took pleasure in sharing his experience 
with newcomers to hillwalking and the club. A hard worker, 
members attending meets with him will remember being dis- 
turbed in the early bours (7.30a.m) of a morning by the sound 
of vigorous riddling corning from the fireplace. On arrival 
downstairs at the normal club breakfast time (8.30 for 91, 
there was Francis, breakfasted, sitting by a roaring fire, mug 
of tea in hand, preparing the day's itinerary. 

Always particular about creature comforts, Francis on a 
camping meet was an impressive sight. Around his tent, red- 
brown flysheet faded to white, was an atlnosphere of syba- 
ritic comfort rend luxury, just wanting a few handmaidens to 
complete the scene. A believer in quality, he insisted that his 
tea was fresh. Not fbr him the flask of hot tea on the fells. 
No, a flask of hot water, a tea bag and a separate battle of 
milk. Thus he made fiesk tea when wanted and it was milk 
first into the cup. Who will forget the bottle of Glenmorangie 
sitting on the mantelpiece in the hut and the oRer of a dram 
after dinner? 

A fit and healthy individual, he never paradd his fitness. 
Indeed, as a private person he never let any part of his private 
life intrude. He did enjoy some recognition. Once Pat and I were 
walking with him along Mastiles Lane when we overtook some- 
one marching briskly along aided by a walking stick. During 
our conversation it was clear we had been a lot further than 
he. "Oh well", he said, "I don't do so badly. I am over 50 
you know." There was total silence f h m  Francis. Then he 
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cheered up: "It's m y  birthday next week", hc said. Pat rose 
as a trout to the mayfly: "How old will you bc Francis?" A 
bcaming smile: "Sixty-six !" 

Towards the end of his life, bodily ail~nents made them- 
selves felt. Some serious hack trouble stopped his walking for a 
time and he showed remarkable resignation. Not a bit frustrated, 
he accepted the condition and quietly waitcd for thc eventual 
iinprovement. There was also the matter of a touch of  arthritis 
affecting his knees. This led him to take some rather bizarre 
choices of downhi11 routes, which were usually ignored by his 
companions. Of course, as a suggester of short cuts his rlainc 
was a byword. Usually his proposals caused feelings of a l a n ~ ~  
and dismay in other rne~nbcrs of the party, Those of strorzg char- 
acter and moral courage would simply say "off you go then 
Francis, we'll see you back at the hut'". Naturally, he was first to 
arrive. 

Our sympathy goes to his wifc, Margaret who supported 
him loyally and encouraged all his club attendance. Whcr- 
ever Francis has gone, we can be sure he is still walking. 

Ken Andrcws 

CLIFFORD FIELDING 
Cliff Fielding was born in I 927 and died of liver cancer 

not long after his 70th birthday and a month or two after his 
son had taken him to Las Vegas as an early birthday present. 
This illusbates his continued enjoyment of life, people and mzlc. 
He lived with an inthusimn for doing things and for knowing 
other people involved. For about ten years he climbed intensely 
in UK and the Alps. To do this he drove long distances which 
aIIowed him to enjoy his driving ski11 and in all he did he 
was happy to help others to improve their skills. Going into a 
pub with him aften rcsultcd in making friends which he did 
quite naturally and which was p d a p s  related to his experiences 
at work. In those days, on behalf of the Post Office, he had to 



persuade people to avoid mating interference to TV, before 
there was a law requiring this. So he had to create a relation- 
ship quickly with people of diverse interests, from the house- 
holder with an electric drill to directors of I0 1 . It was during 
this period that he became a founder member of the CIeve- 
land Mountaineering Club and a member of the Fell and Rock 
Climbing Club and theyorkshire Ramblers' Club. It was also 
during this period that he is reputed to have said, "If thc gap 
seems wide enough to drive through at 20 mph then i t is wide 
enough for 60 mph." and "If you cannot run out the whole 
120 feet of rope without a runner, then you are not confident 
of your capability to do the clbnb." I met him when we were 
both desperately looking for a climbing companion and he 
gave me many years of good companionship and a series of 
adventures which were rmt limited to climbing. 1 had pressed 
an office colleague to come and hdd  the other end of nly 
hemp rope on a local outcrop one February day, where, out 
of the mist and gently falling snow Cliff appeared. Our last 
trip together was just after he married when we repeated a 
route of mixed walking and climbing which took in three of 
the vaIleys in the Lake District. 

His energy and enthusiasm became directed towards his 
family and even included helping to run an ice hockey team, 
He also became involved with the Masons and became a Jus- 
tice of the Peace. Tho last reporbed sighting in the mountains 
was skiing with his son and it was downhill skiing using lifts. 
A change from his boasted 10,OQO feet of skiing in Cairn- 
gorrn using heel-he ski and no lifts. 

Derek A. Smithson 
f Yorkshirc Ramblers) 

JOSEPH ROBERT FLLES 
Bobby Files (Warden: Raw Head 1943-53, Vice Presi- 

dent 1953-55, President 1966-68) was the archetypal club 
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climber. He and his wife Muriel held ofice in the FRCC for 
43 years. They climbed mostly together, extensively in Scot- 
land and the Alps, but principaIly in the Lake District, to 
which. as to the club, they were devoted. 

Tall and long-shanked, Bobby climbed safely, strongly 
and speedily, without ever seeming to hurry. In the Lake 
District he built up a repertoire of about fifty choicc rock 
climbs which he enjoyed over and over again. He special- 
iscd on Napes Needle, making two hundred and fifteen as- 
cents - and of course, descents. He maintained that one 
shouId be able to climb down allnost anything one presumed 
to cIiinb up. Because he preferred quality to novelty. he did 
not claim many new climbs; his share in the Direct Finish 
of Scafell's Central Buttress (1934) combines the two. Hc 
was generous with his time and patiencc in bringing on nov- 
ices. Clirnbing with him, one pcrfonncd a grade or so above 
onc's class. He firmly belived that the only justification for 
climbing was enjoyment. 

He made thirty-one visits to the Alps, so~netiines climb- 
ing with guides, as was then thc custom, but nftcn savouring 
the frccdoin of guideless Alpinism. On big snow ~nountains 
hc liked to move fast, hour after hour, on the better sort of  
standard routes. On Alpine rock he was more ambitious and 
no less quick. H e  loved the steepness of Dolomite climbing. 
Living in Lancashire he could rarely visit the Alpine Club, 
but was proud to be a mcinbcr. 

Bobby was barn in 1906 into a family of teachers at the 
pit village of Kearsley, ncar Bolton. His fathcr was hcad~nas- 
ter of the village school. Educatcd locally and at Manchcstcr 
University, Bobby gained an MSc. He taught at Brampton, 
Whitby, Barrow-in-Furncss and from 1944 to 1966 was sen- 
ior chci~~istry master at Lancastcr Royal GS, where his nick- 
name was Jaspcr. As he was a strict taskmaster, his pupils 
prospered. His design skill and practical know-how served 
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the school well when the new Frankland Science schools were 
built, just as, during his wardenship of Raw Head, amid post- 
war scarcities, they made a little go a very long way in con- 
verting and commissioning the barn as a hut. 

He married Muriel Dick in 1935. They were elected to 
the FRCC in 193 6 ,  proposed by George Starkey, husband of 
Bobby's sister Mary, who was also a, climber. There were no 
children so the club was an important part of their life to- 
gether, as was the United Reformed Church. They shared 
interests in music, ballet, art and of course, books. He be- 
queathed their splendid mountaineering library ta the Fell & 
Rock Library. He was a keen geoIogist, a good photogra- 
pher, handy with tools and an excellent organiser, the better for 
having no wish to boss people about. Leadership on mountains 
cane naturally to him. 

At his funeral a large congregation could see across 
Morecambe Bay to the sunlit Lakeland fells, with a touch of 
snow on them. That seemed just right. 

ALAN BENNET HARGREAVES 
With the death of A.B. Hargreaves on 14th November, 

1996, aged 92, the British climbing fraternity lost one of its 
great characters and a stalwart member of several mountain- 
eering clubs over a very long period. 

A.B. , as he was generally known, was a contempomy 
of several pioneer climbers of the 1920s and the 1930s, whose 
names have gone dawn in history, including Colin Kirkus, 
Jack Longland, J. Menlove Edwards, and Ted Hicks. He was 
with Ted Hicks when he made the second ascent of Pigott's 
Climb on the East Buttress of Clagwyn Du'r Arddu in July 
1929, when disaster nearly struck. Ted, with little protec- 
tion, feu from the final moves at the top of the route. It was 
due to A.BYs instant reaction that they were bath saved. Years 
1aterA.B. recalled this as bis narrowest escape in over 50 years 
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of climbing. The bold new ascents he made with CoIin Kirkus, 
often in wet conditions, resulted in their being referred to as 
'the suicide club'. (See FRCC Journal 1933, More of Arfon,) 

A.B. seldom led mutes but he was always at the fore- 
front of the climbing scene, being a strong and colnpetent 
second for the best climbers of the period. He was renowned 
for excellent rope management and knots, a skill he acquired 
from the training he received on a sailing ship. Zt was this 
skill which undoubtedly helped him save the life of Colin 
Kirlcus when he fell from the South America Crack on the 
Great Central Route, Easter Gully on Dow Crags, and by 
coincidence this occurred on Easter Friday, 1930. Kirkus fell 
70 feet, to be arrested by A.B., his second, just short of the 
scree. A.B. faxed the worst, with severe r q x  bums to his hands 
and a broken nose, a feature which remained evident for the 
rest of his life. The only injury Kirkus suffered was a broken 
toe. 

In 1935 A,B. married Maud Gardon, the granddaughter 
of W. C. Slingsby and Ted Hicks acted as best man at the 
wedding. The marriage was dissolved in 1953. 

In the Lake District, climbing with Maurice Linnell and 
Alf Bridge, A.B. did many of the hardest route of tbe pe- 
riod, including early repeats of the Central Buttress of S~afell, 
the first complete girdle of PiIbr Rock in 193 1, and the first 
ascent of Bridge's Route on Esk Buttress in 1 932. 

A.B. joined the Wayfarers' Club in May 1927 and along 
with Harry Spilsbury in the early 19303, he helped to set up 
the Robemon Lamb Hut in Lmgdale, said to be the first 
climbers' hut in the Lake District. Also in 1927 he joined the 
Climbers' Club and the Felt and Rack Climbing Club. He 
became President of the FRCC from 1952 to 1954, and Presi- 
dent of the Climben Club 1960 to 1963. He was invited to 
become president of the Wayfarers' in July 1979, but in Oc- 
tober, after much consideration he declined due to his failing 
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eyesight. It was a pity he could not have made the 'triple 
crown'. He was already an honorary member of both the 
Clirnbcrs' Club and the FRCC. 

A.B. was a priinc mover in the establishment of 
Brackenclose in Wasdale in 1937, the first FRCC Hut. The 
first sod was cut the previous year an the same day W.P. 
Haskett Stnith made his jubiIee ascent of Napes Needlc. 

A.B. had strong views on women in climbing clubs and 
was often quite vocal on the subject. Other dislikes were 'the 
contamination of his food with gravy' and the very mention 
of suet pudding sent him ballistic. 

ln 1 928 he joined the ABMSAC. His membership lapsed 
in 1 938 but hc rcjoincd in 1947, becoming an honorary tncrn- 
ber in 1993. For many years he was also a member of the 
Irish Mountaineering Club and he was instrumental in set- 
ting up the British Mountaineering Council in 1944, for which 
hc was later awarded honoray membership ( 1983). 

His Alpine climbs were considerable, beginning in 1 928 
with the traverse of the Bouquetins and an ascent of the North 
Face of Mont Collan, pIus two other warthy routes. 

During the 1930s he was skiing in the Andermatt area 
of Switzerland, but it was in the 1940s and the 1950s that 
A,B. notched up many fine Alpine climbs, often involving 
serious rock routes and traverses of the smaller peaks, The 
four thousand metre peaks featured prominently in his ac- 
tivities as well and he made fourteen ascents above this a1 ti- 
tudc, rnainl y in the Pennine Alps of the Valais, including the 
Dent Blanche, the Zinalrothorn, the Lenzspitze, Weiss~llies 
and the Gross Schreckhom in the Bernese Oberland. His com- 
panions during this period were C.B.M. Warren, M. H. Minc, 
J .  L. Longland, and Marco Pallis. 

He became a member of the Alpine Club in 1960, but 
from this date onwards his visits to the Alps became less fre- 
quent. In 1970, he had to be rescued from the Aiguille de 
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ArgentiZre due ta arthritic probIems in his legs. He never 
climbed in the Alps again, but in 1984, with his daughter 
Susan, he attended the ABMSAC's 75th anniversary meet in 
Saas Fee and reached the Britannia Hut This was to be his 
last visit to the Alps. 

By then poor eyesight had caused him to give up driv- 
ing a car, but he occasionally managed the odd fell walk in 
the Lake District. Around this period he was often heard to 
say in his loud voice "I keep three hospitals going"; one for 
his arthritic undercarriage, one for his eyes and another for 
his ears. 

He had an equally long record as a conservationist. He 
was a founding member of the Friends of the Lake District 
which at that time, 1934, was a body promoting the idea of a 
national park. He served as treasurer for thirteen years and 
then remained on their executive committee until 1984, when 
he retired after 5 0 years service. 

A.B. was also a founder and director of a non-profit 
making company, known as the Lake District Farm Estates, 
which purchased typical, old Lakeland farms within a twenty- 
mile radius of the Langdale Pikes and let them to tenants 
who would maintain them in the traditional way. This was in 
1 937. The company prospered for over thirty years, acquir- 
ing at least twelve traditional farmsteads. As inflation began 
to erode the ability of the LDFE to fulfill its objective, sev- 
eral f&s were sold and finally in 1975 the remaining seven 
farms were all handed to the National Trust for safe keeping, 
one of the lugest bequests ever made to them. Shortly after 
that the society was dissolved. 

In 1962, the Minister for the Environment appointed 
A.B. as a member of the Lake District NationaI Park Special 
Planning Board. He served as chairman of the access and 
accommodation committee and as a member of several other 
committees for fifteen years. On retirement in 1977, he was 
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awarded the Queen's Silver Medal for his services to the Lake 
District. His canccrn for our hcritagc and thc mountain cnvi- 
ronment was not confined to the Lake District - as was evi- 
dent from his work with the BMC. In addition he was a mem- 
ber of the Snowdonia National Park Society almost from its 
inccption and far a number of years hc was on the advisory 
board for the Outward Bound Mountain School in Eskdale. 

You could be excused by now for wandering i f  he had 
time for a profession. Anyone who knew the 'little inan', as 
he was known by close friends (he was barely S€t tall), would 
know that he was a veritable powerhouse of drive and deter- 
mination. a man with a, sharp brain who would Ineel any chal- 
lenge. He was educated at Denstone College in Staffordshire 
and in 191 9 embarked on a career as a Royal Naval Reserve 
Cadet when he joined HMS Conway, a training ship in the 
Mersey. He passed out with a first-class certificate, but never 
got to sea because of the great post-war slripping slump. In a 
change of direction he became articled to a chartered accaunt- 
ant in Liverpool and duly qualified in 1929. He then went 
into the financia1 side of local government with the County 
Borough of Wallasey an the Wirral. 

In 193 I he was offered a job as a company secretary 
and accountant ta Lakeland Laundries in Barrow-in-Furness. 
The company was controlled by W.G. Milligan, who was a 
pro~ninolt member of the FRCC. They gat on well together 
and by 1940 A.B. liad become the financial director as well 
as company secretary. Thcn in 1969 he took over as group 
chairman. The company by then had an annual turnover of 
nearly 2  nitl lion pounds and employed aver 900 people. A.B. 
retired froin the group board in 1980, after allnost fifty years 
service, at the age of 76. 

Running parallel to this, from I976 A.B. was also on 
the board of I-ris family business. James Hargrcaves and Son 
Li~nited, Tobacco Wholesalers and Retailers in Blackburn. 
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He was a non-executive director and retired from thk at the 
age of 83. 

He was an opera fssn and w ~ u l d  travel great distances in 
pursuit of this interest. In I982 his daughter S u m  accompa- 
nied him to Hunguy and Austria where they had seats for a 
performance d the Vienna Opera House. In his 80s he went 
on several cruises, carefully watched over by his daughtex: 
The Nmegim Fjords and the Spanish coast featured in these 
trips and he also went to St. Kilda with a National Trust cruise. 

Right until the end, A.B. attended the AGM and annual 
dinners of tmst of the clubs af which kc was a member, rely- 
ing on lifts from a wide circle of friends and carers. Sup- 
ported on two sticks, his small frail figure became a familiar 
sight on these occasions to a new and much younger genera- 
tion of climbers, few of whom would realise he was giant of 
a man in terms of achievements in climbing history and in 
the conservation of our mountain heritage. His wake was a 
remarkable occaion. Many travel14 many miles to be them. 
Alan left us with a bang. Just the way he wanted to. 

Peter Fleming. 

MARY HEATON 1939-1 997 
Mary Heaton, who died in I997 at the age of 96, came 

from a Bolton manufacturing family called Hamer. There 
were early holidays in the Lake District, and in 1913 she 
went up her first big mountain, Helvellyn via Striding Edge, 
alone and against her father's explicit orders! Hearing of this 
exploit, a family friend from Bolton, Lionel Glaister (FRCC 
1928- I 9711, invited Mary to join his family for a holiday in 
their house on Windmere; on this accasian Mary made her 
first ascent of Great Gable at the age of 12. Between the wars 
she regularly joined the small party which went up Gable on 
Armistice Day (always 1 1  th November, rather than, as now, 
the nearest Sunday) for the memarial service, 011 one occasion, 
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the air was so clear that the party could see beyand Criffel to 
what they thought was Ben Lomond. Glaistcr also attended 
thc memorial services, usually providing and laying the 
wrath, and cooking kippers and coffee over a camp fire on 
the way down. 

Mary joined the FeII and Rock in 1939. An anecdote 
from that period relates that she and some other ~nelnbcrs 
were invited to tea in Millican Dalton's cave on Castle Crag, 
Borrowdalc, where they were entertained with fresh salmon 
followed by strawberries and cream. A return invitation was 
extended for Mr. Dalton to dinc at thc Borrowdale Hotel. In 
thc era of 'dressing for dinner', he caused quite a stir among 
the gucsts by turning up in shorts, a loose jacket and open 
sandals. 

Mary5s husband, Jack, who joined the Club in 1 944, shared 
her Iovc of mountains. He was an artist and keen cyclist. Thcy 
both enjoyed attending the Annual Dinnem in Keswick and 
the New Ycar meets at thc Old Dungeon Ghy l l Hotel. Sadly. 
Jack died about 15 years befare his wife. Mary is remem- 
bered by her friends for I~er delightful company, and enter- 
taining stories about past experiences in the mountains. 

I am gratehl to Mary Heaton's fricnd, Michael Turner, for 
mast of the information in this obituary. 

Hatty Harris 

TREVOR JONES 
When I saw Trevor at his  home, within a day or two of 

his knowing that 'his little star' - as he always called it - 
was fading fast and shortly to stop twinkling, be said: "Well 
mate, the chip buttics and crisps have caught up with me at 
last." It was one of the paradoxes of this extraordinary lnan 
that he could somehow generate so much energy, so much 
enthusiasm, on junk food and booze. And there wasn't a 
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trace of cirrhosis, so there's hope for many more of us! His 
wonderful wife Anna, a cordon hieu cook, ~nnst have been 
(indeed I h o w  she was) driven allnost demented by his food 
preferences, not to mention some of his other eccentricities. 
But ... what a character! 

The list of his climbing achievements o v a  rnare than 
40 years is long, varied and distinguished, but it is primarily 
as a remarkable personality and a great personal friend for 
30 years that I would like to remember him here. 

Some of you would hardly have known him, for he was 
a relative newcomer to the Fell and Rock, joining in 1990, 
but he was no newcomer to the Lake District, as members 
discovered when the news leaked out that this outsider, this 
ex-President of the Climbers' Club and North Wales activist, 
was writing (with Geoff Milburn) a book about Cumbrian 
Rock. The cheek of it! Feathen were ruffled for a while, but 
Trevor's irrepressible zeal was na t to be squashed, numerous 
cIub members contributed, the book appeared in 1988 and, 
not before time, he was quickly roped in to the FRCC. 

Throughout his life, his exuberance - and sometimes 
volubly-expressed opinions - occasionally led him into con- 
frontations. He was widely mnuured to hold the high-alti- 
tude record for a punch-up, on the 136 I British expedition to 
Nuptse; he bad a punch-up with me on tbe camp site at La 
BCrarde after we had done the traverse of the Meije; and I 
r e d l  he nearly caused a punch-up once with half the Fell & 
Rock at Brackenclose when his snoring kept everybody awake 
all night. As a car driver he was terrifying - and his thirty- 
odd driving offences must have constituted some sort of a 
record He could be completely scatter-brahe$, turning up 
to climb with one rock-boot, or no waterproofs in a down- 
pour, or no sleeping-bag in his own cottit%, so that he twice 
slept rolled up in the Axminster, 

But, and there were a number of very big buts, within 
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~ninutcs he could have you rolling around and splitting your 
sides with laughter, not just at his richly embellished tales 
but at the way he told them, with facial inanncrisms and gcs- 
turcs that werc unbelievably comic. H e  was very wcll-read, 
particularly on such topics as the American Civil War, and 
was remarkably creative, not only forming the advertising 
agency that his delightful daughter Victoria is continuing, 
but continually inventing new gadgets that would enable him 
to place a nut in a crack six feet above his reach. Hc taught 
mc all I know about protection, including how to gct the sec- 
ond rnan to hold the rope tight while he, as leader, yo-yocd 
up and down the route. As he frequently said to me; "Bob, 
whcn you get to our age, we need to use every device known 
to Inan to stay able to climb." But don't let me give thc 
iinprcssion that all Trev did was to f i g  the routes! Far from 
it. Hc was reinarkably strong and determined and at 65 11e 
was still leading E grades. Wet or cold conditions nevcr 
seemed to deter him and indeed his inability to fee1 cold was 
quite reinarkable. I recall our once bivouacking on a frecz- 
ing night on the ice of thc Glacier Noir back in about 1980. 
His hoodless duvet had about threc feathcrs per acre and I 
am not even sure whether he had a Karrimat. As I burrowcd 
into my thick down jacket he said "Can I borrow your 
hankie?" I passed it over and he put it  over his facc "To keep 
the frost off", he said and then he promptly fell asleep whilc 
Derek Walker and I shivered all night long. 

Otl~er inembers of this Club will recall their own great 
days on the hills with Trevor. Such routes as thc Comici on 
the Cima Grande, or thc Cassin on the Ovest. I recall our 
ascent of thc Gcrvas~tti on Pic Gaspard (and how he again 
slept like a log on a narrow ledge while I clung clung shiver- 
ing to the pegs that hcld us a11 on). I recall our early ascent of 
the north pillar of the Cengalo, and of the Frendo Spur and 
lots illore days on the Lakeland, Welsh and Scottish hills. 



But above all I recall a wonderful fried, the guy who unfail- 
ingly phoned just as Lin and I were starting our evening meal, 
the one who always had a new idea to discuss, who kept us 
all in touch with what was going on. 

His widow, Anna, md his daugkters Bridget and Victcr- 
ria, not to mention his wide circle of friends and aquaintances 
will all miss him greatly. He left us all t ~ a  soon. 

Bob Allen 

BERNARD LENNOX 
Bernard Lennox died on 25 June 1997 aged 83, after an 

illness of several years. He was barn and grew up in the New- 
castle upon Qne area, being educated at Newcasde Royal G m -  
mar School and k e  Newcastle division of Durham University, 
where he @W in medicine in 1936. Introduced to rock 
climbing by Emrys Williams, he joined the Club in 1939. They 
were both vay ready to help anyone who was keen to get started, 
and my brother GsoffZ.ey Curtis and mysdf were among their 
many recruits. Not everyone persevered, however. I remember 
Banard leading a party up Tmutdale Pinnacle in Borrowdale 
which contained the two principal actors fPom the People's Thea- 
tre production of W.H. Auden's 'Ascent of F6', to give them a 
taste of real mountaineering. They managed it, but didn't fdlaw 
it up. 

Bernard went into the RAMC in 1940, was posted to 
the Far East, and after the fall of Singapore spent the rest of 
the war in Japanese POW camps, On returning to the UK, he 
had a research post in pathology for 8 years at the Hammer- 
smith HospitaI in London before moving to Glasgow Uni- 
versity, where he was later promoted to a Chair. He and his 
wife Mary (abo a, doctor) retired to Melrose. The demands of 
work and a family of five meant that mountains had ta take 
second place, but Bernard never lost his love for them, and 
passed this an to his family. Both his dder sons Christopher 
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and Jonathan are, independently, within a whisker of coin- 
pleting thc Munro tally. 

Carol Plackett 

RONALD M. LUPTON 
Ronald Luptm died peacefully in I 996, aged 95, af- 

Ecr a fit, active and happy life. He grew up in Keswick, 
where his father had a cobbler 'a shop and the family knew 
the Abraham brothers. From an ear1 y age ha Iovcd the fcl l s  
and built the cairn on Causey Pike, which he couId scc 
fro111 his bedroom window. He  went to Kcswick Grammar 
School and, at eighteen, was awarded a scholarship to 
Queen's College, Oxford, where he read Classics. After 
university, he spent thrcc years working in Barbados, but 
had the inisfortune to contract bilhania and was scnt home, 
so it was expected, to die. But his health recovered; he 
became a tcacher at the Wyggcston Gralnlnar School for 
Boys, Leicester, and remained there for 40 years. 

In his school holidays, Ronald was able to resume 
his activities in the mountains. In thc 1930s he was par- 
ticularly active as a rock climber, climbing with Ted 
Paltrier, Ron Fidler, Torn Savage and 5id Cross. A major 
achieven~ent was a first ascent on Ken Knatts. He joincd 
the FclI and Rock in 1933. Another favaurite climbing 
partnsr was his wifc, Freda, w hot11 be introduced to cl inzb- 
ing, They climbed together particularly in the Lake Dis- 
trict and also or Skye. Ronald also visited the Alps and 
made an ascent of Mont Blanc. 

With a fainily crf three dsau&ters, the Luptons cantin- 
ucd to visit fhc Lakcs, shying in the Fell and Rock cottagcs 
and huts: Birkness was a particular favourite, Each daughter 
in turn was give11 a special day out alone with Dad on cach 
holiday, usuaIIy fcI1 walking, although cliinbiilg was also 
introduced, Ronald mtnaincd very fit afier retirement+ but, 
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sadly, Iost his sight suddenly in 1984. He continued to walk, 
however, and when the fahzily put a seat on Latrigg to com- 
memorate his 90th birthday, he visited it regularly. He was 
gardening a few weeks before his death. 

I am mast gratefuI to Mr. Lupton's daughter, Glendra Read, 
for the information in this abituay. 

H.H. 

E.N. A. MORTON 1956-97 
Neville Morton, warden of B & h n  Cottage 1965-75, w~ 

a wizard at organking maintenance meets, Weeks ahead, he Wed 
the jobs in order of priority, evaluated h e  man-hours, identified 
the relevant tools and mat&&, then labelled and packaged hem 
job-by-job. At the meet, he sized up the probable cempmce of 
each worker,  matched him to a job, handed him his package* 
and send him ofTconTident he heuld complete the job, He counted 
them all out, and counted them all in. To protect the volunteers 
against Neville's tendency to work without food, drink, w res- 
pite until jobs were finished, his wife, Betty, called regular tea 
breaks, supplemented by her home baking, How wise he was, 
when appointed to c o d s s i ~ n  what was then Brotherswater 
Cottage as a hut, to choose her as his supernumerary but in fact 
chiefassistan1: warden. 

With Jim Topping, the architect, they worked to retain 
the cottwe-like qualities of the building, shopping around, 
fabricating, sewing, and scrounging, to fit it out with 
good,visually pleasing fabrics, furniture, and equipment. They 
shared the FRCC's vision of huts as homely, welcoming bases 
from which to climb. Their success was legendary. 

Arthur Thwaites and I were his oflcial assistants. From 
the two cnginwrs I learned, willingly enough, to choose the 
right too1 for the job, and if necessary make it. Neville was 
tirelessly inventive, an ingenious improviser and adaptor. 
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Sloppy design or workmanship exasperated him. both pm- 
fessionally, as Dcvelopmcnt Engineer at Williamson's, Lan- 
caster ( 1932-66). and in his leisure interests of tnountaincer- 
ing, photography, gardening, travel, archacalagy, ancient 
history, badminton, and tennis. However, he was not unkind 
to the inept: he silnpIy f ~ u n d  them useful jobs in which they 
couldn't do much hann. 

NeviIle was born at Elland in West Yorkshire i n  1906. 
the son of the local doctor. From his maternal grandfathcr. 
a pl~annacist. and from the back-yard swect factory next 
door, he acquired an early interest in chetnistry and sugar. 
Like lnany great survivors, he was deemed 'delicate' as a 
child, yet at Bedford School hc did wcll in scvcral sports. 
He read Mechanical Engineering at Queens' Collcgc, Cam- 
bridge, rowing for the college, and winning two oars in 
bumps. 

Scrving his engineering apprcnticcship in Manchestcr, 
hc spent Sundays on Kinder Scotrut evading the gamekeepers. 
S~tbscquently at Vickers, in Barrow, he began his lifclong 
activity of climbing and walking in the Lake District, The 
warden at Coppennines Youth Hostel used to leave a win- 
dow ope11 for hitn so that he could get in late after a ten or 
twclvc hour walk. In the 1939-45 war he served in REME. 
nmning tank workshops in Syria and India, achicving the 
rank of Major, 

From 1928 until the start of the war, Neville went an 
many Natioi~al Union of Students holidays in the Alps, on 
one of which he met Betty. They were married in 1935, and 
had thrcc children: Elizabeth, Richard, and Mar~arct,  all of 
whoin followcd thc~n into the FRCC. Neville reil~aincd vcry 
active, travelling widely in the mountains and not missing a 
Scottish meet until he was 90. 

George Watkins 
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JACK SINGLETON 
Jack Singleton who died on the 25th October 1996 at 

the age of 65, had been a member of the Club since 1942. 
Although he was born in Barnsley he lived most of his early 
years in Leeds. He won a scholarship to Cockburn High 
School and became Head Boy. It was during his teens that 
his love of the Lake District began when he was sent on a 
school geography trip and camped near Rosthwaite. This love 
was evident through some excellent poems that he wrote re- 
lating to the Lakes. As a keen Scouter, he tramped a d  camped 
Inany t ima  in this area. He graduated from Leeds Univer- 
sity in 1932 with a degree in Philosophy and then attended 
The Yorkshire United Independent College, Bradford, train- 
ing far the Congregational Ministry. 

He took charge of Horton Lane Congregational Church 
in 1934 and became an active member and resident of the 
local YMCA. He started a rambling group called 'The Bog 
Trotters' and was remembered as the unconventional parson 
who led them 'o'er moor ad fen', and who seemed to take 
an impish delight in leading them where the going was heavi- 
est, the mud stickiest and the scenery must lovely. In 1 936 he 
married Elsie Appleyard, a marriage that was to last forty- 
six years until hcr dcath in 1982. In 1938 Avril was born and 
he moved to Blackburn Road Congregational Church in Bol- 
ton, Avril sadly died in l 987. 

In 1 939 Christopher (Kit) was born and Jack decided to 
leave the Church and become full-time Youth Work Organ- 
iser for the YMCA in hncashire, Cheshire, Westmtlrland 
and Cumberland. This required a rnovc to Sdford, where in 
1942 his second son Martin arived and also membership of 
the Fell & Rock. His youth work allowed him to indulge in 
his lave of mountaineering and numerous visits were made 
to the M e  Dsitrict to rock climb and fell walk. His wife was 
alIegedly the first woman to stay at Black Sail Youth Hostel. 
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so011 it became time for a change and for three years he was 
Assistant Master at Wdstmt~n County Grammar Schaol far 
Bays in Newcastlc-under-Lyme. In I945 he was appointed 
as a lccturer and and organism far the Extramural Delegacy 
of Oxford University in Current Affairs and English, mainly 
to the Farccs in England, the Middle and Far East. Hc began 
Ilis connections with the BBC about this time and in Novem- 
bcr 1946 wrote the script for 'Over thc Hills and Far Away' 
with Wilfred Picklcs in the Langdales. This was for Northern 
Childrcn 's Hour. In 1 949 the fxr~nily inoved to London on his 
appointment as Radio Producer far the BBC Schaol Broad- 
casting Deparhnent. His en~ployment on the BBC Staff cod- 
tinucd until 197 1 not only as a producer but also as a writer, 
editor, presenter, and inteviewer. 

He did not know the word retirement and was soon work- 
ing under cuntract producing 'Open Forum' far the Open Uni- 
vcruity. For this work, which continued until 1977, hc was 
awarded an Honoary Degree of Master ofArts from the O.U. 
Still refusing to sit down, he was on thc Panel of Speakers 
for the BBC, giving lectures and also abridging books for 
Women's Hour and Book at Bedtime until 1994. 

His other interests were varied. From 1959 to 1976 hc 
was a Justice of the Peace far Imer London Juvenile Courts. 
Hc lectured for the British CounciI and local education au- 
thorities on various topics and at the BBC training school on 
broadcasting techniques and writing. In a recent letter of sym- 
pathy to his family Sir Chris Bonington CBE stated that Jack 
had given lii~n very sound advice in the early 1960's, when 
produci~~g his first cver radio broadcast after he had climbed 
the North Wall of the Eiger, 

He loved to travel and visited sixty-eight muhtries dur- 
ing his life, far too many to mention! However, his love of 
mountains took him to Afghanistan, Austria. Peru, China. 
Tibet and Nepal to mention a few. In the early 1970s he was 
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airlifted off the foothills of Annapurna to hospital in 
Kathmandu with mountah sickness, He was later fitted with 
a p a c e d e r  and survived another twenty years! 

His love of the mountains; particulq the Lake District, 
has been passed on not only to his family but to m n y  people 
he has influenced during his mameIIaus active life. On his 
HOth birthday he stood an the top of Latrig in the snow and 
it is there that his ashes have been scattered. 

Kit and W n  Singleton 

MARK SPREADBOROUGH 
Mark Spreadbornugh died aged 40 on Septemk 15th 

1997, when his car was in a head-on early mming  collision 
with a quarry wagon in the Yarkshire Dales. 

Mark was barn within the sound of Bow Bdls and went 
to St. John" School in Lea tbe rhd  and then South Bank Poly. 
Never fond of the mban jungle, Mark decided to leave 'the 
smoke', came to Lee& in 1 98 1. and joined the Leeds Moun- 
taineering Club and later the FRCC in 1985. In both these 
clubs, Mark was an exceptionally popular and well-liked 
member and played a Iarge p u t  in their m i n g .  He was a 
committee member of both clubs, serving on the F K C  coin- 
mittee from I993 to 1996. More impo#antly perhaps, the 
errera and activity he put into club activi tics meant that m w  
with him were never dull, It was in the LMC Mark met 
Jmc Harrison whom he later married and who was his con- 
stant companion on the fells and crags. 

Mark was a very aceolnplished and talented rock and 
ice climber leading to F7c and EE6, both in the U.K. and abroad. 
His enthusiasm for all types of rock-climbing and fur the 
outdoors coupled with his great sense of fun made him the 
very best of company. A11 of us who climbed with Mark will 
remember great days whether they were on Yorkshire 
Gritstone and Limestone, in the h k m  or in France or Spain. 
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Mark was involved in many new routes in Yorkshire, 
thc last of which was when wc girdled the Cave Route Wall 
in Gordalc. This invoIved down-climbing part of an F8b while 
it was raining! As usual, what could have been epic turned 
into great fun and a ~nemorable day out. 

There was hawcver so much Inore to Mark thc person 
than just his climbing. His easy manner and good judgement 
led to a very profitable career in property developtncnt. his 
love of fine wine and good jazz   nu sic meant that therc was 
always inore than jusl climbing on his mind. His love of  fast 
cars was the sourcc of many exhilarating trips to the crags, 
bur also, sadly, his final undoing. 

Martin Bcrzins 

JACK UMPLEBY 
Jack was one of ~ n y  oldest climbing fricnds. We met at 

Widdop in 1942 and both jaincd the Fell and Rock in 1945, 
proposcd by David Jackson. During the war years, Widdop 
was thc meeting place, every Sunday, for clirnbers from thc 
su~rounding Yorkshire and Lancashire towns, These were 
clirllhcrs who wcrc eithcr too young, too old or too unfit for 
military service; or those in reserved occupations. I was in 
the fortner category, Jack in the lattcr. 

A Yorkshirernan, born in Silsden, Jack followed his fa- 
ther into engineering, first with an apprenticeship at Jowett's, 
tlie car manufacturers in Bradford, then at the Bristol Air- 
craft Cotnpany first in Bristal then, far the duration of the 
war, at Clayton-le-Moors. When the war ended, Jack did his 
national service in the Parachute Rcgitnent thcn returned to 
engineering in Burnley where, for Inany years, he was a sen- 
ior production cnginccr at Joseph Lucas. His engineering 
background proved useful during the war when, during his 
spare timc. he made himself karabiners, an ice axe and tricouni 
nails, all of which were unobtainable. Later he made himself 
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titanium crampons and, in partnership with John A Hartley, 
manufactured and marketed, under the name of Hi-Tens, a 
variety of slim pitons made from maraging steel. These were 
used to great effect by Doug Scott on the first ascent of The 
Scoop on Strsne Ulladale. 

As a young man, Jack was a, bald and powerful rock 
r 1 imber although he 10s t some of his confidence after a trau- 
matic experience on the Central Buttress of Scafell in 1944. 
After an attetnpt on the top block of the Flake Crack, Jack 
was lowering back to the Oval far a rest when his ding round 
the   hock stone came untied and he finished up well below 
the Oval, luckily with only a headache to show far it. Jack 
was keen on unclimkd rock; we did our first new route to- 
gether in 1945, Eagle's Cbain on the Napes, Witb Ken Heatoil, 
the Neckband Crag was opened up in 19'49 with the routes 
Nectar and Route 1, Right-Hand Wall: later Jack did several 
new routes an Pike 0' Stickle and on Yorkshire limestone. 

Jack was a great walker and, accompanied by his wife 
Mary who he met at Widdop, did many of the classic long 
distance walks in Britain. They also walked extensively in 
Austria, Switzerland and in the Julian Alps, Jack's fa~ouri te 
area, which they visited some 8 times. Jack had just returned 
from Kranjska Gora when, in July 1996, he died at the age of 
74 from a mercifully swift strake, His ashes were scattered 
at Widdop near the fmt af the climb which bears his name. 
He wi f l be greatly missed by his many clirnbing and walking 
friends but not least by Mary and his children John and Anne, 
who have our deepest sympathy. 

John Wiikinson 

HILDA M. WARREN 
Hilda died on the 15th February 1996 aged 87 years. A 

teacher by profession throughout her adult life, she had a 
great love for fells, mountains and the countryside, especially 
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the Lake District. In 185 1 she attended a beginners' course 
in rack climbing run by the Mountaineering Association and 
Icd by Charlie Wilson. This week, in Bomwdale, Icd to 
climbing on Skye, in Glencae and North Wales. With 
Charlie's help, s l ~ c  becalm a inember of the Fell and Rack in 
1 957. She thoroughIy enjoyed Scottish meets at Scouric, 
Achnashecn, Killin and Glenfinnan. She walked and clirnbcd 
abroad in Norway* Austria, the Dolomites and her much laved 
Switzerland. The highIights o f  the Iatter wcrc a guidcd 
traverse from Grinsel to the Jungfraujoch and the achieving 
in 1953 of an ambition to climb the Matterhoni. 

Although in the last three years she was unable to walk 
far, she still retained an interest in Club news. 

Eva Russell 

LEGACIES RECEIVED FROM 1 JULY 96 TO 30 APRJL 
'98 

From In Memory of Date 
s 
29 Ju1'96 Owcn Rees Hilda Warren 30.00 
4 Scp '96 Mary U~npleby Jack Umpleby 50.00 
1 8 Jun '97 Executors of 

AB Hargreaves ABHargreaves 200.00 
22 Feb '98 Executors of 

ENA Morton Neville Morton 500.00 
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